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Abstract

The aim of this thesis is the development and application of a model that effectively
and efficiently integrates the evaluation of geometric and electrostatic complementarity
for the protein–protein docking problem. Proteins perform their biological roles by inter-
acting with other biomolecules and forming macromolecular complexes. The structural
characterization of protein complexes is important to understand the underlying biolog-
ical processes. Unfortunately, there are several limitations to the available experimental
techniques, leaving the vast majority of these complexes to be determined by means
of computational methods such as protein–protein docking. The ultimate goal of the
protein–protein docking problem is the in silico prediction of the three-dimensional struc-
ture of complexes of two or more interacting proteins, as occurring in living organisms,
which can later be verified in vitro or in vivo. These interactions are highly specific and
take place due to the simultaneous formation of multiple weak bonds: the geometric com-
plementarity of the contours of the interacting molecules is a fundamental requirement in
order to enable and maintain these interactions. However, shape complementarity alone
cannot guarantee highly accurate docking predictions, as there are several physicochemical
factors, such as Coulomb potentials, van der Waals forces and hydrophobicity, affecting
the formation of protein complexes.

In order to set up correct and efficient methods for the protein-protein docking, it
is necessary to provide a unique representation which integrates geometric and physico-
chemical criteria in the complementarity evaluation. To this end, a novel local surface
descriptor, capable of capturing both the shape and electrostatic distribution properties
of macromolecular surfaces, has been designed and implemented. The proposed method-
ology effectively integrates the evaluation of geometrical and electrostatic distribution
complementarity of molecular surfaces, while maintaining efficiency in the descriptor com-
parison phase. The descriptor is based on the 3D Zernike invariants which possess several
attractive features, such as a compact representation, rotational and translational invari-
ance and have been shown to adequately capture global and local protein surface shape
similarity and naturally represent physicochemical properties on the molecular surface.

Locally, the geometric similarity between two portions of protein surface implies a
certain degree of complementarity, but the same cannot be stated about electrostatic
distributions. Complementarity in electrostatic distributions is more complex to han-
dle, as charges must be matched with opposite ones even if they do not have the same
magnitude. The proposed method overcomes this limitation as follows. From a unique
electrostatic distribution function, two separate distribution functions are obtained, one
for the positive and one for the negative charges, and both functions are normalised in
[0, 1]. Descriptors are computed separately for the positive and negative charge distri-
butions, and complementarity evaluation is then done by cross-comparing descriptors of
distributions of charges of opposite signs.

The proposed descriptor uses a discrete voxel-based representation of the Connolly
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surface on which the corresponding electrostatic potentials have been mapped. Voxelised
surface representations have received a lot of interest in several bioinformatics and compu-
tational biology applications as a simple and effective way of jointly representing geometric
and physicochemical properties of proteins and other biomolecules by mapping auxiliary
information in each voxel. Moreover, the voxel grid can be defined at different resolutions,
thus giving the means to effectively control the degree of detail in the discrete representa-
tion along with the possibility of producing multiple representations of the same molecule
at different resolutions.

A specific algorithm has been designed for the efficient computation of voxelised macro-
molecular surfaces at arbitrary resolutions, starting from experimentally-derived struc-
tural data (X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy or cryo-electron microscopy). Fast
surface generation is achieved by adapting an approximate Euclidean Distance Transform
algorithm in the Connolly surface computation step and by exploiting the geometrical
relationship between the latter and the Solvent Accessible surface. This algorithm is at
the base of VoxSurf (Voxelised Surface calculation program), a tool which can produce
discrete representations of macromolecules at very high resolutions starting from the three-
dimensional information of their corresponding PDB files. By employing compact data
structures and implementing a spatial slicing protocol, the proposed tool can calculate
the three main molecular surfaces at high resolutions with limited memory demands.

To reduce the surface computation time without affecting the accuracy of the represen-
tation, two parallel algorithms for the computation of voxelised macromolecular surfaces,
based on a spatial slicing procedure, have been introduced. The molecule is sliced in a
user-defined number of parts and the portions of the overall surface can be calculated for
each slice in parallel. The molecule is sliced with planes perpendicular to the abscissa
axis of the Cartesian coordinate system defined in the molecule’s PDB entry.

The first algorithms uses an overlapping margin of one probe-sphere radius length
among slices in order to guarantee the correctness of the Euclidean Distance Transform.
Because of this margin, the Connolly surface can be computed nearly independently
for each slice. Communications among processes are necessary only during the pocket
identification procedure which ensures that pockets spanning through more than one
slice are correctly identified and discriminated from solvent-excluded cavities inside the
molecule.

In the second parallel algorithm the size of the overlapping margin between slices has
been reduced to a one-voxel length by adapting a multi-step region-growing Euclidean
Distance Transform algorithm. At each step, distance values are first calculated inde-
pendently for every slice, then, a small portion of the borders’ information is exchanged
between adjacent slices.

The proposed methodologies will serve as a basis for a full-fledged protein–protein
docking protocol based on local feature matching. Rigorous benchmark tests have shown
that the combined geometric and electrostatic descriptor can effectively identify shape and
electrostatic distribution complementarity in the binding sites of protein–protein com-
plexes, by efficiently comparing circular surface patches and significantly decreasing the
number of false positives obtained when using a purely-geometric descriptor. In the val-
idation experiments, the contours of the two interacting proteins are divided in circular
patches: all possible patch pairs from the two proteins are then evaluated in terms of
complementarity and a general ranking is produced. Results show that native patch pairs
obtain higher ranks when using the newly proposed descriptor, with respect to the ranks
obtained when using the purely-geometric one.
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Sommario

Lo scopo di questa tesi è lo sviluppo e l’applicazione di un modello che integri efficacemente
ed efficientemente la valutazione della complementarietà geometrica ed elettrostatica per
il problema del docking proteina–proteina. Le proteine svolgono i loro ruoli biologici inter-
agendo con altre biomolecole formando complessi macromolecolari. La caratterizzazione
strutturale dei complessi proteici è importante per comprendere i processi biologici che
guidano tali interazioni. Gli attuali limiti delle tecniche sperimentali fanno si che la
maggior parte dei complessi debba essere risolta tramite tecniche computazionali come il
docking proteina–proteina. Il docking proteina–proteina ha come scopo la predizione in
silico delle strutture tridimensionali dei complessi formati da due o più proteine intera-
genti, così come si verificano negli organismi viventi, e che possono essere successivamente
verificate in vitro o in vivo. Queste interazioni sono altamente specifiche, ed avvengono
grazie all’instaurazione simultanea di molteplici legami deboli: la complementarietà geo-
metrica dei contorni esterni delle molecole interagenti è un requisito fondamentale affinché
queste interazioni avvengano e si mantengano nel tempo. La sola complementarietà di
forma, però, non basta a garantire predizioni di docking accurate, dato che esistono molti
fattori fisico-chimici oltre alla complementarietà di forma, come i potenziali di Coulomb,
forze di van der Waals e l’idrofobicità, i quali influiscono nella formazione del complesso
proteico.

Al fine di sviluppare metodi corretti ed efficienti per il docking proteina–proteina si
rende necessaria una nuova rappresentazione del contorno di proteine che integri criteri
geometrici ed elettrostatici nella valutazione della complementarietà. A tal proposito, è
stato progettato ed implementato un nuovo descrittore locale del contorno proteico, in
grado di catturare entrambe le proprietà di complementarietà geometrica e elettrostatica
delle superfici macromolecolari. La metodologia proposta integra efficacemente la val-
utazione della complementarietà geometrica ed elettrostatica delle superfici molecolari,
permettendo la comparazione efficiente tra descrittori. Il descrittore si basa sulle invari-
anti 3D di Zernike, le quali posseggono diverse proprietà interessanti, come l’invarianza
alle rotazioni e alle traslazioni, la capacità di catturare efficacemente la similarità sia lo-
cale che globale delle superfici proteiche, e di rappresentarne in modo naturale le proprietà
fisico-chimiche.

Localmente, la similarità geometrica tra due porzioni di superficie proteica implica un
certo grado di complementarietà. Lo stesso però non vale per i potenziali elettrostatici. La
complementarietà dei potenziali elettrostatici è più complessa da rilevare, poiché devono
combaciare cariche di segno opposto che non hanno necessariamente la stessa ampiezza.
Il metodo proposto supera questa limitazione nel modo seguente. Da un’unica funzione
di distribuzione di carica elettrostatica vengono ricavate due funzioni di distribuzione di
carica, una per le cariche positive ed una per le cariche negative. Entrambe le funzioni
di distribuzione vengono normalizzate in [0, 1]. I descrittori vengono poi calcolati sepa-
ratamente per le due distribuzioni di carica, e la valutazione della complementarietà viene
eseguita confrontando tra loro i descrittori corrispondenti a cariche di segno opposto.

Il descrittore proposto utilizza una rappresentazione discreta a voxel della superficie
di Connolly sulla quale sono stati mappati i corrispettivi potenziali elettrostatici. Le
rappresentazioni a voxel delle superfici hanno ricevuto un notevole interesse in molte
applicazioni bioinformatiche e di biologia computazionale poiché forniscono un metodo
semplice ed efficace per rappresentare congiuntamente le proprietà geometriche e fisico-
chimiche di proteine ed altre biomolecole, mappando informazioni ausiliarie in ciascun
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voxel. In più, variando la risoluzione della griglia di voxel si può controllare i grado di
dettaglio da rappresentare. Inoltre, si possono ottenere rappresentazioni a grana variabile
per una determinata molecola.

È stato progettato e sviluppato un algoritmo specifico per il calcolo efficiente delle
superfici a voxel di macromolecole a risoluzioni arbitrarie, a partire da dati sperimentali
(cristallografia a raggi X, spettroscopia NMR, microscopia crioelettronica). La gener-
azione efficiente della superficie di Connolly viene effettuata tramite un algoritmo che
calcola la Trasformata di Distanza Euclidea approssimata e che sfrutta la relazione geo-
metrica che c’è tra la superficie accessibile al solvente e la superficie di Connolly. Questo
algoritmo è alla base di VoxSurf (Voxelised Surface calculation program), uno strumento
software in grado di produrre rappresentazioni discrete di macromolecole a risoluzioni
molto alte a partire dalle informazioni tridimensionali dei corrispettivi file PDB. Utiliz-
zando strutture dati compatte ed implementando un protocollo di slicing spaziale, il tool
proposto può calcolare le tre principali superfici molecolari ad alte risoluzioni con limitati
requisiti di memoria.

Due algoritmi paralleli sono stati introdotti per ridurre il tempo di computazione
delle superfici, senza però incidere negativamente sulla precisione delle rappresentazioni.
Entrambi si basano su di un protocollo di slicing spaziale: la molecola viene “tagliata”
in un determinato numero di parti, e le porzioni della superficie vengono calcolate per
ciascuna slice in parallelo. La molecola viene tagliata con piani perpendicolari all’asse
delle ascisse del sistema di coordinate cartesiane definito nel file PDB della molecola.

Il primo algoritmo utilizza margini sovrapposti tra slice adiacenti, di dimensione pari al
raggio della sfera-sonda che rappresenta la molecola di solvente. Il margine garantisce che
la superficie di Connolly possa essere calcolata quasi-indipendentemente per ciascuna slice.
Le comunicazioni tra processi si rendono necessarie soltanto durante l’identificazione delle
tasche, la quale garantisce che vengano identificate correttamente tasche della superficie
molecolare che si estendono attraverso più di una slice.

Nel secondo algoritmo parallelo, la dimensione dei margini sovrapposti è stato ridotto
in lunchezza ad un solo voxel tramite l’introduzione di un algoritmo per la Trasformata
di Distanza Euclidea a più step. Ad ogni step, i valori di distanza vengono dapprima
calcolati indipendentemente per ciascuna slice. Poi, i valori di distanza euclidea di un
piccolo sottoinsieme di voxel appartenenti al bordo vengono scambiati tra slice adiacenti.

Le metodologie introdotte sono propedeutiche allo sviluppo di un protocollo di docking
proteina–proteina basato sul local feature matching. Test su benchmark hanno dimostrato
che il descrittore congiunto di geometria ed elettrostaticità è in grado di identificare la
complementarietà di forma e di distribuzione di carica nei siti di legame dei complessi
proteina–proteina, confrontando efficientemente patch circolari di superficie e diminu-
endo notevolmente il numero di falsi positivi che altrimenti si avrebbero utilizzando un
descrittore puramente geometrico. Negli esperimenti di validazione, i contorni delle pro-
teine interagenti sono stati suddivisi in patch circolari: tutte le possibili coppie di patch
dalle due proteine sono state valutate in termini di complementarietà ed è stato stilato
un ranking generale. I risultati dimostrano che, quando si utilizza il nuovo descrittore,
le coppie di patch native ottengono rank più alti rispetto a quelli ottenuti utilizzando il
descrittore puramente geometrico.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Proteins play critical roles in many biological processes, often by binding selectively and
with high affinity to other molecules. Structural knowledge of protein complexes is re-
quired to understand how the various biomolecules interact with each other in order to
accomplish their tasks. Computational approaches to predict protein binding sites and
the three dimensional structures of protein–protein complexes are powerful tools to gain
such knowledge and improve our understanding of protein function and their recognition
mechanisms.

This dissertation focuses on developing models and computational methods to im-
prove the prediction of protein–protein binding sites and protein–protein complex struc-
tures (protein docking). A brief literature review of some of the most important aspects
of protein–protein docking is presented in this chapter followed by the motivation and
primary aims of this research work.

1.1 Background

Proteins are among the most important organic molecules in living systems and are way
more diverse in structure and function than other classes of macromolecules. A single
cell can contain thousands of proteins, each with a unique function (i.e. catalytic agents,
structural elements, signal transmitters, transporters and molecular machines). Proteins
carry out their cellular roles by interacting with other molecules. Alterations in protein–
protein interactions often lead to disease, and hence protein interaction interfaces have
become one of the most popular new targets for rational drug design [1]. In addition to
practical applications such as drug design, reliable determination of the three-dimensional
(3D) structures of protein–protein complexes is important for basic research on the mech-
anisms of macromolecular recognition.

Although their structures and functions vary greatly, all proteins consist of one or more
polypeptide chains made up of amino acids, linked together in a specific order. Amino
acids share a basic structure, which consists of a central carbon atom, also known as the
alpha (α) carbon, bonded to an amino group (NH2), a carboxyl group (COOH) and a
hydrogen atom (see Fig. 1.1). Every amino acid also has another atom or group of atoms
bonded to the central atom, known as the R group or side chain, which determines its
identity and chemical behaviour (that is, whether it is considered acidic, basic, polar, or
non-polar). There are 20 types of amino acids commonly found in proteins that vary only
in the R group.
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Figure 1.1: A basic amino acid.

The amino acids of a polypeptide are attached to each-other by covalent bonds known
as peptide bonds. During protein synthesis, the carboxyl group of the amino acid at the
end of the growing polypeptide chain reacts with the amino group of an incoming amino
acid, releasing a molecule of water (see Fig. 1.2). Polypeptide chains fold into a well-
defined, functional 3D structure from random coil following a physical process known as
protein folding [2], which results from amino acids interacting with each other and with
the surrounding environment. The resulting 3D structure and function of a protein is
determined by the properties and the order of amino acids in its chains [3, 4].
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Figure 1.2: Formation of a peptide bond between two amino acids.

There are several experimental techniques available which can be employed for the
determination of the structure of proteins and protein complexes. The most widely used
approach is X-ray crystallography [5], which is applicable to molecules and complexes of
any size. This method, however, requires crystallizing the specimen and placing them in
non-physiological environments, which can be inherently difficult and occasionally lead to
functionally irrelevant conformational changes. It also provides only information about
the 3D structure of the protein under the particular experimental conditions (which might
be very diverse from physiological ones) and does not include any information regarding
molecular flexibility. Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy [6], on the other
hand, is suitable for macromolecules in solution (closer to real functional environments or
foldings) and can yield information on the dynamics of various parts of a given the protein
or complex and thus account for its flexibility. However, its application is usually limited
to small polypeptides (less than 50 kDa). Cryo-electron microscopy [7] has increasingly
gained popularity as it allows the examination of native structural features of hydrated
molecules in solution. This technique has no sample size constraints and can guarantee a
reduced radiation damage to the sample compared to X-ray crystallography, but is gen-
erally more difficult, time consuming and requires operating constantly at temperatures
lower than −135◦C.

These experimental techniques are extremely valuable and have contributed greatly
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to the knowledge of protein recognition mechanisms. However, the numerous technical
challenges make such experiments both labour-intensive and time-consuming. Because
high throughput experimental characterization of protein structure and complexes is not
yet possible, reliable computational approaches to identify the 3D structures of protein–
protein complexes are especially valuable. For these reasons, there is an increasing interest
in developing effective and efficient computational methods that automatically predict
the structures of protein–protein complexes starting from the experimentally-determined
structures of the constituents. This latter problem is known as protein–protein docking,
which differs from protein–ligand docking where the complex is composed of a protein and
a much smaller molecule. Since pioneering work by Wodak and Janin [8], the protein–
protein docking field has advanced considerably and many algorithms addressing this issue
have been developed over the past decades [9–12].

In nature, protein–protein complex formation is driven by molecular recognition, a
specific interaction between two or more molecules through the simultaneous formation of
a set of weak, short-ranged non-covalent bonds. For this reason, contours of the interacting
molecules must exhibit complementary geometrical and physicochemical properties. The
goal of docking algorithms is to detect a transformation of one of the molecules which
brings it to optimal fit with the other molecule without causing steric clash (see Fig.
1.3). Optimality here depends both on geometric fit and biological criteria representing
the resulting complex stability. The high surface complementarity of interacting protein
interfaces and the general lack of significant conformational change upon binding has been
historically supported by the lock–key model of protein binding, first postulated in 1894
by Hermann Emil Fischer [13]. For this reason, geometric complementarity is the primary
criterion of nearly every docking algorithm. However, this model has been challenged by
more contemporary structural biology research. Protein–protein complexes can undergo
significant conformational changes during binding, adjusting their conformation to achieve
an overall best-fit. This kind of conformational adjustment resulting in the overall binding
is known as induced-fit [14]. Docking algorithms should consider possible conformational
changes upon association. Unfortunately, most docking algorithms encounter difficulties
with this case, since shape complementarity is affected [15].

All protein–protein docking algorithms can be thought as comprised of two major
steps: sampling and scoring [9]. These two processes can either be coupled together dur-
ing the docking process or can occur separately in different stages. Sampling is a search
process that generates possible binding orientations (also known as conformations, modes
or poses) between two molecules, and can be further divided into (i) rigid-body sampling
of binding orientations and (ii) conformational sampling of molecules. Rigid-body sam-
pling is performed by the orientational search algorithm and conformational sampling
is achieved by explicit protein flexibility consideration. Scoring is the measurement of
the binding quality or tightness between two molecules in a binding mode using a scor-
ing function. The evaluated binding modes are then ranked according to their binding
scores so that a certain number of top binding modes can be selected as the final docking
solutions.

1.1.1 Search strategies

Many search strategies have been developed for various protein–protein docking algo-
rithms, and can be grouped in three categories, i.e. (i) exhaustive global search, (ii)
local shape feature matching and (iii) randomized search. A fourth broad category of
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(a) Chain C of protein complex 1A2K:
Ran GTPase [16].

(b) Chains A and B of protein com-
plex 1A2K: Nuclear transport fac-
tor 2 [17].

(c) 1A2K protein complex: GDPRAN-NTF2 [18].

Figure 1.3: Ras-family GTPase Ran (green) and the nuclear transport factor 2 (pink) are
two soluble components of the nuclear protein import machinery. NTF2 binds GDP-Ran
selectively and this interaction is important for efficient nuclear protein import in vivo.

post-docking approaches is also included because search algorithms are also used during
docking-refinement phases. Table 1.1 gives an overview of the available search strategies.

Exhaustive global search over six degrees of freedom (3 translational + 3 rotational)
is required when no information regarding possible binding sites is available. During this
procedure, the larger protein (the receptor) is fixed while the other one (the ligand) is
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Table 1.1: Overview of some search strategies employed in protein–protein docking.

Search algorithm protein–protein docking programs

Exhaustive global search:
Fast Fourier Transform-based search MEGADOCK [19], GRAMM [20], GRAMM-

X [21], FTDock [22], DOT [23], DOT2
[24], ZDOCK [25], MolFit [26], PIPER [27],
F2DOCK [28, 29], SDOCK [30], ASPDock
[31], Cell-Dock [32], 3D-Garden [33]

Spherical Fourier Transform-based
search

HEX [34],FRODOCK [35]

Search in Cartesian space SwissDock [36], EADock DSS [37], SOFT-
DOCK [38–40], BiGGER [41], SKE-DOCK
[42]

Local shape feature matching:
Distance geometry algorithm DOCK [43]
Geometric hashing PatchDock [14], SymmDock [44], LZerD [45],

PI-LZerD [46]
Genetic algorithm GAPDOCK [47], Multi-LZerD [48]
Cover tree shDock [49]
Pairwise matching of local descriptors Context Shapes [50]
Group matching of local descriptors SP-Dock [51]

Randomized search:
Monte Carlo search RosettaDock [52], ICM-DISCO [53], AT-

TRACT [54], HADDOCK [55,56]
Particle Swarm Optimisation SwarmDock [57]
Genetic algorithm AutoDock [58]

Post-docking approach:
Advanced scoring functions ClusPro [59], RPScore [60], ZRANK [61], py-

Dock [62], EMPIRE [63], DARS [64], DECK
[65], SIPPER [66], PIE [67], MDockPP [68]

Protein flexibility MultiDock [69], SmoothDock [70], rDock
[71], FireDock [72], FiberDock [73], Eigen-
Hex [74]

Other ranking methods SDU [75], CyClus [76], CONSRANK [77]
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moved around, either by a translation of ∆s in one of the three directions or a rotation of
∆ϕ around one of the three coordinate axes. Search over the translational and rotational
degrees of freedom is often done separately: the moving molecule is first rotated by an
Euler angle in 3D rotation space, and then an exhaustive search is done by moving it
around the static molecule in the complete 3D translational space. The above process is
repeated until the entire 3D rotational space is sampled completely, thus the number of
binding orientations to be evaluated can be very large if a fine grid spacing and/or angle
interval is chosen. To reduce the computational cost, two approaches have been developed
for this type of exhaustive global search: fast Fourier transform (FFT) correlation and
direct search algorithms.

Katchalski-Katzir et al. [20] introduced a fast method for the efficient evaluation of
alignments. The evaluation of a given alignment is modelled as a correlation between
two functions and the related computational complexity is reduced by using the FFT
algorithm. For a given rotation of the moving protein, each molecule is placed inside
a N × N × N grid, and properties such as molecular surface, hydropathy, electrostatic
energy, knowledge-based potentials, etc., are mapped in the grid cells, constructing a
grid representation for the fixed molecule a, and one for the moving molecule b. Grids are
then superimposed, and the evaluation of the current alignment is given by the correlation
between the discrete functions a and b:

cα,β,γ =
N
l=1

N
m=1

N
n=1

al,m,n × bl+α,m+β,n+γ , (1.1)

where α, β and γ are the number of grid steps by which molecule l is shifted with respect
to molecule r in each dimension. A direct calculation of the correlation between the
two functions is rather lengthy, since it involves O(N3) multiplications and additions
for each of the O(N3) possible relative shifts {α, β, γ}, resulting in an order of O(N6)
computing steps. FFT is applied to both grids which lets the scoring to be computed for
many different alignments very quickly, reducing the computational time of the search
process over three translational degrees of freedom from conventional O(N6) to an order
of O(N3 logN3), making an exhaustive global docking calculation practical on a personal
computer. The above FFT-based search process in 3D translational space is repeated
for each of the rotations for the ligand protein until the complete 3D rotational space
is sampled. The Fourier transform (FT) algorithm can also be applied to accelerate
the search over 3D rotational space using spherical harmonics expansions, as used in
FRODOCK [35] or in both rotational and translational space using spherical polar Fourier
correlations, as implemented in HEX [34].

In addition to FFT-based algorithms, direct search methods can also be performed
to find matches between two proteins in 3D Cartesian grid space with the help of some
acceleration tactics. The two proteins are first mapped onto a Cartesian 3D grid by
assigning ‘1’ to grid points occupied by some atom, and ‘0’ to the free ones. Then,
shape matching is directly performed in the Cartesian grid space to find the geometric
fit between two proteins. Methods such as applying Boolean operators and heuristic
rules are used to speed up the search process. Although the efficiency for this type of
approach is lower than that for FFT-based search algorithms, the direct search approach
is more controllable because of it operating in Cartesian space, which makes eases protein
flexibility considerations and biological information integration during the search process.

In local shape feature-matching algorithms, proteins are represented by molecular
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shapes, such as the Connolly surface. Algorithms are then used to find those matches
that give a good local shape complementarity between two proteins. Given the fast
speed of its matching process, the algorithm can often generate tens of thousands of
binding orientations within minutes and, thus, is able to perform a global search within a
practical length of time on a personal computer. In this type of algorithm, search over six
degrees of freedom is not as explicit as in exhaustive global search algorithms. The three
translations and three rotations are implicitly included in the transformation matrix for
a match and will only be calculated when a binding orientation between two proteins is
constructed through the match. Given the nature of local shape matching, many of the
binding orientations generated by the algorithm include atomic clashes. As such, steric
checking is often used as a first step to filter out those solutions with too many clashes.
Local shape feature-matching algorithms also tend to generate more binding orientations
towards those sites with good shape complementarity. Therefore, a post-clustering step
is often necessary to remove the redundancy in the final solutions.

Randomized search algorithms are similar to local shape feature-matching ones be-
cause they do exhaustively search the complete 6D space, but differ from the latter be-
cause special molecular representations such as grid or surface are not required. Proteins
are usually modelled at atomic level, however, grid representations of the receptor protein
or reduced models of proteins can be used to speed up the search process. The ligand
protein is initially placed at random starting positions and/or its movement during the
search process is randomized, thus the name ‘randomized search’. Specifically, the larger
protein, represented by its atoms or by a grid, is fixed, and the other protein is randomly
placed around the binding site for a local search or around the whole static protein for a
global search based on a certain number of rules. Algorithms can be used to optimize the
placement procedure with information such as molecular shape and/or surface, to gener-
ate more reasonable initial binding orientations. Then, from their starting positions, each
of the initially generated binding orientations is optimized and/or refined via a multi-
stage sampling and/or multi-scale modelling approach using stochastic algorithms, such
as genetic algorithms and/or Monte Carlo methods.

Some search algorithms can be employed in docking-refinement protocols, and, al-
though not constituting a self-standing category of search algorithms, they are listed as
post-docking approaches. Post-docking approaches usually have a hierarchical structure
composed of at least two separate stages: a sampling stage where possible binding orien-
tations or conformations are generated by any search algorithm from the first three cate-
gories and a second stage where a certain number of the top solutions from the sampling
phase are optimized and re-ranked with a more sophisticated scoring technique, where
explicit protein flexibility and biological information can be incorporated. The protocol
of separating sampling and scoring significantly simplifies the computational process. The
rationale behind post-docking algorithms is that initial protein–protein docking programs
are able to generate at least one near-native binding mode in a certain number of binding
orientations and/or conformations.

1.1.2 Scoring functions

The purpose of the scoring function is to delineate the correct binding orientations from
incorrect ones in a reasonable computation time [78]. However, scoring functions involve
estimating, rather than calculating, the binding affinity between the interacting molecules
by adopting various assumptions and simplifications. A scoring function can be defined
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Table 1.2: Overview of some scoring functions employed in protein–protein docking.

Type Docking program / Scoring function

Force-field/physics-based: DOCK [43], DOT [23], AutoDock [58], GOLD [81], D-
Score [82], OPLS-AA/SGB [83], OPEP [84], pyDock [62]

Empirical: ClusPro [59], RPScore [60], ZAPP [85], ZDOCK [86],
ZRANK [61], EMPIRE [63], SIPPER [66], RosettaDock
[52], FastContact [87]

Knowledge-based: CABS-dock [88], GRAMM-X [21], KBDOCK [89], ACE
[90], DrugScorePPI [91], BiGGER [41], DARS [64],
Residue contact preferences [92], ITScore-PP [93], PIE
[67], DECK [65]

Descriptor-based: DockQ [94], ID-Score [95], SFCscoreRF [96], RF-Score
[97]

as a mathematical function that is used to compute a representative score and to decide
a binding pose, by evaluating the favourable (rewarding term) and unfavourable (penalty
term) inter-molecular interactions found in a docked complex [79]. Typical components
of scoring functions are hydrogen bonds, electrostatic interactions, van der Waals inter-
actions, desolvation effect and loss of torsional entropy upon binding. Ideally, a scoring
function should posses three key properties: (i) the computed docking score should be
significantly correlated with the experimental binding affinity of the two molecules, (ii) it
should precisely distinguish between correct and incorrect docked structures and (iii) its
calculation should be sufficiently fast. Scoring functions can be roughly categorised in four
basic groups, although possible combinations of two or more are possible, i.e. (i) force-
field/physics-based, (ii) empirical, (iii) knowledge-based and (iv) descriptor-based [80]
(see Table 1.2).

Force-field-based (or physics-based) scoring functions estimate the binding energy
by calculating the sum of the non-covalent (electrostatics and van der Waals) interac-
tions. The electrostatic terms are calculated by a Coulombic formulation. Since such
point charge calculations have problems in modelling the protein’s real environment, a
distance-dependent dielectric function is generally used to modulate the contribution of
charge–charge interactions. The van der Waals terms are described by a Lennard-Jones
potential function. Adopting different parameter sets for the Lennard-Jones potential
can vary the “hardness” of the potential which controls how close a contact between pro-
tein and ligand atoms can be acceptable. Force-field-based scoring functions also have
the problem of slow computational speed. For this reason, a cut-off distance is usually
used to handle the non-covalent interactions, which also results in decreasing the ac-
curacy of long-range effects involved in binding. Extensions of force-field-based scoring
functions consider the hydrogen bonds, solvation and entropy contributions. Hydrogen
bonds is either taken into account with an additional term or can be implicitly included
in the electrostatic energy term. Solvation energy terms are computed with either Pois-
son–Boltzmann (PB) [98] or Generalized Born (GB) [99] continuum solvation models.
Force-field-based scoring functions are generally given in the form:

∆Gbinding = ∆EvdW +∆Eelectrostatic + [∆EH-bond] + ∆Gdesolvation . (1.2)
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An empirical scoring function computes the fitness of the binding by summing up the
contributions of a number of individual terms, each representing an important energetic
factor in the protein–protein interaction. An example of empirical scoring function is
given by the following formula:

S = RH-bond +Rmetal +Rlipolithic + Protor + Pstrain + Pclash + [Pcovalent + Pconstraint] . (1.3)

It consists of rewarding scores (“R”) for hydrogen bonds, metal coordination and lipophilic
contacts, and penalties (“P ”) for frozen rotatable bonds, internal strain energy and steric
clashes between the two proteins. Additional penalties may be invoked if covalent or
restrained docking is required. Since multiple terms with different implications are com-
bined to give the final binding score, an empirical scoring function normally relies on
multivariate linear regression (MLR) or partial least-squares (PLS) analysis to derive the
weight factor before each term. A training set of protein complexes with known three-
dimensional structures and binding affinity data is required to perform the regression
analysis. Therefore, empirical scoring functions are calibrated at the first place to repro-
duce protein–protein binding affinities.

The boundary between an empirical scoring function and a physics-based method is
often blurred. In fact, both approaches decompose binding free energy into individual
energy terms. In addition, a physics-based method may introduce empirical parameters
to reconcile the contributions of its energy terms just like an empirical scoring function.
The major difference between them is that a physics-based method borrows the complete
theoretical framework, including the energy function and the associated parameters, from
other well-established models; whereas an empirical scoring function usually adopts a
flexible, intuitive functional form that is composed from scratch.

Although differing in technical aspects, all knowledge-based scoring functions follow
the same principle, i.e. they sum pairwise statistical potentials between the interacting
molecules

S =

i∈L


j∈R

ωi,j(r) , (1.4)

where R and L are, respectively, the set of atoms of the receptor and the ligand molecule.
The distance-dependent potential ωi,j(r) for atom pair (i, j) is given by:

ωi,j(r) = −kBT ln


ρi,j(r)

ρ∗i,j


, (1.5)

where, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, ρi,j(r) is the numeric
density of atom pair (i, j) at distance r, and ρ∗i,j is the number density of the same atom
pair in a reference state where inter-atomic interactions are assumed to be zero. The
principle behind knowledge-based scoring functions is simple: pairwise potentials are
directly obtained from the occurrence frequency of atom pairs in a database (thus the
name “knowledge-based”), which is assumed to be a measure of its energetic contribution
to protein–protein binding, using the inverse Boltzmann relation. If a specific pairwise
contact occurs more frequently than that in the reference state, i.e. a random distribution,
it indicates an energetically favourable interaction between the given atom pair; if it occurs
less frequently, then it indicates an unfavourable interaction.

Descriptor-based scoring functions (also known as machine-learning-based scoring)
represent a new trend in this field. If the properties of the two proteins and their inter-
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action patterns can be coded with certain descriptors, then machine-learning techniques
can be applied to derive statistical models that compute binding scores. These methods
usually start off a large pool of descriptors, such as protein shape complementarity, atom
pairs, structural interaction fingerprints, electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonds, etc.
Then, a variety of machine-learning algorithms, such as random forest, Bayesian classi-
fiers, neural network, and support vector machine, are employed for variable selection.
Similar to empirical scoring functions, these methods also need a training set of protein
complexes with known structures and binding data to derive their final models.

Consensus scoring [100] is a recent strategy that combines several different scores to
assess the docking conformation. A candidate pose could be accepted when it scores well
under a number of different scoring schemes. Consensus scoring usually substantially
improves enrichments [101], i.e., the percentage of near-native conformations among the
high-scoring ones, and improves the prediction of bound conformations and poses [102].
However, the prediction of binding energies might still be inaccurate and the usefulness
of consensus scoring diminishes when terms in different scoring functions are significantly
correlated.

1.1.3 Integrating sampling and scoring

It is clear that sampling and scoring are not inherently different, as the sampling step
requires some kind of quality function. However, these two steps are usually considered
separately, as they have very different aims and decoupling simplifies method develop-
ment [103]. Sampling generates a set of candidate poses that ideally should include the
highest possible number of near-native1 conformations. Due to limitations of the search
strategies, the resulting candidate poses may also include many false positive structures,
which are similar to near-native ones in terms of major physicochemical properties (ge-
ometric complementarity, interaction energy, hydrophobicity, etc.), but do not occur in
nature. Sampling can also be evaluated separately from the scoring step, for instance,
by comparing the number of near-native structures among the top-k scoring ones or by
evaluating the computational efficiency of the search process. A set of candidate poses,
once generated, can be stored in order to be later evaluated by some scoring function.
This provides the means to compare different scoring approaches and even develop new
ones, since multiple scoring functions can be tested on the same set of candidate poses.

Decoupling the sampling and scoring steps leads to well-defined computational prob-
lems that are simpler to study, however, integration of the two steps can lead to substan-
tial improvements in docking results [11]. Being developed independently from each-other,
sampling and scoring algorithms cannot guarantee optimality when combined sequentially
into a docking procedure. Theoretically this should not be an issue since a very dense
sampling and an ideal scoring function would always yield top-ranking near-native confor-
mations. In practice, however, only a finite and small fraction of the potentially infinite
conformations are sampled, and scoring functions account only for limited physicochemi-
cal properties of the protein complex, leading to strong interdependence of sampling and
scoring. Thus, the integration of sampling and scoring can substantially improve docking
results, ideally by enabling on-the-fly scoring during sampling. The efficient integration
of the scoring function into the search algorithm is still an open issue [11,12].

1The term “near-native” refers to candidate poses in which the ligand protein is within a certain RMSD
from the ligand in the X-ray structure of the complex.
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1.2 Modelling the Protein Contour for Docking

Interface shape complementarity is a necessary condition to a stable complex forma-
tion, although electrostatic, hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions greatly affect
the binding affinity of proteins. However, shape complementarity alone cannot achieve
accurate docking predictions and should be used in combination with physicochemical
properties [9, 51]. Also, molecular docking approaches should focus on computationally
simulating the molecular recognition process as closely as possible in order to achieve high-
quality results. In order to set up correct and efficient methods for the protein–protein
docking, it is necessary to provide a unique representation which integrates geometric and
physicochemical criteria in the complementarity evaluation. Besides shape complementar-
ity, electrostatic attraction plays an important role in protein-protein complex formation,
particularly the specific charge–charge interactions in the binding interface [22].

The scope of the research presented in this dissertation is the development and appli-
cation of a model that integrates the evaluation of geometric and electrostatic complemen-
tarity in order to assist protein–protein docking based on local shape feature matching.
To this end, a novel local surface descriptor is presented in this work, capable of captur-
ing both the shape and electrostatic distribution properties of macromolecular surfaces.
The proposed methodology effectively integrates the evaluation of geometrical and elec-
trostatic distribution complementarity of molecular surfaces, while maintaining efficiency
in the descriptor comparison phase. The descriptor is based on the 3D Zernike invariants
which possess several attractive features, such as a compact representation, rotational
and translational invariance, and have been shown to adequately capture global and local
protein surface shape similarity and naturally represent physicochemical properties on
the molecular surface. This method constitutes an important attempt in integrating the
sampling and scoring steps in protein-protein docking approaches.

The proposed local geometric and electrostatic descriptor is based on a discrete vox-
elelised representation of the Connolly surface, enriched with the corresponding electro-
static potentials. Voxel-based surface representations provide a simple and effective way
of jointly representing geometric and physicochemical properties of proteins and other
biomolecules by mapping auxiliary information in each voxel. Moreover, the voxel grid
can be defined at different resolutions, thus giving the means to effectively control the
degree of detail in the discrete representation along with the possibility of producing
multiple representations of the same molecule at various resolutions.

A specific algorithm has been designed for the efficient computation of voxelized macro-
molecular surfaces at arbitrary resolutions, starting from experimentally-derived struc-
tural data. Fast surface generation is achieved by adapting an approximate Euclidean
Distance Transform algorithm in the Connolly surface computation step and by exploit-
ing the geometrical relationship between the latter and the Solvent Accessible surface.
This algorithm is at the base of VoxSurf (Voxelized Surface calculation program), a tool
which can produce discrete representations of macromolecules at very high resolutions
starting from the three-dimensional information of their corresponding PDB files. By
employing compact data structures and implementing a spatial slicing protocol, the pro-
posed tool can calculate the three main molecular surfaces at high resolutions with limited
memory demands.
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1.3 Thesis Outline
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 describes the methodology for the computation of voxel-based molecular
surfaces. Two parallel algorithms for the fast computation of voxelised macromolecular
surfaces are also presented. They are both based on a spatial slicing procedure: the
molecule is sliced by a set of parallel planes and the surface is computed for each slice
in parallel. The first algorithm introduces fixed-size overlapping margins among adjacent
slices in order to enable the surface computation without synchronizations and commu-
nications. The second one uses a border-exchange procedure among neighbouring slices
during the Euclidean Distance Transform computation.

Chapter 3 introduces the new local shape and electrostatic descriptor. The mathemat-
ical derivation of the 3D Zernike Descriptors is also presented, focusing on the demonstra-
tion of their invariance properties. The descriptor captures electrostatic distribution and
geometrical shape complementarity of molecular surfaces effectively while maintaining ef-
ficiency in the comparison evaluation. The proposed descriptors are calculated on circular
patches of voxelised molecular surfaces, with electrostatic properties mapped on each sur-
face voxel. Patch shape and electrostatic complementarity is determined simultaneously
and efficiently by comparing the new descriptors.

Chapter 4 describes the validation of the new local descriptor, which is compared to
the purely geometric one. Experimental results show that the new descriptor is generally
more discriminative compared to the purely geometric one when identifying pairs of local
surface patches which end up facing each-other upon complex formation.

Finally, Chapter 5 is devoted to conclusions and future work.
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Chapter 2

Voxelised Representations of Protein
Surfaces

In this chapter, a methodology for the fast computation of voxelised protein surface repre-
sentations starting directly from experimentally determined 3D structures, is introduced
and discussed. Voxelised representations provide a simple and effective way of repre-
senting geometrical and physicochemical properties of proteins and other biomolecules,
and can serve as a basis for local feature matching docking algorithms. Processing such
surfaces for large molecules can be challenging, as space-demanding data structures with
associated high computational costs are required. Fast Solvent-Excluded surface gener-
ation is achieved by adapting an approximate Euclidean Distance Transform algorithm.
The algorithm exploits the geometrical relationship between the Solvent Excluded and
the Solvent Accessible surfaces, and limits the calculation of the distance map values to
a small subset of the overall voxels representing the macromolecule.

Two parallelisation schemes for the fast computation of voxelised protein surfaces are
presented. They are both based on a spatial slicing procedure: the molecule is sliced
by a set of parallel planes and the surface is computed for each slice in parallel. The
first algorithm introduces fixed-size overlapping margins among adjacent slices in order
to enable the surface computation without synchronizations and communications. The
second one uses a border-exchange procedure among neighbouring slices during the Eu-
clidean Distance Transform computation. Experimental results are presented to validate
the proposed methods.

2.1 Introduction

Proteins express their biological roles by binding selectively and with high affinity to other
biomolecules. These interactions depend on the formation of a set of weak, non-covalent
bonds, such as hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic forces, metal coordination, van der Waals
forces, π − π interactions, halogen bonds, electrostatic interactions and electromagnetic
effects. Because individual bonds have a very limited range of action, effective binding
interactions require the simultaneous formation of multiple weak bonds, which is only
possible if the contours of the interacting molecules exhibit complementary geometrical
and physicochemical properties.

Protein functions and interactions with other molecules are dictated by their 3D shape
and specific associated physicochemical properties, like hydrophobicity and charge distri-
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bution. Many in silico methods for the prediction of protein functions, properties and
interactions require proper representations of the molecular surface. Because surface com-
plementarity drives protein interactions, the accurate representation of protein surfaces
is essential for understanding their roles in physiological processes. As a consequence,
protein surface calculations based on experimentally determined 3D structures (usually
derived from X-ray crystallography, NMR spectroscopy or cryo-electron microscopy) have
been extensively used in modern molecular biology studies.

There have been several employments of molecular surface representations in protein
docking applications. Many docking algorithms employ a simplified rigid body representa-
tion of the protein shape obtained by projecting each protein onto a regular 3D Cartesian
grid, and by distinguishing grid cells according to whether they are near or intersect the
protein surface, or are deeply buried within the core of the protein. A docking search is
then performed by scoring the degree of overlap between pairs of grids in different relative
orientations [9]. In the geometric hashing approach, protein surfaces are pre-processed
in order to obtain a list of critical points which are then compared in order to generate
a relatively small number of orientations for scoring [14, 104]. Docking approaches based
on local shape feature matching compare the complementarity of local surface patches: a
segmentation algorithm extracts patches from the protein surface and local complemen-
tarity is determined by comparing patches [105]. Surface descriptors of local patches are
often employed to expedite the comparison [14,106,107].

Different protein surface representations have been introduced for the prediction of
properties such as hydrophobicity, charge density, or the Poisson-Boltzmann based elec-
trostatic characterization [108–110]. In [108], Cao et al. investigated how to obtain surface
properties of proteins by computational techniques. They developed a methodology for
the computation of the electron charge, hydrophobicity and α-helical and β-pleated sheet
structural characteristics on the Connolly molecular surface. In [109], a method for the
description and comparison of global electrostatic properties of biomolecules, based on
the spherical harmonic decomposition of electrostatic potential data, is presented. Values
of electrostatic potentials in a 3Å thick layer around the molecular surface (van der Waals
or Connolly) are used for decomposition into spherical harmonics.

Evolutionary proteomics studies can benefit from the analysis of protein surfaces to
highlight cases of possible convergent or divergent evolution [111]. Surface analysis meth-
ods can detect evolutionary links which are no longer identifiable by sequence or secondary
structure analysis. Similarity information of protein surfaces can be employed in the iden-
tification and prediction of protein biochemical functions [112, 113]. To this end, specific
repositories have been introduced [114, 115], and efficient protein structure retrieval sys-
tems based on surface representations have been developed [116,117].

Several methods for the computation and representation of protein surfaces have been
proposed. The method proposed by [118, 119] pioneered the field. This technique com-
putes the molecular surface by virtually rolling a probe-sphere on protein surface atoms to
generate a smooth, outer-surface contour, made up of pieces of spheres and tori that join
at circular arcs. The spheres, tori and arcs are defined by analytical expressions in terms
of the atomic coordinates, van der Waals radii and the probe-sphere radius. Sanner et al.
introduced a method which relies on the concept of r-reduced surface of a set of n spheres
representing a molecule in relation to the r-accessible and r-excluded surfaces [120]. The
algorithms that compute the outer portion of the r-reduced surface and that handle its
self-intersecting parts were implemented in a program called MSMS.

Graph-based methods have also been proposed, where each graph node is character-
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ized with geometric features of the surface point it represents, such as the normal vector
and the surface curvature [121]. Graph representations allow the employment of existing
graph-matching algorithms to make comparisons between surface shapes. In order to com-
pare local protein surface similarities rapidly and efficiently, Yin et al. [122] introduced
invariant surface fingerprints using a graph-based representation of the molecular surface.
In [123], protein surfaces are defined and characterised by alpha shapes: a geometrical
representation that provides a unique surface decomposition and a means to filter atomic
contacts. Alpha shapes are used to revisit and unify the definition and computation of
surface residues, contiguous patches, and curvature. In [124], protein surfaces are char-
acterized with an invariant descriptor, suitable for functional classification and structure
retrieval.

Zhang et al. extract the implicit solvation surface (molecular surface) as a level set
of the volumetric synthetic electron density maps [125]. A smooth volumetric electron
density map is constructed from atomic data using weighted Gaussian isotropic kernel
functions and a two-level clustering technique, which enables the selection of a smooth
implicit solvation surface approximation to the Lee-Richards molecular surface. Next, a
modified dual contouring method is used to extract triangular meshes for the surface,
and tetrahedral meshes for the volume inside or outside the molecule within a bounding
sphere or bounding box of influence.

Bock et al. introduced the spin-image representation of the molecular surface. Spin-
images are semi-local shape descriptors which provide a two-dimensional description of
the surface based on a reference frame defined by the associated surface points. Spin-
images can be used to identify similar surface patches on protein surfaces [126] and detect
and match cavities for binding site recognition [127].

Surface representations can be either analytical or explicit. Among the explicit rep-
resentations, the voxelised ones are the most simple, and yet widely appreciated for their
accuracy and applicability in various contexts. A voxel (volumetric pixel) represents a
single, discrete data point on a regular grid in the 3D space, and can contain multiple
values in order to represent various properties of a certain portion of space in a simple
and effective way. Voxelised representations are frequently used in the visualization and
analysis of biological and scientific data.

Voxelised protein surfaces are currently being employed in descriptor-based protein
docking, pairwise alignment of molecules, protein shape comparison, pocket identifica-
tion and FFT-based fast computations. Kihara et al. propose protein docking, shape
comparison and interface identification methods based on 3D Zernike descriptors (3DZD)
[45,46,48,128–130], which are calculated over circular surface patches of voxelised macro-
molecular surfaces. The voxelised representation of a molecular surface can describe the
molecule’s flexibility [107,131] and physicochemical property values, such as electrostatic
potentials or hydrophobicity [132].

In [133], a ligand-binding pocket identification algorithm is introduced which uses a
voxelised representation of the Connolly surface. In [27] and [29] the Fast Fourier Trans-
form is used to efficiently match shape and electrostatic properties on surface grid points
for protein docking. Protein surface atoms extraction based on a voxelised representation,
which yields full atoms listings useful for studying binding regions on protein surfaces,
was introduced in [134].

In [135], a voxelised protein representation is used for the identification and modelling
of ligand binging areas. Other applications include ligand binding site analysis [136],
identification of protein cavities [137], detection of potential small-molecule binding sites
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[138] and the characterization of local geometric features of protein surfaces aimed to
identify large protrusions, hollows and flat regions [139].

Although many macromolecular data repositories have long been available (i.e. Pro-
tein Data Bank (PDB) [140], The PeptideAtlas Project [141], Global Proteome Machine
Database (GPMD) [142], The Proteomics Identifications database (PRIDE) [143]), only a
limited number of surface representations is provided, primarily aimed for mere visualisa-
tion purposes. Surface calculation is an application-dependent task, resulting in multiple
parametrisations based on the users’ requirements. Protein surfaces are usually produced
at runtime, adding high computational cost to the overall calculation.

Many of the techniques and algorithms employing voxel-based molecular surfaces usu-
ally derive the latter from other explicit representations such as triangle mesh surfaces.
Triangulated protein surfaces are placed inside 3D grids, and the voxels intersected by the
mesh faces are marked as occupied (typically with 1, 0 otherwise), resulting in tremen-
dous accuracy loss for the final representation [106, 117, 144]. These naïve voxelisation
methods cannot guarantee two important requirements that voxelised surfaces must ex-
hibit: separability and minimality [145]. The separability requirement ensures that the
resulting voxelised surface is connected and gap-free. On the other hand, a minimal vox-
elised surface should not contain voxels that, if removed, make no difference in terms of
separability.

In this chapter, a methodology for the computation of high-resolution voxelised pro-
tein surfaces starting directly from experimentally determined 3D structures, is introduced
and discussed [146–148]. At present, there are no other tools which can produce voxelised
surface representations of macromolecules at the desired resolutions starting from their
experimentally determined structural data (PDB entries). Several surface computation
and visualization tools are available to date (see Table 2.1), but none of them provides vox-
elised representations of molecular surfaces. Representing and elaborating high-resolution
3D voxel grids requires memory-demanding data structures as well as high computational
resources. Memory requirements are tackled by defining a compact representation for the
voxel grid where every voxel occupies only one bit, which is eight times less than the
smallest elemental type (char) on most systems.

Two parallel algorithms for the computation of the voxelised representations of the van
der Waals, Solvent Accessible and Solvent Excluded surfaces are also presented. These
algorithms can calculate molecular surfaces at very high-resolutions in parallel, by im-
plementing a spatial slicing protocol. The molecule is sliced with parallel planes in a
user-defined number of parts and the surface is computed for each slice in parallel. The
first one [159] introduces fixed-size overlapping margins among adjacent slices in order to
correctly compute the Solvent Excluded surface without the need of process synchroniza-
tion and communication. The second one [160] is based on a multi-step region-growing
Euclidean Distance Transform algorithm. At each step, distance values are first calcu-
lated independently for every slice, then, a small portion of the borders’ information is
exchanged between adjacent slices. The parallel computation of voxelised surfaces on top
of a compact data representation is the key to reducing computation time while main-
taining accuracy, as shown by experimental results.
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Table 2.1: Overview of some molecular surface computation tools.

Name Surface representation Comments
vdW SAS SES

PyMOL [149] dot,
spheres

dot,
spheres

mesh Scriptable molecular visualization system;
extensible with Python.

DeepView [150] dot dot mesh Tightly linked to SWISS-MODEL, an auto-
mated homology modelling server.

MSMS [151] n/a n/a dot,
mesh

Dot surface over-sampled in some areas; can
fail computing the surface of large molecules.

UCSF Chimera
[152]

dot,
spheres

dot,
spheres

dot,
mesh

Uses MSMS to compute the SES. Sup-
ports interactive visualization and analysis of
molecular structures, density maps, assem-
blies, sequence alignments, docking results
and trajectories.

VMD [153] dot,
spheres

dot mesh Uses either SURF [154] or MSMS to com-
pute the SES. Supports displaying, animat-
ing, and analyzing large biomolecular sys-
tems using 3-D graphics and built-in script-
ing.

RasMol [155] dot,
spheres

spheres n/a Aimed at visualisation and generation of
publication quality images.

Jmol [156] dot,
spheres

dot,
spheres

dot,
mesh

Supports multiple molecules with indepen-
dent movement, surfaces, orbitals, cavity vi-
sualization and crystal symmetry.

Avogadro [157] mesh mesh n/a Advanced molecule editor; extensible via a
plugin architecture.

DS Visualizer [158] mesh n/a mesh Commercial-grade graphics visualization
tool for viewing, sharing, and analysing
protein and modelling data.

2.2 Molecular Surface Definitions

From an application-dependent perspective, there can be several definitions of a molecule’s
surface, each having different characteristics and various degrees of detail. The most
common surface definitions are: the van der Waals surface (vdW) [161], the Solvent-
Accessible surface (SAS), also known as the Lee-Richards surface, [162] and the Solvent-
Excluded surface (SES) or Connolly surface [118] (see Fig. 2.1).

2.2.1 The van der Waals Surface

Although rarely used to define the surface per se, the van der Waals surface [161] serves
as a foundation to other surface representations. A molecule is represented by a set of
possibly overlapping spheres: each atom in the molecule is represented by a sphere with
a radius equal to the van der Waals radius of that atom. The van der Waals surface is
defined as the topological boundary of this set of spheres. It is rarely used to describe
the protein surface as the majority of the free space between atoms in the protein is not
accessible to the solvent. However, it is the basis of a common 3D graphical representation
of proteins known as Corey-Pauling-Koltun (CPK) model (also known as calotte model
or space-filling model, [163,164]).
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Figure 2.1: Surface definitions: van der Waals surface, Solvent Accessible surface, Solvent
Excluded surface.

2.2.2 The Solvent Accessible Surface

The Solvent Accessible surface [162] is traced by the centre of a probe-sphere modelling
the solvent molecule as it rolls over the van der Waals surface. This surface is defined in
analogy to the van der Waals surface, with the difference of using extended spheres with
radii augmented by the solvent radius, and eliminating the solvent excluded points that
lie within neighbour spheres. Thus, the outer space consists of the points at which the
probe-sphere can be placed without overlapping with the atoms of the molecule.

2.2.3 The Solvent Excluded Surface

The Solvent Excluded surface [118] is defined as the union of two surfaces: the contact
surface and the re-entrant surface (see Fig. 2.2). The contact surface is the part of the
van der Waals surface touched by the probe-sphere while it rolls over it. The re-entrant
surface is composed of the inward-facing surface portions of the probe when it touches
two or more atoms. The Solvent Excluded surface represents a continuous functional
surface of the molecule, i.e. the surface that is available to interact with. There is a clear
relationship between the SAS and the SES, as the Solvent Accessible surface is displaced
outward from the Solvent Excluded one by a distance equal to the probe-sphere radius.

2.3 Euclidean Distance Transform

Let G ∈ {0, 1}n×m×l be a binary voxel grid, let V = {1, . . . , n}×{1, . . . ,m}×{1, . . . , l} be
the set of voxels of G and let IG : V → {0, 1} be the image function of G, defined as

IG(i, j, k) = gi,j,k ∈ {0, 1} (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: The Solvent Excluded surface is composed of the contact surface and the
re-entrant surface.

where gi,j,k is the value of voxel (i, j, k) in G. Let VO be the set of occupied voxels of G,
i.e.

VO = {v = (i, j, k) ∈ V | IG(i, j, k) = 1} . (2.2)

Also, let NBG : V → VO, such that ∀v ∈ V , NBG(v) is a nearest occupied voxel of G to
v, that is

NBG(v) ∈ argmin
w∈VO

d(w, v) = {w ∈ VO | ∀y ∈ VO : d(w, v) ≤ d(y, v)} , (2.3)

according to some distance metric d. NBG(v) is called the nearest boundary voxel (NBV)
of v in G. Clearly, if v ∈ VO then NBG(v) = v.

Finally, the distance transform of G (also known as distance map or distance field) is
defined as a real-valued voxel grid DTG ∈ Rn×m×l such that

IDTG
(v) = d(v,NBG(v)), ∀v ∈ V, (2.4)

where IDTG
: V → R is the image function of DTG .

When the chosen distance metric is the Euclidean distance we talk about Euclidean
Distance Transform (EDT). The Euclidean distance between two voxels u = (ux, uy, uz)
and v = (vx.vy, vz) is given by

d(u, v) =


(ux − vx)2 + (uy − vy)2 + (uz − vz)2. (2.5)

Squared Euclidean distance values are often used to avoid time-consuming square root
calculations.

The computation of the EDT is a complex problem and several distance transform
algorithms have been proposed, offering various trade-offs between computation time and
quality of the approximation of the Euclidean metric [165,166]. Some excellent reviews on
the different algorithms and techniques for the EDT calculation can be found in [167–169].
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A region-growing EDT algorithm introduced in [170] was adapted in this work.

2.3.1 Region-Growing Euclidean Distance Transform

The EDT computation algorithm uses neighbourhood masks to scan voxels by increasing
distance value. The scan order is enforced by a data structure called hierarchical queue
(HQ) which is a collection of FIFO queues. In-going elements in the HQ may enter any of
the queues while outgoing elements are taken from the non-empty queue with the smallest
label. The queue labelled i in the HQ contains the voxels for which i is the square of the
distance to their NBV (the squared Euclidean distance between voxels is an integer). For
each voxel in the HQ, its NBV and squared distance value are stored in apposite map
data structures (NB and dmap respectively). The computation can be limited within a
certain distance d by using HQs with exactly d2 + 1 queues (labelled from 0 to d2) and
by discarding voxels with squared distance values higher than d2.

This methodology is formally described in Algorithm 1. The HQ is initialised with
queue 0 containing all the occupied voxels of the given voxel grid, while all other queues
are initialised as empty (lines 3, 4). dmap is initialised with zero for occupied voxels
and the maximum integer value for all other voxels (lines 5, 6). NB is initialised with
key-value pairs (v, v) for each occupied voxel v (line 7).

Voxels are parsed from the HQ by increasing distance value (lines 9, 10). Each voxel
propagates its NBV to its neighbours (all voxels within the 3×3×3 neighbourhood mask
of the current voxel) (lines 12, 13). If this leads to a smaller distance value than the one
stored in the distance map, the latter is updated with the new value and the neighbour
is inserted in the HQ (lines 14-18).

Algorithm 1 Region-growing EDT with one hierarchical queue.
1: // Initialisation
2: Set HQ’s max number of queues to d2 + 1
3: HQ(0)← all occupied voxels
4: HQ(i)← ∅, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d2}
5: dmap[v]← 0, ∀v ∈ VO, where VO is the set of occupied voxels of G
6: dmap[v]← maxint, ∀v /∈ VO

7: NB[v]← v, ∀v ∈ VO

8: // Main algorithm
9: while HQ ̸= ∅ do

10: Extract voxel w from HQ
11: // NBVs are propagated within the 26 neighbourhood
12: for all n ∈ 3×3×3 neighbourhood of w do
13: d← dist2(NB[w], n)
14: if d < dmap[n] then
15: dmap[n]← d
16: add n to HQ(d)
17: NB[n]← NB[w]
18: end if
19: end for
20: end while

Voxels can be mislabelled with the wrong NBV and be later corrected as closer to
another boundary voxel. Even if errors occur, they are not propagated. The parsing
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order enforced by the HQ guarantees that a corrected value gets processed before the
initial erroneous one since its distance value is smaller and thus it is located in a queue
of smaller label. Also, with the HQ scan order there is no need of propagating the
information back to voxels with smaller distance values.

The distance map computed with a given neighbourhood mask might contain errors.
There are two main strategies that can be considered in order to reduce the errors of an
EDT algorithm: (1) using larger neighbourhood masks or (2) increasing the amount of
information propagated from voxel to voxel. Using larger neighbourhood masks reduces
the errors but leads to a significant increase of computation time, which is proportional to
the product of the size of the mask by the total number of voxels in the grid. Increasing the
amount of information passed from voxel to voxel, for example by storing and transmitting
the list of all the NBVs instead of only one of them, produces error-free maps but is orders
of magnitude slower than method (1).

The algorithm adapted in this work uses the first approach and quickens it significantly.
The distance map is first computed quickly but roughly with the 3×3×3 mask. Then,
the 5×5×5 neighbourhood is used to correct errors made during the first scan. Errors
occur only for a small subset of voxels and are easy to identify and correct: they share
some properties that can be used to restrict the set of voxels to treat with larger masks.

Let us consider neighbourhoods N0, N1, . . . , Ni, . . . of increasing size such that N0 ⊂
N1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Ni ⊂ . . . (for instance N0 = 3×3×3, N1 = 5×5×5, N2 = 7×7×7 and so on).
We say that erri is an erroneous voxel for Ni if its distance values computed with Ni and
Ni+1 are different. We say that endi is an end voxel for Ni if its NBV was not propagated
while using Algorithm 1 with Ni: endi voxels can be easily detected while running the
algorithm.

Now let’s suppose that we have a distance map crated using Ni and that we want to
correct some errors to make it as good as if it was created with Ni+1. This can be achieved
by correcting erri voxels only. Any erri voxel is located within the Ni+1 neighbourhood
of either another erri voxel or an endi voxel (this can easily be proved by contradiction).
This means that the Ni+1 mask only needs to be applied on endi and corrected erri voxels
as all erroneous values arise because the correct NBVs are not propagated.

This approach can be further improved by exploiting the fact that each neighbourhood
mask provides correct distance map values up to a certain threshold value (d2 = 24 for
the 3×3×3 mask). The erroneous values can be corrected in a subsequent iteration by
using larger neighbourhood masks solely on non-propagating voxels with distance values
greater than or equal to the previous mask’s threshold. This procedure can be iterated
in multiple stages, using a larger mask and a new HQ at each stage.

Algorithm 2 illustrates a two-stage procedure using a 3×3×3 mask and a 5×5×5
mask. Non-propagating voxels with squared distance values greater than or equal to 24
are inserted in HQ2 (lines 23, 25). Please note that voxels in HQ2 are processed with a
5×5×5 neighbourhood mask (lines 29-40).

2.4 Surface Calculation Algorithm

The first step in the molecular surface computation consists in the acquisition of the 3D
representation of a molecule from the related PDB file. The coordinates and radius of
each atom are stored in an apposite data structure. The atomic radii assignment is based
on the charmm27 force field [171].
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Algorithm 2 Region-growing EDT with two hierarchical queues.
1: // Initialisation
2: Set HQ1’s and HQ2’s max number of queues to d2 + 1
3: HQ1(0)← all occupied voxels
4: HQ1(i)← ∅, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , d2}
5: HQ2(i)← ∅, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , d2}
6: dmap[v]← 0, ∀v ∈ VO, where VO is the set of occupied voxels of G
7: dmap[v]← maxint, ∀v /∈ VO

8: NB[v]← v, ∀v ∈ VO

9: // First stage of the region-growing EDT algorithm
10: while HQ1 ̸= ∅ do
11: Extract voxel w from HQ1

12: isEnd← true
13: // NBVs are propagated within the 26 neighbourhood
14: for all n ∈ 3×3×3 neighbourhood of w do
15: d← dist2(NB[w], n)
16: if d < dmap[n] then
17: dmap[n]← d
18: add n to HQ1(d)
19: NB[n]← NB[w]
20: isEnd← false
21: end if
22: end for
23: if isEnd and dmap[w] ≥ 24 then
24: // w is a possible source of erroneous distance values
25: add w to HQ2(dmap[w])
26: end if
27: end while
28: // Second stage of the region-growing EDT algorithm
29: while HQ2 ̸= ∅ do
30: Extract voxel v from HQ2

31: // NBVs are propagated within the 124 neighbourhood
32: for all n ∈ 5×5×5 neighbourhood of v do
33: d← dist2(NB[v], n)
34: if d < dmap[n] then
35: dmap[n]← d
36: add n to HQ2(d)
37: NB[n]← NB[v]
38: end if
39: end for
40: end while

The data acquisition is followed by a pose normalisation step. First, the molecule’s
centre of gravity is moved to the origin of the coordinate system, then, the molecule is
rotated so that its three principal axes are aligned with the x, y, z axes. In particular,
a first rotation is applied so that the largest variance of the atom centres occurs along
the x-axis, and a second rotation around the x-axis ensures that the maximum spread in
the y − z plane occurs along the y-axis. The rotation matrix is determined by running
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the atomic coordinates.

The algorithm calculates the tightest axis-aligned bounding-box enclosing the whole
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molecule by determining the minimal and maximal coordinates of all atoms. The bounding-
box is then discretised into a voxel grid, given the user-defined resolution parameter, i.e.
the number of voxels per cubic Ångström. In this work, cubic voxels are employed and the
voxel grid is a regular cubic grid in the 3D space. The voxel grid is implemented by tightly
packing multiple Boolean variables into single CPU words in order to obtain a compact
representation. All the atomic coordinates are then translated, scaled and quantized into
the new coordinate system defined by the voxel grid.

The next step of the algorithm consists in the computation of the voxelised space-
filling model of the molecule. Each atom in the molecule is represented by a ball having a
radius equal to either the atom’s radius when calculating the vdW, or the atom’s radius
increased by the solvent-probe’s radius when calculating the SAS and SES. The algorithm
computes the voxelised representation of each atom and marks the corresponding voxels
in the voxel grid as occupied using an adaptation of the Midpoint Circle Algorithm [172]
to efficiently determine the voxels needed to represent a ball in a discrete 3D grid (see
Algorithms 3 and 4).

Algorithm 3 An adaptation of the Midpoint Circle Algorithm which draws a circle
centred in x0, y0, z and parallel to the XY plane. Note that the initial error is not set to
1− radius like in the original algorithm, but is passed as a parameter instead.
1: procedure DrawCircleXY(x0, y0, z, radius, err0)
2: y ← radius
3: x← 0
4: rerror ← err0
5: while y ≥ x do
6: setVoxel(x0 + x, y0 + y, z)
7: setVoxel(x0 + x, y0 − y, z)
8: setVoxel(x0 − x, y0 + y, z)
9: setVoxel(x0 − x, y0 − y, z)

10: setVoxel(x0 + y, y0 + x, z)
11: setVoxel(x0 + y, y0 − x, z)
12: setVoxel(x0 − y, y0 + x, z)
13: setVoxel(x0 − y, y0 − x, z)
14: x← x+ 1
15: if rerror < 0 then
16: rerror ← rerror + 2x+ 1
17: else
18: y ← y − 1
19: rerror ← rerror + 2(x− y) + 1
20: end if
21: end while
22: end procedure

To obtain the van der Waals or the Solvent Accessible surfaces, the boundary vox-
els of the voxelised representation of the CPK volumetric model of the macromolecule
are extracted using an efficient 3D flood-filling algorithm [173]. The Solvent Excluded
surface is trickier to calculate because it includes the re-entrant surface portions. The
proposed method is based on the Euclidean Distance Transform (EDT) algorithm for
surface smoothing.
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Algorithm 4 An adaptation of the Midpoint Circle Algorithm which draws a sphere cen-
tred in x0, y0, z0. The current radius and the accumulated error are passed as parameters
to the circle-drawing procedures.
1: procedure DrawSphere(x0, y0, z0, radius)
2: r ← radius
3: t← 0
4: rerror ← 1− radius
5: while r ≥ t do
6: DrawCircleXY(x0, y0, z0 − t, r, rerror);
7: DrawCircleXY(x0, y0, z0 + t, r, rerror);
8: DrawCircleYZ(x0 − t, y0, z0, r, rerror);
9: DrawCircleYZ(x0 + t, y0, z0, r, rerror);

10: DrawCircleXZ(x0, y0 + t, z0, r, rerror);
11: DrawCircleXZ(x0, y0 − t, z0, r, rerror);
12: t← t+ 1
13: if rerror < 0 then
14: rerror ← rerror + 2t+ 1
15: else
16: r ← r − 1
17: rerror ← rerror + 2(t− r) + 1
18: end if
19: end while
20: end procedure

The implemented tool supports four different output formats: the Point Cloud Data
file [174], OpenDX [175], Visualization Toolkit Structured Points and Visualization Toolkit
PolyData [176,177].

2.4.1 Solvent Excluded Surface Calculation

Computing the SES is more complex than computing the other two surfaces as it includes
the re-entrant surface portions (see Fig. 2.2). There is a strict geometrical relationship
between the SAS and SES that can be exploited for the computation of the latter. For
each point in the SES, its nearest SAS point is at exactly one probe-sphere radius distance.
This means that the SES can be calculated starting from the SAS by employing a surface
smoothing algorithm such as the Euclidean Distance Transform (EDT). The employment
of the EDT for the computation of molecular surfaces was first introduced by [178].

Let SAS be the voxelised representation of the SAS of a given molecule, and let
EDTSAS be the Euclidean Distance Transform of SAS. Because the SAS is displaced
outward from the SES by a distance equal to the probe-sphere radius, the voxelised
representation of the latter can be obtained from EDTSAS by extracting all voxels with
a distance value equal to the probe-sphere radius (see Fig. 2.3).

Two important considerations can be made in order to optimise the SES calculation.
The first is that we do not need the distance values of voxels outside the Solvent Accessible
space-filling model, as all voxels belonging to the SES are located inside this volume. The
second is that we do not need to compute distance values greater than the probe-sphere
radius. Thus, we can limit the computation only to voxels inside the Solvent Accessible
space-filling model whose distance values are less than or equal to the probe-sphere radius.
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(a) Build the SAS. (b) Compute EDTSAS .

(c) Extract iso-surface corresponding to SES. (d) SES representation.

Figure 2.3: 2D representation of the SES calculation by EDT starting from the SAS. In
2.3b and 2.3c the transition of the gradient from black to white corresponds to increasing
distance values.

Algorithm 5 formally describes the SES calculation. Given the scaled and discre-
tised probe-sphere radius rp, two HQs (HQ1 and HQ2) having r2p + 1 queues are created
(lines 2, 3). HQ1 is initialised with queue 0 containing all the occupied voxels in the SAS,
and all other queues empty. HQ2 is initialised with all queues empty (lines 4-6). The map
containing the squared distance values is initialised with zero for all voxels belonging to
the SAS, and the maximum integer value elsewhere (lines 7, 8). All voxels in the SAS
coincide with their NBV (line 9). The computation of the distance map proceeds as de-
scribed in Section 2.3.1. After computing the distance map values, the algorithm builds
the SES by extracting all voxels with squared distance value equal to r2p (lines 47-51).

The 5×5×5 neighbourhood mask guarantees correct squared distance values up to
146. This means that it is mathematically guaranteed that the SES of any molecule can
be computed without erroneous voxels up to a resolution of approximately 643 voxels per
cubic Ångstrom when using a probe-sphere radius of 1.4Å. In our experience, the SES of
many molecules can be computed without errors for resolutions such as 1000 voxels per
cubic Ångstrom even if using only the 3×3×3 mask.
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Algorithm 5 Two-stage region-growing EDT.
1: // Initialisation
2: rp ← scaled and discretised probe-sphere radius
3: Set HQ1’s and HQ2’s max number of queues to r2p + 1
4: HQ1(0)← all occupied voxels in SAS
5: HQ1(i)← ∅, ∀i ∈


1, . . . , r2p


6: HQ2(i)← ∅, ∀i ∈


0, . . . , r2p


7: dmap[v]← 0, ∀v ∈ SAS
8: dmap[v]← maxint, ∀v /∈ SAS
9: NB[v]← v, ∀v ∈ SAS

10: // First stage of the region-growing EDT algorithm
11: while HQ1 ̸= ∅ do
12: Extract voxel w from HQ1

13: isEnd← true
14: // NBVs are propagated within the 26 neighbourhood
15: for all n ∈ 3×3×3 neighbourhood of w do
16: if n ∈ Solvent Accessible volume then
17: d← dist2(NB[w], n)
18: if d < dmap[n] then
19: dmap[n]← d
20: add n to HQ1(d)
21: NB[n]← NB[w]
22: isEnd← false
23: end if
24: end if
25: end for
26: if isEnd and dmap[w] ≥ 24 then
27: // w is a possible source of erroneous distance values
28: add w to HQ2(dmap[w])
29: end if
30: end while
31: // Second stage of the region-growing EDT algorithm
32: while HQ2 ̸= ∅ do
33: Extract voxel v from HQ2

34: // NBVs are propagated within the 124 neighbourhood
35: for all n ∈ 5×5×5 neighbourhood of v do
36: if n ∈ Solvent Accessible volume then
37: d← dist2(NB[v], n)
38: if d < dmap[n] then
39: dmap[n]← d
40: add n to HQ2(d)
41: NB[n]← NB[v]
42: end if
43: end if
44: end for
45: end while
46: // SES extraction
47: for all v ∈ dmap do
48: if dmap[v] == r2p then
49: SES ← v
50: end if
51: end for
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2.5 Parallel Computation of the Protein Surface
Two parallel algorithms were introduced for the computation of voxelised protein surfaces
[159, 160], both based on a spatial slicing procedure. After computing the dimensions
of the voxel grid which will contain the molecule, the latter is sliced in a user-defined
number of parts and the surface is calculated for each slice in parallel (figure 2.4). The
space filling procedure, as well as the vdW or SAS computation, can then be performed
independently and in parallel for each slice, as previously described in Section 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Solvent Excluded surface of 1VLA (4258 ATOM entries) [179] calculated with
5 slices, 1.4Å probe-radius, 103 voxels per Å3 resolution.

The first parallel algorithm [159] (from here on “version 1” or simply v1) introduces
overlapping margins between adjacent slices of one probe-sphere radius length during
the SES calculation. The computation of the SES is based on the Euclidean Distance
Transform algorithm for surface smoothing. The correct determination of the distance
map value for a given voxel requires knowledge of all boundary voxels within one probe-
sphere distance from the given voxel. Voxels in the immediate proximity of the slice
borders require knowledge regarding the nearby boundary voxels in the adjacent slices
in order to correctly calculate their distance map values. To ensure this requirement,
each slice is extended with margins that overlap with the adjoining by one probe-sphere
radius. The margin regions are discarded once the computation is over. By introducing
the overlapping margins, the surface computation is rendered independent for each slice,
i.e. there is no need for synchronization and/or communication to compute the surface
of the single slices. This property can be used to compute the surface of very large
molecules in conditions when the available memory is limited, by dividing the molecule
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in thin slices and computing the surface for each slice sequentially. The computation can
be even performed on separate computers.

The distances between the slicing planes are chosen in order to guarantee a uniform
distribution of the number of atoms per slice. A simple space-filling procedure is used to
determine the voxels occupied by each atom in the molecule: the algorithm checks the
distance values from the atom’s centre of all voxels surrounding the latter in order to
determine whether they are occupied or not. This procedure can be performed in parallel
for each slice by carefully taking into account atoms whose centres lie outside the current
slice but that intersect the latter.

The voxelised representations of the van der Waals and Solvent Accessible surfaces
are derived from the corresponding space-filling models. The algorithm checks all voxels
in the voxel grid and extracts those belonging to the surface by identifying all occupied
voxels which have at least one free neighbour.

In the second parallel algorithm [160] (from here on “version 2” or simply v2) the
overlapping margin among adjacent slices is reduced to a one-voxel length by adapting
a multi-step region-growing Euclidean Distance Transform algorithm. At each step, dis-
tance values are first calculated independently for every slice, then, a small portion of the
borders’ information is exchanged between adjacent slices. The one probe-sphere radius
margin introduced in the first algorithm resulted in extending each slice’s length by a
constant value (two margins for central slices, and only one margin for the first and last
slice). This poses a limitation to the parallelization scheme as constant overhead is intro-
duced regardless of the slice size. Reducing the overlapping margin to a one-voxel length
enhances the overall speedup of the parallel algorithm.

Algorithm v2 uses the initial pose normalisation step described in Section 2.4 in order
to guarantee a more equitable workload distribution among processes. The distances
between the parallel slicing planes are chosen in order to ensure a uniform distribution of
the atom volume per slice. The space-filling procedure uses the adaptation of the Midpoint
Circle Algorithm, and the voxelised surface extraction from the corresponding space-filling
model is based on an efficient 3D seed-filling algorithm, as described in Section 2.4.

2.5.1 The Slicing Procedure

The spatial slicing is done with planes perpendicular to the x-axis of the voxel grid
coordinate system. The imported atomic coordinates are translated, scaled and quantized
to the new coordinate system defined by the voxel grid, mapping each atomic centre in
its corresponding voxel in one of the slices. For each slice, the slice-length is subtracted
from the x-coordinate of the translation vector k − 1 times, where k is the current slice
index (k = 1, 2, ..., n). The space filling procedure is performed for each slice separately,
also taking into account any portions of atoms intersecting the slice whose centers might
be located outside the current slice.

2.5.2 Constant Slice Margin

The correct determination of the distance map value for a given voxel requires knowledge
of all boundary voxels within one probe-sphere radius distance from that voxel. Voxels
in the immediate proximity of the slice borders require knowledge regarding the nearby
boundary voxels in the adjacent slices in order to correctly calculate their distance map
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values. By introducing some extra margin on the x coordinate for each slice, the SES
computation can be completed correctly and without communications.

Figure 2.5: The light-gray squares represent voxels which end up getting erroneous dis-
tance map values if no information is exchanged among slices, either with communications
or overlapping margins.

Figure 2.5 depicts the calculation of the distance map for an intra-slice border region
with no margin and no communications among neighbouring slices. The white squares
represent the free voxels, the black squares represent the voxels belonging to the SA surface
(or boundary) and the gray squares correspond to the voxels inside the SA volume. The
values shown in the figure are the squared Euclidean distances of the voxels from their
NBV. All surface voxels have a zero distance map value. The dashed line represents
the slicing plane, and the three light-gray squares represent the voxels with an erroneous
squared distance value, as the algorithm fails to correctly detect their NBV. To guarantee
a correct calculation of the distance map values for the voxels inside the slice volume,
the margin size must be greater than or equal to the scaled and quantized probe-sphere
radius.

2.5.3 Slicing Without a Constant Margin

For the Solvent Excluded surface calculation to yield correct results for a given slice,
knowledge of boundary voxels within one probe-sphere radius in the neighbouring slices is
required. In what follows it will be shown that the required boundary voxel information
can be propagated among adjacent slices with little communication effort. The overlap-
ping margin between slices is reduced to a one-voxel length. At first, this procedure will
be explicated for slices having at least rp + 1 voxels in length, where rp is the scaled and
discretised probe-sphere radius, and then extend the algorithm to the general case.

Let’s suppose we have sliced a given molecule abiding by this slice-length condition,
and computed the EDT independently (as described in Algorithm 5) for each slice. Any
two adjacent slices will overlap by a one-voxel wide margin. For a given slice, any voxel’s
distance value in the overlap margin can either be correct or erroneous. A voxel is assigned
a wrong distance value in the current slice only when its actual NBV is located in the
adjacent slice. Otherwise, if the actual NBV is located inside the current slice, the region-
growing EDT algorithm assigns the correct distance map value. This is true because each
slice is required to be at least rp+1 voxels wide, because boundary voxels are propagated
up to distance rp (see section 2.3.1) and because of the triangle inequality. On the other
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Figure 2.6: Slices 1 and 2 of the SES of 1VLA, calculated with 5 slices, 1.4Å probe-radius,
103 voxels per Å3 resolution. We can see the differences between surfaces computed with
(left) and without (right) the slice margin. The holes pointed by the arrows in the right
figure are a consequence of the erroneous computation of distance map values.

hand, the same voxel on the adjacent slice must have the correct distance map value, as
its NBV is located in that slice (see Fig. 2.7a). So, voxels on the overlapping margin
can have distance map values which are either erroneous or correct, but the same margin
voxel cannot be assigned an erroneous distance map value in both slices.

(a) The NBV of a margin voxel is correctly
assigned by the EDT only if they are both
located on the same slice.

(b) If a non-margin voxel is assigned a
wrong distance value, its correct NBV
must be propagated through one of the
margin voxels.

Figure 2.7: 2D representation of two adjacent slices with one-voxel overlapping margin.

Let’s suppose we have a non-margin voxel with an erroneous distance value. This
situation occurs only when the actual NBV of a voxel is located outside the current slice.
With no slicing, the correct NBV would be propagated to this voxel through one of the
margin voxels (see Fig. 2.7b). This means that erroneous distance map values of all voxels
in the current slice can be corrected by updating the margin voxels with the correct NBVs,
and by propagating these values as previously described in Algorithm 5. There is also
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a simple way to determine if a margin voxel has the correct distance map value. When
evaluating two distance map values for the same margin voxel, the correct value is the
minimum between the two.

At this point, the algorithm can be formulated as follows. The molecule is sliced into
a user-defined number of parts and the space-filling model creation and SAS calculation
proceed as described earlier. For each slice, the distance map values are calculated as
described in section 2.3.1. Distance values of margin voxels are checked, and all voxels
with a distance value smaller than the probe-sphere radius are extracted, along with
their assigned NBVs for the current slice. Each slice communicates to its adjacent slices
the distance values and assigned boundary voxels for the extracted margin voxel. This
way, NBVs which would have been propagated in the sequential algorithm are exchanged
between neighbouring slices.

Upon receiving the distance values from the adjacent slices, each process compares
them with the distance of the corresponding voxels on its margins. If the received distance
value for a given margin voxel is greater than the current one, the received information is
discarded. Otherwise, if the received distance value is smaller than or equal to the current
one, the distance value and NBV are updated, and the current margin voxel is inserted
in a Hierarchical Queue data structure.

When all received distance values are compared with the current ones, the HQ is initial-
ized with all boundary voxels whose distance values were corrected upon the comparison.
The newly received NBVs are then propagated by running the procedure described in Al-
gorithm 5 a second time, correcting erroneous distance values of voxels in the slice. Note
that border voxels will have identical distance values on both slices after the procedure is
completed.

This algorithm can be extended to compute the EDT of slices with less than rp + 1
voxels in length. For a given voxel, the slice length condition guarantees its NBV to be
located either in the current slice or its adjacent neighbours. If slices are smaller than the
probe-sphere radius in length, this property is no longer valid as NBVs could be located
in more distant slices. This means that a single border information exchange between
adjacent slices is no longer sufficient to correctly propagate all boundary voxels to their
destinations. This limitation can be overcome by iterating the margin exchange and EDT
steps until each boundary voxel is propagated correctly. After each border exchange, the
region-growing EDT can be run as described earlier. The algorithm is concluded when
there are no further enhancements in the distance values of margin voxels in all slices.
Algorithm 6 formally summarizes the procedure.

Given the desired number of slices N, a process is created for each slice. Slices are
numbered from 0 to N − 1 in ascending order of their position on the x-axis, and each
one is characterised by a certain slice length LS. Each process is identified by its rank,
and will carry on the computation for the slice with the same number (lines 1-3). The
region-growing EDT described in Algorithm 5 is run on each slice in parallel (lines 4, 5).
The two map data structures prevL and prevR which keep track of, respectively, the left
and right borders’ distance values, are initialised with the maximum integer value for all
border voxels (lines 6, 7).

Each slice determines the information which must be sent to its neighbours. To deter-
mine the information to be sent to the right neighbour of the current slice, the algorithm
checks all voxels on the right margin. For a given voxel, if its distance value was enhanced
during the last EDT computation and if its NBV is located on the left of the current
slice’s right neighbour, its distance map value and NBV are extracted in order to be sent
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to the right neighbour and the distance value in prevR is updated (lines 10-15). Similarly,
all the voxels on the left margin are checked and the information to be sent to the left
neighbour of the current slice is extracted (lines 16-21).

Algorithm 6 SES calculation with slicing.
1: N ← number of processes (slices)
2: rank ← current process, rank ∈ {0 . . . N − 1}
3: LS ← length of the current slice
4: Initialize HQ1, HQ2, dmap and NB.
5: Run the region-growing EDT as described in Algorithm 5.
6: prevL[v]← maxint, ∀v : v.ix == 0
7: prevR[v]← maxint, ∀v : v.ix == LS − 1
8: send← true
9: while send do

10: for all voxel v such that v.ix == LS − 1 do
11: if dmap[v]<prevR[v]andNB[v].ix<LS then
12: rightBorder ← (v, dmap[v], NB[v]) ,
13: prevR[v]← dmap[v]
14: end if
15: end for
16: for all voxel v such that v.ix == 0 do
17: if dmap[v]<prevL[v]andNB[v].ix≥0 then
18: leftBorder ← (v, dmap[v], NB[v]) ,
19: prevL[v]← dmap[v]
20: end if
21: end for
22: if rank < N − 1 then
23: Send rightBorder to process rank + 1
24: Recv leftBorder from process rank + 1
25: end if
26: if rank > 0 then
27: Recv rightBorder from process rank − 1
28: Send leftBorder to process rank − 1
29: end if
30: for all v ∈ received border voxel info do
31: if dmap[v] ≥ recv_dmap[v] then
32: dmap[v]← recv_dmap[v]
33: NB[v]← recv_NB[v]
34: add v to HQ1(dmap[v])
35: end if
36: end for
37: Run EDT described in Algorithm 5.
38: if no margin information sent then
39: send← false
40: else
41: send← true
42: end if
43: allreduce(send, or)
44: end while

Each slice with rank < N −1 sends its right border information to its right neighbour
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and receives from the later the corresponding left border information (lines 22-25). Simi-
larly, each slice with rank > 0 sends its left border information to its left neighbour and
receives from the later the corresponding right border information (lines 26-29).

For each voxel for which information was received during the border exchange, the
algorithm checks if the received distance map value is smaller or equal to the current
distance value. If the received value is smaller, the distance map and the NBV for the
current voxel are updated and the later is inserted in HQ1 (lines 30-36). The newly
received NBV are propagated using the EDT procedure described in Algorithm 5 (line 37).

The border information extraction and exchange among slices is repeated until there
are no further updates on the margin voxels of all slices. Each slice determines if there
was any border update during the last iteration (lines 38-42), and exchanges with all the
others a boolean flag (send) indicating the result (line 43). If at least one true value is
exchanged, the whole procedure is repeated for another iteration.

In the v2 algorithm, after the Euclidean Distance Transform step, the overlapping
margins between adjacent slices will be identical for both slices. For this reason, the
process intercommunications are much lower than the ones required by the v1 algorithm,
as this process can be limited to communicating a single border voxel for each candidate
pocket.

2.5.4 Correct Identification of Pockets

The spatial slicing protocol in the SES calculation introduces the need to correctly identify
cavities cut by the slicing planes as solvent accessible or solvent excluded (see Fig. 2.8).
Candidate pocket cavities are identified by checking in the margin region of each slice for
free solvent-excluded voxels (light-grey voxels in Fig. 2.8a and Fig. 2.8c). The algorithm
extracts all surface voxels of potential pockets from each slice using an adaptation of the
same efficient 3D seed-filling procedure mentioned in section 2.4.

For each extracted candidate pocket, a data structure is created and stored. The data
structure characterizing a candidate pocket is defined by the following fields:

pocketSurface a list containing the surface voxels of the candidate pocket;

leftBorder a list containing the surface voxels of the candidate pocket on the left slice
margin (can be empty if the candidate pocket is on the right side of the slice);

rightBorder a list containing the surface voxels of the candidate pocket on the right
slice margin (can be empty if the candidate pocket is on the left side of the slice);

isPocket a Boolean flag indicating whether the current candidate is a pocket (initially
set to false);

saLeft a Boolean flag indicating whether the current candidate’s surface voxels are
solvent-accessible from the left border of the slice (initially set to true if leftBorder
is not empty, false otherwise);

saRight a Boolean flag indicating whether the current candidate’s surface voxels are
solvent-accessible from the right border of the slice (initially set to true if right-
Border is not empty, false otherwise).
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(a) Slicing plane through a pocket region. (b) The pocket region is not correctly iden-
tified.

(c) Slicing plane through a cavity region. (d) The buried cavity is eliminated.

Figure 2.8: 2.8a and 2.8c depict two situations which could arise from using the slicing
procedure. The surface portion on the left slice belonging to the pocket in 2.8a is not
connected to the main outer surface, and thus could get erroneously discarded as in 2.8b.
On the other hand, in 2.8d, the solvent-excluded cavity has correctly been discarded. The
algorithm should be able to distinguish between these two situations.

Note that large pockets and cavities could run through more than one slice in length, so
both leftBorder and rightBorder could be non-empty at the same time for some candidate
pocket.

The pocket identification procedure is formally described in Algorithm 7 and can
be summarized as follows. For each slice, candidate pockets are extracted and their
border information is exchanged between adjacent slices (lines 6-13). The received border
information is matched against the corresponding candidate pockets of the current slice
(lines 15-22). If a match is found between the received border information and one of
the candidate pockets, it means that the current candidate is not directly accessible to
the solvent from that side and thus remains unresolved. When a candidate pocket does
not match with any of the received border information, it means that it must be solvent
accessible and is identified as an actual pocket (lines 23-28).

Multiple border exchange iterations are required if there are large pockets or cavities
that run through more than one slice in length in the current macromolecule. The proce-
dure ends when, at a given iteration, no new candidate pockets are recognized as solvent
accessible. Each slice determines if any candidate pocket was resolved during the last
iteration (line 26), and exchanges with all the others a boolean flag (send) indicating the
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result (line 29). If at least one true value is exchanged, the whole procedure is repeated
for another iteration.

Algorithm 7 Pocket identification procedure.
1: N ← number of processes (slices)
2: rank ← current process, rank ∈ {0 . . . N − 1}
3: cp← list of candidate pockets of current slice
4: send← true
5: while send do
6: if rank < N − 1 then
7: Send rightBorder of cp to process rank + 1
8: Recv leftBorder from process rank + 1
9: end if

10: if rank > 0 then
11: Recv rightBorder from process rank − 1
12: Send leftBorder of cp to process rank − 1
13: end if
14: send← false
15: for all p ∈ cp do
16: if p has match with info received from left then
17: p.saLeft← false
18: end if
19: if p has match with info received from right then
20: p.saRight← false
21: end if
22: end for
23: for all p ∈ cp do
24: if p.saLeft or p.saRight then
25: p.isPocket← true
26: send← true
27: end if
28: end for
29: allreduce(send, or)
30: end while

2.5.5 Workload Distribution

To obtain the best results in terms of speedup, the slicing procedure should guarantee
a uniform distribution of the workload among processes. The choice of the slice lengths
drives the workload distribution. In this work, three workload distribution strategies
have been investigated: (1) uniform slice length distribution (i.e. all slices are chosen the
same size), (2) uniform distribution of the number of atoms per slice and (3) uniform
distribution of atom volume per slice.

The uniform slice length approach did not yield a balanced workload. In many pro-
teins, atoms are unevenly distributed in space, thus the uniform slice length approach
achieves poor speedup results. A uniform distribution of the number of atoms per slice
(i.e. variable-length slices) yields better speedup values than employing a constant slice
length value. For instance, during the calculation of the surfaces of PDB entry 1GZX,
with uniform-length slices there is virtually no gain in terms of speedup when using three
processors instead of two: the central slice ends up containing a bigger portion of molec-
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ular surface than the other two slices, thus the execution time is nearly the same as when
using two processors. By employing a variable slice length in order to evenly distribute
the number of atoms per slice, the workload is split more uniformly.

Experiments have shown that the most equitable workload distribution strategy is the
one based on the uniform per-slice atom volume distribution. This workload distribution
strategy can be described as follows.

After the initial pose normalisation described in section 2.4, atoms are sorted by
the quantity atom.x in ascending order. This yields the order in which atom centres
are encountered when scanning the x-axis from −∞ to +∞. The cumulative volume
distribution function for a given molecule is defined as follows. Let A be the list of atoms
of the current molecule, and let AS be the ordered version of list A by the previously
described criterion. For any atom a ∈ A, the function idx(a) which gives the index of a in
the ordered list AS, is defined. idx(a) = 0 if a is the first atom in AS, and idx(a) = NA−1
if a is the last atom in AS, where NA is the total number of atoms. The cumulative volume
distribution function Vr : A→ R for each a ∈ A is defined as

Vr(a) :=

idx(a)
i=0

(AS[i].radius)
3 (2.6)

that is the sum of atom volumes from the first atom in AS to a, included. The list
volumes is also defined, whose i-th element is volumes[i] := Vr(AS[i]). The last element
of volumes will contain the sum of all atomic volumes for the current molecule. Note that
the 4π

3
constant in the sphere volume formula is irrelevant to our purposes.

When determining the slicing planes for the i-th slice, first the per-slice-volume quan-
tity SV , defined as the ratio between the sum of all atomic volumes for the current molecule
and the total number of slices,is calculated. Then, the two indexes idxlo and idxhi are
computed, corresponding to the first element in volumes greater than, respectively, i×SV

and (i + 1)×SV . The two slicing planes are then defined by the x-coordinates of the
centres of atoms AS[idxlo] and AS[idxhi], respectively xlo and xhi, as each slicing plane is
completely determined by its intersection with the x-axis.

2.6 Performance Evaluation

2.6.1 Experimental Set-Up

The described methodology was implemented in C++, with MPI support for inter-
process communications. Tests were run on an IBM R⃝PowerTM770 Server with 6 IBM
Power7TMCPUs (8 cores @ 3.1GHz, 4 way SMT, 32MB L3 cache) and 640GB of RAM,
running SUSE Linux Enterprise Server 11 SP4.

In this work, all molecular surfaces were calculated starting from PDB files. The
Protein Data Bank archive was chosen because it is the most comprehensive source of
primary data on the structure of biological macromolecules openly available to researchers
[180,181].

Several molecules were used in the tests. PDB entry 1GZX [182] (4387 ATOM records)
was chosen because it is a haemoglobin: a prominent member of the Globin protein
superfamily. The other molecules were chosen based on the number of their atoms in
order to examine how the latter affected the performance of the surface computation.
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All the reported performance measurements were derived from the average execution
times of 100 runs for each configuration (PDB entry, surface type, probe-sphere radius,
resolution and number of processes). The number of processes was progressively increased
and the mean computation time was evaluated for each configuration. The process com-
munication and synchronisation times were measured with mpiP, a lightweight profiling
library for MPI applications [183].

2.6.2 Evaluating the Space-Filling Model Computation

During the space-filling model computation, a voxel is marked as occupied by an atom if
its distance from the atom’s centre is less than or equal to the scaled and quantized atomic
radius. A naïve solution would checking the distance values from the atom’s centre of all
voxels surrounding the latter in order to determine whether they are occupied or not.

By employing the adaptation of the Midpoint Circle Algorithm to determine the voxels
occupied by each atom, the space-filling model computation time is more efficient. To
demonstrate this, the space-filling model computation time obtained with the proposed
approach was compared against the naïve method on various configurations (molecule,
surface type, resolution) and the results are summarised in Table 2.2. The proposed
approach achieves lower completion times than the other one.

Table 2.2: Comparison of the two space-filling algorithms. The table shows the mean (t̄)
and standard deviation (s) of the completion time over 100 runs for different configura-
tions.

Molecule Surface Resolution
Space-filling model completion time [s]
Naïve algorithm Proposed algorithm

[vox./Å3] t̄ s t̄ s
1GZX vdW 1000 4.592 0.039 3.224 0.011
1GZX vdW 5000 22.541 0.075 13.919 0.060
1GZX SAS/SES 1000 21.738 0.067 13.867 0.045
2AEB vdW 1000 5.855 0.022 4.121 0.020
2AEB SAS/SES 1000 30.944 0.068 19.740 0.055

2.6.3 Evaluating the Surface Extraction

An efficient seed-filling algorithm was adapted to extract the molecular surface from the
corresponding space-filling model. A naïve approach would determine surface voxels by
checking all occupied voxels in the space-filling model to see if they have at least one free
neighbour. This approach can be computationally expensive (each cubic voxel can have up
to 26 neighbours) and redundant as adjacent surface voxels have shared neighbours. Table
2.3 summarises the comparison of the proposed surface-extraction approach against the
naïve one on various configurations (molecule, surface type, resolution). The seed-filling
approach is more efficient since it requires lower completion times.
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Table 2.3: Comparison of the two molecular surface extraction algorithms. The table
shows the mean (t̄) and standard deviation (s) of the completion time over 100 runs for
different configurations.

Molecule Surface Resolution
Surface extraction completion time [s]
Naïve algorithm Proposed algorithm

[vox./Å3] t̄ s t̄ s
1GZX vdW 1000 46.977 0.008 9.684 0.006
1GZX vdW 5000 235.845 0.067 46.003 0.023
1GZX SAS 1000 78.659 0.043 15.019 0.016
2AEB vdW 1000 54.708 0.090 10.619 0.013
2AEB SAS 1000 87.682 0.056 16.045 0.013

2.6.4 Evaluating the Euclidean Distance Transform

In this section the performance of the two parallel algorithms for the EDT computation
will be compared. Because in the two algorithms the sizes of corresponding slices are
different, computation times were compared starting from the space-filling model creation
to the Euclidean Distance Map computation (see Fig. 2.9). The second algorithm has a
better performance from a certain number of processes onwards (16 processes) because
it uses smaller voxel grids for each slice (does not need margins). When increasing the
number of slices in the old EDT algorithm (i.e. reducing each slices’ length), at some point,
the computation time for the margin regions becomes comparable to the computation time
of the whole slices, negatively affecting the algorithm’s scalability.

2.6.5 Evaluating the Workload Distribution

To assert the quality of the workload distribution strategies, the dispersion among the
completion times of processes was compared for different experimental configurations. For
a given number of slices N , processes p0, . . . , pN−1 are created, each one carrying out the
computation for the corresponding slice. Let ti be the time employed by pi to complete
its computation. For a given configuration (PDB entry, surface type, resolution, number
of slices), the mean completion time over 100 runs is measured for each process pi, namely
t̄i, using both workload distribution strategies: the one based on the uniform distribution
of the atom volume per slice and the one based on the uniform distribution of the number
of atoms per slice.

A uniform workload distribution should result in small variations among the mean
completion times of processes t̄i. To assert the best distribution scheme, the relative
standard deviation (RSD) of the mean completion times of the processes with the two
workload distribution strategies was compared for different configurations. The RSD is
a standardized measure of dispersion of a frequency distribution, defined as the ratio of
the standard deviation to the mean, and is expressed as a percentage. Given the mean
completion times of the processes (t̄0, . . . , t̄N−1), the RSD is the ratio of the standard devi-
ation of the mean process completion times to the average of the mean process completion
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times:

RSD =


1
N

N−1
i=0


t̄i − 1

N

N−1
j=0 t̄j

2
1
N

N−1
j=0 t̄j

× 100%. (2.7)

For a given configuration, a lower RSD value corresponds to a better workload distribu-
tion since the workload assignment is deterministic (i.e., the same slice is always assigned
to the same process in multiple runs of a given configuration). This workload distribu-
tion quality evaluation was used for the SAS and vdW surface representations. Processes
go through several synchronisations during the SES calculation, so this approach cannot
be used to reliably compare the performance of workload distribution strategies for this
surface representation.

Figure 2.9: Multi-stage EDT with border exchange and EDT with constant-sized margins
computation time for the SES of PDB entry 1GZX at 1000 and 3375 voxels per Å3. Error
bars represent one standard deviation of the computation time based on 100 repetitions.

Figure 2.10 represents the RSDs of the mean slice computation times over 100 runs
for surfaces of PDB entries 1GZX and 4WJ8 [184] (15822 ATOM records) at different
configurations. The newly proposed approach has lower RDS values than its counterpart
in almost every scenario. These results show that the uniform per-slice atom volume
workload distribution scheme is more equitable than the uniform per-slice number of
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atoms approach, because the computational workload depends in a more direct way on
the sum of atom volumes rather than the atom count.

Figure 2.10: Comparison between the workload distribution strategies. The charts com-
pare the relative standard deviation (RSD) of the mean slice computation times over 100
runs for different configurations.

To evaluate the workload distribution in the SES computation, the mean communi-
cation and synchronisation time spent by each process over 100 runs (t̄MPI

i ) with the two
workload distribution strategies was measured, and the average (t̄MPI) and the standard
deviation (σMPI) of the mean process MPI times were compared for different configura-
tions:

t̄MPI =
1

N

N−1
i=0

t̄MPI
i , (2.8)

σMPI =

 1

N

N−1
i=0

(t̄MPI
i − t̄MPI)2. (2.9)

Figure 2.11 depicts the average and the standard deviation of the mean process MPI
times obtained with the two workload distribution strategies during the SES computation
of PDB entry 1GZX at 1000 voxels per Å3 with different processes. The uniform atom vol-
ume partitioning strategy yields lower inter-process communication and synchronisation
times as well as lower variances.

2.6.6 Evaluating the Pose Normalisation

The initial PCA pose normalisation has a beneficial impact on the algorithm’s perfor-
mance. The bounding-box encasing the PCA-normalised molecule is generally smaller
than the one encasing the molecule in its native orientation, which leads to a smaller voxel
grid. In the parallel algorithm without constant sized overlapping margins, the communi-
cation borders are reduced in size, resulting in shorter communication times. For a given
number of slices, the PCA alignment increases the thickness of each slice, which can lead
to a lower number of allreduce operations required for the EDT computation.

To evaluate the effect of the PCA alignment, the mean communication and synchro-
nisation time spent by each process over 100 runs, with and without the initial pose
normalisation, were measured and the average (t̄MPI) and the standard deviation (σMPI)
of the mean process MPI times were compared for different configurations.

Figure 2.12 represents the average and the standard deviation of the mean process
MPI times obtained with and without the initial pose normalisation during the SES
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computation of PDB entry 1GZX at 1000 voxels per Å3 with different processes. The
PCA alignment yields lower inter-process communication and synchronisation times as
well as lower variances.

SES of 1GZX at 1000 vox/Å³ - communication and synchronisation time
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the average communication and synchronisation times for
the two workload partitioning strategies. The error bars represent the standard deviation
of the mean process MPI times: large dispersion corresponds to high load imbalance.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of the average communication and synchronisation times with
and without the initial PCA pose normalisation. The error bars represent the standard
deviation of the mean process MPI times: large dispersion corresponds to high load
imbalance.

2.6.7 Speedup and Efficiency

To evaluate the scalability of the two parallel algorithms the speedup and efficiency metrics
were used. Let T1 be the mean completion time for the surface calculation of a given
configuration using one process, and let Tp be the mean completion time for the surface
calculation of the same configuration using p processes. The speedup with p processes is
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defined as
Sp =

T1
Tp
, (2.10)

and the efficiency with p processes (usually expressed as a percentage) is defined as

Ep =
Sp

p
× 100%. (2.11)

Also, π is defined as the minimum number of processes required to achieve the maximum
speedup

π = min argmax
p

Sp = min argmin
p

Tp

= min {p | Sp ≥ Si,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Nmax}}
= min {p | Tp ≤ Ti,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Nmax}} ,

(2.12)

where Nmax is the maximum number of processes available. Sπ is the best achievable
speedup while Eπ is the corresponding efficiency.

Figures 2.13 and 2.14 represent the speedup and efficiency values for the vdW calcula-
tion of respectively 1GZX (4387 ATOM records) and 2AEB [185] (8229 ATOM records)
PDB entries at 1000 voxels per Å3. The v2 methodology achieves a slightly better speedup
in the vdW calculation. In the vdW calculation of 1GZX with the old algorithm, the best
speedup value is Sπ = 16.33 and the corresponding efficiency is Eπ = 31.40%, achieved
for π = 52 processes. With the v2 algorithm π = 63 processes, and the corresponding
speedup and efficiency values are Sπ = 17.46 and Eπ = 27.72%. In the vdW calculation
of 2AEB with the v1 algorithm π = 30 processes, and the corresponding speedup and ef-
ficiency values are Sπ = 14.92 and Eπ = 49.75%. With the v2 algorithm the best speedup
value is Sπ = 17.69 with efficiency Eπ = 31.03%, achieved for π = 57 processes.

Figure 2.15 represents the speedup and efficiency for the SAS calculation of PDB
entry 2AEB, with 1.4Å probe-sphere radius and 1000 voxels per Å3 resolution. The
v2 algorithm achieves significantly better speedup for this surface representation. In
the SAS calculation, atoms are represented with spheres with augmented radius, and,
as a consequence, the workload dependency on the sum of atom volumes per slice is
stronger. In the SAS calculation of 2AEB with the v1 algorithm π = 46 processes, and
the corresponding speedup and efficiency values are Sπ = 11.74 and Eπ = 25.53%. With
the v2 algorithm the best speedup is Sπ = 17.14 with efficiency Eπ = 30.07%, achieved
for π = 57 processes.

Resolution increase brings some substantial betterment in the speedup and efficiency
values. Figure 2.16 depicts these parameters for the vdW calculation of PDB entry 1GZX
at 5000 voxels per Å3. For the previous algorithm, π = 52 processes, Sπ = 17.11 and
Eπ = 32.91%. The best speedup value of the v2 algorithm is Sπ = 20.78 achieved for
π = 64 processes, and the corresponding efficiency is Eπ = 32.47%.

The v2 methodology outperforms the v1 one also in the SES calculation. Figure 2.17
shows the speedup and efficiency values for this surface computation for PDB entry 1GZX
with 1.4Å probe-sphere radius at 1000 voxels per Å3 resolution. The best speedup value
with the v1 algorithm is Sπ = 6.28, achieved for π = 25 processes, and the corresponding
efficiency is Eπ = 25.14%. With the v2 algorithm we have π = 21 processes, Sπ = 8.48
and Eπ = 40.37%.
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Figure 2.13: Speedup and efficiency for the vdW calculation of PDB entry 1GZX at 1000
voxels per Å3. The circled value is the best speedup. Error bars represent one standard
deviation of the computation time based on 100 repetitions.

The completion times of the different phases required to compute the SES for PDB
entry 1GZX with 1.4Å probe radius at 1000 voxels per Å3 were studied. In order to calcu-
late the time required to complete each phase separately, all processes were synchronised
at the beginning of each step. The results are reported in Fig. 2.18.

The EDT takes up most of the overall completion time in the SES computation. The
extraction of the potential pockets uses a 3D seed-filling algorithm to identify cavities
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which are cut by the slicing planes. As a consequence, its duration mainly depends on
the slice size and decreases when increasing the number of processes. The duration of the
pocket identification step increases while increasing the number of processes, although
remaining very low if compared to the completion times of other steps.

Figure 2.14: Speedup and efficiency for the vdW calculation of PDB entry 2AEB at 1000
voxels per Å3. The circled value is the best speedup. Error bars represent one standard
deviation of the computation time based on 100 repetitions.
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Figure 2.15: Speedup and efficiency for the SAS calculation of PDB entry 2AEB with
1.4Å probe radius at 1000 voxels per Å3. The circled value is the best speedup. Error
bars represent one standard deviation of the computation time based on 100 repetitions.
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Figure 2.16: Speedup and efficiency for the vdW calculation of PDB entry 1GZX at 5000
voxels per Å3. The circled value is the best speedup. Error bars represent one standard
deviation of the computation time based on 100 repetitions.
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Figure 2.17: Speedup and efficiency for the SES calculation of PDB entry 1GZX with
1.4Å probe radius at 1000 voxels per Å3. The circled value is the best speedup. Error
bars represent one standard deviation of the computation time based on 100 repetitions.
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Steps of the SES computation for 1GZX at 1000 vox/Å³
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Figure 2.18: Completion times for different steps of the SES calculation of PDB entry
1GZX with 1.4Å probe radius at 1000 voxels per Å3. Error bars represent one standard
deviation of the computation time based on 100 repetitions.

2.6.8 Communication and Synchronisation Time

To compare the communication and synchronisation time of the two algorithms (both
including the pocket identification procedure) the mean MPI time spent by each process
over 100 runs was measured for the SES computation of PDB entry 1GZX at 1000 voxels
per Å3 with different processes (the SES is the only surface representation which requires
inter-process communication and synchronisation during its computation). Figure 2.19
compares the average (t̄MPI) and the standard deviation (σMPI) of the mean process
MPI times of the two algorithms. The v2 algorithm achieves lower communication and
synchronisation times and a better load balance.

2.6.9 Discussion

Increasing the number of slices does not always result in lower computation times, as
can be seen from the speedup charts. This phenomenon depends on the structure of the
molecule whose surface is being computed and is mainly affected by two factors and their
possible combination. The first is that the implemented seed-filling algorithm can extract
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Figure 2.19: Comparison of the average communication and synchronisation timesfor the
two algorithms. The error bars represent the standard deviation of the mean process MPI
times: large dispersion corresponds to high load imbalance.

the surface of simple, regularly shaped objects in less time than that of complex solids,
even if the latter are located in smaller voxel grids (slices). This means that smaller
slices can take more time to process than larger ones, negatively affecting the overall
speedup. Secondly, during the SES computation, the slicing procedure can generate
potential pockets whose surface must be extracted and evaluated. The size and number
of potential pockets depends on the structure of the molecule, it is difficult to predict and
can lead to very unbalanced workloads among slices.

Other molecules can have different speedup trends. Figure 2.20 depicts the speedup
obtained by the new algorithm for the computation of the vdW, SAS and SES of PDB
entry 1POE [186] at 1000 voxels per Å3.

vdW, SAS and SES of 1POE at 1000 vox/Å³
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Figure 2.20: Speedup for the vdW, SAS and SES calculation of PDB entry 1POE with
1.4Å probe radius at 1000 voxels per Å3.

The number of allreduce steps in the SES computation depends on the size of the
molecule and the chosen number of slices. If all the slices are thicker than one probe-
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sphere radius, then the EDT will require a single border exchange to complete, which is
the best case scenario. The PCA-based pose normalisation has the advantage of making
slices “thicker”. The worst case scenario would be computing the EDT of a small molecule
with many slices, all of them smaller than the probe-sphere radius, which might require
the nearest border voxel information to be propagated through multiple slices and not
just the immediate neighbours.

In practice, for 1GZX at 1000 voxels per Å3, the EDT computation with 64 slices
requires only two border exchange steps (three allreduce-s, which is always one more
than the number of border exchanges). The first iteration of the EDT algorithm is the
most time-consuming: the iterations that follow the border communications employ far
less time to complete.

The number of allreduce steps in the pocket identification procedure strictly de-
pends on the size and disposition of voids and cavities in the molecule and on the number
of slices. For the calculation of the SES of 1GZX at 1000 voxels per Å3 with 64 slices, 10
allreduce-s are required in the pocket identification step. However, the pocket identifi-
cation procedure itself takes only a small fraction of the overall surface computation. For
these reasons, the algorithm is mainly affected by load imbalance rather than the number
of allreduce steps.

The efficiency of the algorithm and the mean per process MPI time indicate that the
workload distribution is still not optimal. Until now, slicing strategies on proteins were
tested without making any assumptions on their shape and properties. Better workload
distribution heuristics will probably need to take into account some kind of overall molec-
ular shape information (i.e. the family the protein belongs to, the protein fold class, etc.)
or do some preprocessing in order to determine its conformation and adjust the slicing
accordingly. Also, there might be different optimal slicing strategies for different protein
families and more complex partitioning other than slicing. Investigating these issues is
left for future work.

The proposed algorithms have been implemented in VoxSurf (Voxelised Surface calcu-
lation program), a tool which can produce discrete representations of macromolecules at
very high resolutions starting from the three-dimensional information of their correspond-
ing PDB files. The tool is available at http://www.dei.unipd.it/%7edaberdak/VoxSurf.
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Chapter 3

Shape and Electrostatic Local Surface
Descriptor

In this chapter, a novel local surface descriptor for protein-protein docking is introduced.
The descriptor captures electrostatic distribution and geometrical shape complementarity
of molecular surfaces effectively while maintaining efficiency in the comparison evaluation.
It is based on the 3D Zernike moments, which possess several attractive features, such as
a compact representation, rotational and translational invariance, and have been shown
to adequately capture global and local protein surface complementarity and to naturally
represent physicochemical properties on the molecular surface.

The proposed descriptors are calculated over circular patches of voxelised molecular
surfaces, with electrostatic properties mapped on each surface voxel. Patch shape and
electrostatic complementarity is determined simultaneously and efficiently by comparing
the new descriptors.

3.1 Introduction

In protein-protein docking, local shape feature matching algorithms represent a popu-
lar alternative to brute-force searches for plausible conformations over the whole six-
dimensional transformation space. Local shape feature matching approaches aim to re-
duce the number of degrees of freedom by using simplifying assumptions that retain some
correspondence to a situation of biochemical interest. Specifically, the transformation
space is greatly reduced by computing the shape complementarity of local portions of the
protein contours. Descriptors are usually employed to measure the local 3D shape simi-
larity in order to detect shape complementarity, since complementary surface portions of
equal size tend to have similar shapes. Complementarity detection is achieved through
pairwise comparison of the local shape descriptors, providing a fast geometric filtering
and avoiding the exhaustive translational and rotational search.

Kuntz et al. pioneered the local shape feature matching algorithms with the Clustered
Spheres approach [43]. The interactions between two molecules are treated by rigid-body
geometric considerations. Pockets and grooves on the receptor molecule are filled with
hard spheres. On the other hand, the ligand molecule is also represented by a set of spheres
that approximates its volume, and potential binding sites are identified by comparing the
receptor and ligand sets of spheres, as the ligand spheres should fit within the set of
receptor spheres.
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Connolly introduced a method for selecting critical points on the molecular surface in
which salient features of the shape are preserved in the form of “knobs” and “holes” [187].
The selection of the critical points is done by computing the “local convexity” at each of
the molecular surface dots [118] and picking the ones representing the local minima or
maxima of the shape function, defined as the intersection of the protein with a ball of a
given radius centred at a given dot. The rationale behind the selection of knobs and holes
is that in complementary shape surfaces (the interface between both molecules), a knob
will be matched to a hole. Matching can then be performed with the concise set of critical
points rather than with the entire set of surface dots, resulting in a drastic reduction of
the input size.

This method has been further improved in [188] by introducing the evaluation of
surface normals at specific, well placed points. Surface normals can drastically reduce the
combinatorial complexity of the docking process and serve as a filter in the screening for
quality docked conformations. In [189] the method was also applied to unbound docking.

In [14,190] a list of critical points, namely “pits”, “caps”, and “belts”, is first extracted
from each protein surface. These points are then compared using geometric hashing
[191] in order to generate a relatively small number of candidate docking orientations
for grid scoring. Although requiring lower computation times compared to other docking
algorithms, this methods fails to achieve high accuracy in the prediction of correct docking
poses since the chosen critical points do not enclose significant shape information.

Context Shapes [50] are boolean data structures that extract local features from signif-
icantly large parts of the Solvent Excluded surface of a protein. Complementarity shape
matching is achieved by efficient boolean operations, and the relative orientations of the
receptor and ligand surfaces are searched using pre-calculated lookup tables. The method
demonstrates superior performance over other similar approaches in predicting the cor-
rect docking pose using only geometric criteria. However, the exhaustive search of relative
orientations for each local feature increases the computational cost as well as the memory
requirements.

In [49], a local shape descriptor called surface-histogram is introduced. This descriptor
captures the shape of a region on the surface of a protein and stores this information into
a histogram. Starting from a triangular mesh representation of the protein surface, vertex
pairs at a fixed distance, together with their associated surface normals, are extracted.
For each pair, a local coordinate frame is defined, and a 3D volume centred at the frame
origin captures the local geometry of the surface of the protein in the neighbourhood of
the two vertices. The docking pose is obtained automatically by matching two surface
histograms. This approach was shown to yield very good results in the bound protein-
protein docking cases. However, when dealing with the unbound case, its performance
decreases significantly.

In [106], a set of local surface patches is generated based on the local surface curvature.
The shape complementarity between a pair of patches is calculated using the Shape Impact
Descriptor [192]: a rotation-invariant descriptor which obviates the need for taking an
exhaustive set of rotations for each pair of patches. Thus, complementarity matching
between two patches is reduced to a simple histogram matching. This approach was later
expanded in [51], where a framework for protein-protein docking which exploits both
shape and physiochemical complementarity is proposed.

3D Zernike descriptors (3DZD) have first been introduced in [117] as a representation of
the protein surface shape. Compared to other surface representations, the 3DZD presents
several advantages. It is a series of coefficients assigned to terms in the series expansion of
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the 3D structure of a protein surface, and thus, the latter is represented very compactly
as a vector of numbers. It is rotationally invariant, which means that the descriptor is not
affected by the initial orientation of the molecular surface. This property allows avoiding
time-consuming alignments of proteins which would be otherwise required. Because of
the pose invariance, the descriptors can also be precomputed and stored. The 3DZD
can be computed for any 3D image, and is thus suitable for representing physicochemical
properties on the molecular surface as the electrostatic potential or the hydrophobicity
[132]. Lastly, by changing the order of the series expansion, the resolution of the surface
representation can be easily controlled.

There have been several employments of the 3DZDs such as global protein structure
comparison [193], surface property comparison [132], local surface classification [194],
binding ligand prediction by pocket-pocket similarity [195–197] detection and pocket-
ligand complementarity [198,199] evaluation, and protein-protein docking prediction [45]
with quite satisfactory results.

Classical global protein structure comparison methods compare the main chain orien-
tations of a pair of protein structures. These methods are time consuming and cannot be
employed to perform a whole scan of the PDB database to find similar structures for a
given query structure, such as keyword searches and sequence-based homology searches.
Zernike Descriptors are suitable for fast structure database search due to their rotation in-
variance property and their compact representation as a vector (comparison of structures
can be done rapidly by comparing two vectors). 3DZDs are computed for the Connolly
surface representation of each protein structure in the dataset, and the comparison of
two protein structures is achieved by computing the Euclidean distance between their
descriptors. This approach enables real-time protein structure search against the entire
PDB database [144].

3DZDs have been applied in the comparison of low-resolution structure data from
electron microscopy (EM) [200]. Isosurfaces of EM density maps can be represented by
the 3D Zernike Descriptor, enabling protein structure database searches.

In global surface shape comparison applications, binary values are assigned to voxels
to represent the static shape of protein contours. Decimals can be used, instead of binary
ones, to represent positions of atoms probabilistically to describe flexibility or uncertainty
of atom positions at a certain degree [131]. Similarly, physicochemical property values,
such as the electrostatic potential values or hydrophobicity values, can be mapped on the
surface voxels, which can be then represented with 3DZDs [132], enabling quantitative
comparisons of the physicochemical properties of different molecules.

The comparison of local surface shape and properties of protein-ligand binding pocket
sites was introduced in [201]. Given a pocket region in a query protein, 3DZDs are used to
predict which ligand molecule binds to the pocket region by comparing the latter with a
reference set of known pocket shapes. In [198], the protein binding pocket and the ligand
molecular surface are represented as a combination of segmented surface patches. Each
patch is characterized by its geometrical shape and the electrostatic potential, represented
using the 3D Zernike descriptor.

In [194], the local protein surface representation by the 3DZDs were further applied
for characterizing and classifying local protein surfaces. Local surface patches, defined as
the surface regions within 6Å from given surface points, were taken from the entire surface
of proteins. To facilitate classification, patches were characterized with both geometric
shape and electrostatic potential represented as 3DZDs.

3D Zernike Descriptors are able to capture the shape complementarity of protein
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interfaces and thus have also been employed in protein-protein docking predictions [45].
By modelling the protein surface as a thin layer and the inner region of the protein as
empty, perfectly fitting interfaces of two docked proteins have identical local 3DZDs. Local
circular patches of 6Å radius are extracted at surface points with a minimum separation
of 1.8Å, and the local geometric shape of each patch is characterised with a 3D Zernike
Descriptor. The descriptors, along with other parameters, such as regional features of
the protein surface shape, are used for scoring docking decoys generated with a geometric
hashing algorithm [191].

3.2 3D Zernike Moments and Affine Invariants

Image moments are generally defined as projections of the image function onto a set of
basis functions. Hu pioneered the field with his usage of image moments in 2D pattern
recognition [202], which gained a lot of interest and were widely employed in several
applications. However, these moments are not orthogonal and introduce a certain degree
of information redundancy. For this reason, the usage of orthogonal basis functions such
as Legendre and Zernike to construct moments was introduced in [203]. Among various
orthogonal and non-orthogonal moments, the 2D Zernike have been proven superior in
terms of noise sensitivity and discrimination power [204]. 2D Zernike moments have been
used in a wide range of applications such as pattern recognition applications [205], content-
based image retrieval [206], biometrics [207,208], analysis of medical images [209,210], etc.

Driven by the superiority of orthogonal 2D Zernike moments over non-orthogonal mo-
ments, Canterakis generalized the classical 2D Zernike polynomials to 3D [211], laying the
theoretical aspects of deriving the 3D Zernike polynomials and moments. This paved the
way for the usage of 3D Zernike descriptors for content-based shape retrieval [212], by ex-
ploiting several desirable properties like invariance under scaling, rotation and translation.
Very importantly, 3D Zernike descriptors provide a basis for efficient similarity measure
between three-dimensional objects. In addition to this property, the shape reconstruction
from 3D Zernike moments is a very simple process. Also, 3D Zernike moments have the
advantage of capturing global information about the 3D shape without requiring closed
boundaries as in boundary-based methods [213].

3.2.1 Mathematical Derivation

Moments

Moments in the context of shape analysis are defined as projections of the (square inte-
grable) object function f ∈ L2 onto a set of functions Ψ = {ψi} , i ∈ N over the domain
Ω:

µi = ⟨f, ψi⟩ =

Ω

f(x) · ψi(x)dx . (3.1)

The behaviour and properties of a particular moment based representation are therefore
determined by the set of functions Ψ.

Descriptor Properties

The desirable properties of a descriptor based on moments can be summarized as follows:
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Invariance. Let F(f) be a set of descriptors computed on the function f defining the
object, and let G be a group of transformations. The invariance of F under the action of
G can be defined as follows:

F(gf) = F(f) , (3.2)

where g ∈ G. A typical requirement is the invariance under the action of similarity
transformations, i.e. uniform scaling, reflection, translation and rotation.

Orthonormality. The collection of functions Ψ is orthonormal if

⟨ψi, ψj⟩ = δi,j , (3.3)

where ψi, ψj ∈ Ψ and δi,j is the Kronecker delta.

Completeness. The set of functions Ψ forms a complete system if for any f ∈ L2,

lim
n→∞

f −
n

i=0

⟨f, ψi⟩ψi


2

= 0 , (3.4)

where ∥f∥ denotes the L2-norm. Complete orthonormal function collections are said to
form a basis of the function space on the domain Ω.

Most approaches transform the object into a canonical pose: translate the center
of gravity of the object into the origin and normalize the area/volume or radius of the
bounding circle/sphere. The rotation invariance may subsequently be achieved by aligning
the principal axes of the object with the coordinate system axes. However, this last
step is often unstable and leads to reduced retrieval performance [214]. Based on these
observations, the choice of Ψ should favour representations yielding a more stable rotation
invariance.

The orthogonality of the function collection, i.e. the mutual independence of computed
features is an important property, since it implies that a set of features will not contain
redundant information. The non-orthogonality (as in the case of geometric moments based
on monomials) means that some characteristics of the objects will be over-represented
during the comparison. The classical 2D Zernike polynomials are orthonormal within the
unit circle. They therefore deliver independent features, and are shown to be superior over
the geometric moments in terms of retrieval performance. The additional normalization is
essentially a convenience criterion, since this property allows for a canonical formulation
of projections of functions.

The completeness property implies the ability to reconstruct approximations of the
original object from moments. The approximations are getting finer with increasing num-
ber n of moments and converge to the original object at infinity. This is of considerable
practical importance, since the ability to reconstruct allows us to infer a higher bound on
the amount of object information encoded by a given number of moments.

Selection of Basis Functions

The desired sets of functions must form complete orthogonal systems and allow the con-
struction of moments that are invariant under rotation transformations. A straightfor-
ward solution is essentially a tensor product formulation consisting of the following two
ingredients. First, the choice of an angular function set {Sl(ϕ)} defined on the circle or
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{Sm
l (ϕ, θ)} on the sphere, that is orthogonal and has subspaces invariant under the action

of the rotation group. Second, the circular or spherical function is modulated by a suit-
able radial function Rm

nl(r) while maintaining the orthonormality. In general, a particular
function R might depend on indices l and m, which implies a dependency on the angular
function. For 3D Zernike moments this dependency is reduced to l, and no dependency
at all for 2D Zernike moments.

The general formula for the generation of moments µ possessing the above properties
is:

µln = ⟨f,RnlSl⟩ =
 

f(r, ϕ)Rnl(r)Sl(ϕ)dϕdr (3.5)

for the two dimensional case, and:

µm
ln = ⟨f,Rm

nlS
m
l ⟩ =

  
f(r, ϕ, θ)Rm

nl(r)S
m
l (ϕ, θ)dθdϕdr (3.6)

for the three dimensional case.
In 2D, the familiar Fourier basis function

Sl(ϕ) = eilϕ (3.7)

has been proven to be a suitable angular function. In [215], it has been shown that for
such functions the following relationship applies:

|

f(ϕ+ ϕ0), e

îl(ϕ+ϕ0)

| = |


f(ϕ), eilϕ


| . (3.8)

This implies that by projecting a function f defined on the circle onto a basis of above
functions (Eq. 3.7), and computing the norms of these projections, we obtain descriptors
of f that are invariant under the action of 2D rotations. The radial polynomial Rn for
the 2D Zernike functions is defined so that the resulting basis RnSl is orthonormal.

In 3D, spherical harmonics form a Fourier basis on a sphere much like the familiar
sines and cosines do on a line or a circle. Spherical harmonics Y m

l are given by:

Y m
l (θ, ϕ) = Nm

l P
m
l (cosθ)eimϕ , (3.9)

where Nm
l is a normalization factor

Nm
l =


2l + 1

4π

(l −m)!

(l +m)!
, (3.10)

and Pm
l denotes the associated Legendre functions.

The vector of spherical harmonics

Yl =

Y l
l , Y

l−1
l , Y l−2

l , . . . , Y −l
l

⊺ (3.11)

for a given l forms a basis for a (2l + 1)-dimensional subspace which is invariant under
the operations of the full rotation group (a set {ψi} of vectors is said to span an invariant
subspace Vs under e given set of group operations {gj} if gjψi ∈ Vs ∀i, j). This can be
formulated as

Yl(θ + θ0, ϕ+ ϕ0) = ol(θ0, ϕ0)Yl(θ, ϕ) , (3.12)
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where ol is a unitary matrix referred to as l-th representation of the three dimensional
rotation group SO(3). Furthermore, this subspace is irreducible that is, it cannot be split
into smaller subspaces which are also invariant under the rotation group. Since rotations
do not change the norm functions, in consequence of Eq. 3.12, after projecting a function
f defined on the sphere onto the functions of the vector Yl, we obtain invariant features
µl of f by computing the norms of the so composed vectors:

µl =




f, Y l

l (θ + θ0, ϕ+ ϕ0)


f, Y l−1
l (θ + θ0, ϕ+ ϕ0)


...

f, Y −l
l (θ + θ0, ϕ+ ϕ0)


 =




f, Y l

l (θ, ϕ)


f, Y l−1
l (θ, ϕ)


...

f, Y −l
l (θ, ϕ)


 . (3.13)

Let us define the conversion between Cartesian and spherical coordinates by

x = |x|ξ = rξ = r (sinθsinϕ, sinθcosϕ, cosϕ)⊺ . (3.14)

The harmonic polynomials eml are defined as

eml = rlY m
l (θ, ϕ) . (3.15)

Using the integral formula for associated Legendre functions and converting into Cartesian
coordinates the harmonic polynomials can be expressed as

eml (x) = cml r
l


îx− y

2

m

zl−m

⌊ l−m
2

⌋
µ=0


l

µ


l − µ
m+ µ


−x

2 + y2

4z2

µ

, (3.16)

where î =
√
−1 and cml are normalisation factors:

cml = c−m
l =


(2l + 1)(l +m)!(l −m)!

l!
. (3.17)

The above formula yields homogeneous polynomials for m > 0. For m < 0 the following
symmetry relation is used:

e−m
l = (−1)meml (x) , (3.18)

which yields homogeneous polynomials in this case as well. It is easy to see that an
invariance relation similar to that of Eq. 3.13 applies for the harmonic polynomial.

Derivation of 3D Zernike Moments and Descriptors

The 3D Zernike functions Zm
nl are defined as

Zm
nl(x) = Rnl(r) · Y m

l (θ, ϕ) (3.19)

with l ≤ n and (n− l) an even number. The above equation can be rewritten in Cartesian
coordinates using the harmonic polynomials eml :

Zm
nl(x) =

k
ν=0

qνkl|x|2νeml (x) , (3.20)
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where 2k = n− l and the coefficients qνkl are determined to guarantee the orthonormality
of the functions within the unit shpere:

qνkl =
(−1)k

22k


2l + 4k + 3

3


2k

k


(−1)ν


k
ν


2(k+l+ν)+1

2k


k+l+ν

k

 . (3.21)

The orthonormality relation can be written as follows:

3

4π


|x|≤1

Zm
nl(x) · Zm′

n′l′(x)dx = δnn′δll′δ
mm′

. (3.22)

In case of the 3D Zernike functions the same invariance relation applies as in case of
spherical harmonics. If these functions are collected into (2l + 1)-dimensional vectors
Znl =


Z l

nl, Z
l−1
nl , Z

l−2
nl , . . . , Z

−l
nl

⊺ for each l, for an arbitrary rotation P we obtain the
relation

Znl(Px) = ol(P)Znl(x) . (3.23)

The 3D Zernike moments Ωm
nl of an object f are defined as:

Ωm
nl :=

3

4π


|x|≤1

f(x)Zm
nl(x)dx . (3.24)

Due to Eq. 3.18, a similar relationship holds for the Zernike moments:

Ω−m
nl (x) = (−1)mΩm

nl(x) . (3.25)

The 3D Zernike moments Ωm
nl are not invariant under rotations. In order to achieve in-

variance, the approach described in Eq. 3.13 for the spherical harmonics must be followed.
Moments are collected into (2l+1)-dimensional vectors Ωnl =


Ωl

nl,Ω
l−1
nl ,Ω

l−2
nl , . . . ,Ω

−l
nl

⊺,
and the rotationally invariant 3D Zernike descriptors Fnl are defined as norms of vectors
Ωnl:

Fnl := ∥Ωnl∥ . (3.26)

Reconstruction of the Image Function

Since the functions Zm
nl form a complete orthonormal system, it is possible to approximate

the original function f by a finite number of 3D Zernike moments Ωm
nl:

f̂(x) =

n


l


m

Ωm
nl · Zm

nl(x) , (3.27)

with n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, l ∈ {0, . . . , n} such that (n − l) is even and m ∈ {−l, . . . , l}. The
reconstruction is used to verify how much of the original object information is included
in a set of 3D Zernike moments up to a given order N .
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3.2.2 Computing the 3D Zernike Moments

This section gives a concise description of the calculation of 3D Zernike moments and
descriptors. By expanding the expression of Zm

nl in Eq. 3.20 using Eq. 3.16 we obtain:

Zm
nl(x) =c

m
l 2

−m

k
ν=0

qνkl

ν
α=0


ν

α

 ν−α
β=0


ν − α
β

 m
u=0

(−1)m−u


m

u


îu

·
⌊ l−m

2
⌋

µ=0

(−1)µ · 2−2µ


l

µ


l − µ
m+ µ

 µ
ν=0


µ

ν


· x2(ν+α)+u · y2(µ−ν+β)+m−u · z2(ν−α−β−µ)+l−m ,

(3.28)

with î =
√
−1 and 2k = n− l. Substituting r = 2(ν + α) + u, s = 2(µ− ν + β) +m− u,

t = 2(ν − α− β − µ) + l −m and setting

χrst
nlm =cml · 2−m ·

k
ν=0

qνkl ·
ν

α=0


ν

α

 ν−α
β=0


ν − α
β


·

m
u=0

(−1)m−u


m

u


îu

·
⌊ l−m

2 ⌋
µ=0

(−1)µ · 2−2µ


l

µ


l − µ
m+ µ


·

µ
η=0


µ

η


,

(3.29)

Zm
nl can be written in a more compact form as a linear combination of monomials of order

up to n
Zm

nl(x) =


r+s+t≤n

χrst
nlm · xryszt . (3.30)

Using Eq. 3.30, the 3D Zernike moments Ωm
nl of an object can be written as a linear

combination of geometric moments of order up to n

Ωm
nl =

3

4π
·


r+s+t≤n

χrst
nlm ·Mrst , (3.31)

where Mrst is the geometric moment of the object scaled to fit in the unit ball

Mrst =


|x|≤1

f(x) · xrysztdx , (3.32)

where x ∈ R3 is the vector x = (x, y, z)⊺. An important fact implied by Eq. 3.31 is that
in order to compute the 3D Zernike functions, we only have to compute the geometric
moments instead of evaluating the complex exponential and associated Legendre function
of spherical harmonics.
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3.2.3 Computing the 3D Geometric Moments

The geometric moments of order (r + s+ t) for the function f(x, y, z) are defined as the
projection of f(x, y, z) onto the monomial xryszt:

Mrst =

 +∞

−∞

 +∞

−∞

 +∞

−∞
f(x, y, z) · xrysztdxdydz . (3.33)

For a M×M×M image f mapped inside the unit ball, the expression for the geometric
moments can be written as:

Mrst =

  
x2+y2+z2≤1

f(x, y, z) · xrysztdxdydz

=
M
i=1

M
j=1

M
k=1

Srst(xi, yj, zk) · f(xi, yj, zk) ,
(3.34)

where

Srst(xi, yj, zk) =

 xi+
∆xi
2

xi−
∆xi
2

 yj+
∆yj
2

yj−
∆yj
2

 zk+
∆zk
2

zi−
∆zk
2

xrysztdxdydz . (3.35)

The above triple integral is the source of approximation error. For exact computation
of 3D geometric moments, this triple integral could be divided into three separate single
integrals as follows:

Ir(i) =

 xi+
∆xi
2

xi−
∆xi
2

xrdx =
1

r + 1


xi +

∆xi
2

r+1

−

xi −

∆xi
2

r+1

, (3.36)

Is(j) =

 yj+
∆yj
2

yj−
∆yj
2

ysdy =
1

s+ 1


yj +

∆yj
2

s+1

−

yj −

∆yj
2

s+1

, (3.37)

It(k) =

 zk+
∆zk
2

zk−
∆zk
2

ztdz =
1

t+ 1


zk +

∆zk
2

t+1

−

zk −

∆zk
2

t+1

. (3.38)

It is worth noticing that the quantities defined in Eqs. 3.36-3.38 are image independent,
and can be precomputed, stored and recalled whenever it is needed to avoid repetitive
computations. The geometric moments can thus be rewritten as

Mrst =
M
i=1

M
j=1

M
k=1

Ir(i)Is(j)It(k)f(xi, yj, zk) . (3.39)

The computational complexity of exact 3D geometric moments can be reduced by
applying a successive computation process. The 3D geometric moments of order (r+s+t)
described in Eq. 3.39 are computed in three separate steps by successive computation of
the 1D s-order moment for each row, followed by the 2D (r+s)-order moment. Then, the
required 3D moment is calculated as the sum of the different 2D moments. This approach
was applied in [216], significantly reducing the computation complexity. Equation 3.39
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can thus be rewritten as follows:

Mrst =
M
k=1

It(zk)Rrsk , (3.40)

where

Rrsk =
M
i=1

YiskIr(xi) , (3.41)

Yisk =
M
j=1

Is(yj)f(xi, yj, zk) . (3.42)

3.2.4 Computing the 3D Zernike Invariants

Let f be the input 3D image and let N be the maximum moment order, the 3D Zernike
descriptor Fm

nl calculation can be described as follows:

1. Compute the values χrst
nlm for all combinations of indices n, l,m and r, s, t such that

n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, l ∈ {0, . . . , n} and (n − l) is even, m ∈ {−l, . . . , l}, r, s, t ≥ 0 and
r + s + t ≤ N . This step is independent of a particular object and may be done
offline.

2. Translate and scale the function f so that it will be mapped inside the unit ball.
To obtain translation invariance, the centre of gravity of the object is translated to
the origin.

3. Compute all geometric moments Mrst for each combination of indices r, s, t, such
that r, s, t ≥ 0 and r + s+ t ≤ N .

4. Compute all 3D Zernike moments Ωm
nl for all combinations of indices n, l,m such

that n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, l ∈ {0, . . . , n} and (n− l) is even, m ∈ {−l, . . . , l}.

5. Compute all 3D Zernike descriptors Fnl for all combinations of indices n, l such that
n ∈ {0, . . . , N}, l ∈ {0, . . . , n} and (n− l) is even.

Given the maximum moment order N , the number of 3D Zernike descriptors can be easily
determined by using the following formula:

Total =


N+2
2

2
, if N is even

(N+1)(N+3)
4

, if N is odd .
(3.43)
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3.3 Design of the Shape and Electrostatic Local Surface
Descriptor

Currently, 3D Zernike descriptors have been employed to capture shape [117,131,193,196]
and electrostatic similarity [132] of molecular surfaces. Locally, shape similarity implies
a certain degree of complementarity, but the same cannot be stated about electrostatic
distributions. Complementarity in electrostatic distributions is more complex to handle,
as charges must be matched with opposite ones even if they do not have the same magni-
tude. Here we will show how to extend these descriptors in order to capture electrostatic
complementarity as well.

In order to compute the local surface descriptors of a protein, its surface region must
be defined in the 3D space. To begin with, charge and radius values for each atom are
assigned to the current protein with PDB2PQR v2.1.1 [217,218]. Then, the electrostatic
charge distribution on the molecule is calculated with APBS v1.4.1 [219]. The voxelised
molecular surface is calculated with the procedure described in Chapter 3, and the pre-
viously calculated electrostatic potential values are mapped onto each surface voxel with
trilinear interpolation.

At this point, the protein contour can be thought as being composed of two discrete
functions in Cartesian 3D space, i.e. (1) the surface function s(i, j, k) which equals 1 if
voxel (i, j, k) belongs to the molecular surface, and 0 otherwise, and (2) the electrostatic
potential function e(i, j, k) which gives the potential value of surface voxel (i, j, k) and is
zero for non-surface voxels. The latter can be decomposed as:

e(i, j, k) = e+(i, j, k)− e−(i, j, k) (3.44)

where

e+(i, j, k) = max(e(i, j, k), 0) =


e(i, j, k), if e(i, j, k) > 0,
0, otherwise,

(3.45)

is its positive part, and

e−(i, j, k) = −min(e(i, j, k), 0) =


−e(i, j, k), if e(i, j, k) < 0,
0, otherwise,

(3.46)

is its negative part. e+(i, j, k) is obtained from the grid representation of e(i, j, k) by
keeping voxels with a positive electrostatic potential value and by resetting to zero all
the voxels with a negative electrostatic potential value. Similarly, e−(i, j, k) is obtained
first by keeping voxels with a negative electrostatic potential value and resetting to zero
all the other voxels, and then by replacing all negative charge values with their modulus.
Electrostatic potential functions e+(i, j, k) and e−(i, j, k) are normalised in [0, 1]. The
normalisation step is the key aspect of the procedure, as it allows the matching of opposite-
sign charges with different magnitudes.

In order to compute the local contour descriptors, the protein surface is segmented
into a certain number of circular patches, all with the same radius. A set of evenly
distributed points on the molecular surface, at a certain minimum separation among each
other, is first extracted. A sphere of given radius is centred at each of such points, and
the portion of the protein contour that falls inside the sphere is defined as a patch. Each
surface patch is composed of three discrete functions in Cartesian 3D space with origin
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at the patch centre, i.e. (1) the surface function sp(i, j, k), (2) the positive electrostatic
potential function e+p (i, j, k) and (3) the negative electrostatic potential function e−p (i, j, k)
(see Fig. 3.1). Two surface patches p1 and p2 show perfect shape and electrostatic
complementarity when, for some rotation R around the origin, sp1(i, j, k) = sp2(i

′, j′, k′),
e+p1(i, j, k) = e−p2(i

′, j′, k′) and e−p1(i, j, k) = e+p2(i
′, j′, k′), where (i′, j′, k′)⊺ = R · (i, j, k)⊺.

(a) Surface patch with electrostatic potentials. (b) Surface function sp(i, j, k).

(c) Negative charge distribution function e−p (i, j, k). (d) Positive charge distribution function e+p (i, j, k).

Figure 3.1: The patch surface is coloured according to the electrostatic potential. The
red color (negative potential) arises from an excess of negative charges near the surface
and the blue color (positive potential) occurs when the surface is positively charged. The
white regions correspond to fairly neutral potentials.

This observation leads to the design of a local contour descriptor that integrates both
geometric shape and electrostatic complementarity. 3D Zernike descriptors are calculated
for sp(i, j, k), e+p (i, j, k) and e−p (i, j, k), namely Ds, Dq+ and Dq− . Given two surface
patches and their respective local descriptors Ds

1, Dq+

1 , Dq−

1 and Ds
2, Dq+

2 , Dq−

2 , their
complementarity can be measured by comparing Ds

1 with Ds
2, D

q+

1 with Dq−

2 and Dq−

1

with Dq+

2 .
Positive and negative electrostatic potentials must be treated separately. Let f(x)

be a non-negative valued function defined inside the unit ball. −f(x) will clearly be a
non-positive valued function and its Zernike moment of order n, l,m with n ∈ N, (n− l)
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even and m ∈ {−l, . . . , l} according to Eq. 3.24 is:

Ωm
nl(−f) =

3

4π


|x|≤1

−f(x)Zm
nl(x)dx = − 3

4π


|x|≤1

f(x)Zm
nl(x)dx = −Ωm

nl(f) . (3.47)

The Zernike invariant of order n, l for −f(x) according to Eq. 3.26 is:

Fnl(−f) := ∥−Ωnl∥ =

 l
m=−l

(−Ωm
nl(f)) (−Ωm

nl(f)) = ∥Ωnl∥ = Fnl(f) , (3.48)

which means that Zernike descriptors are not able to distinguish positive values from neg-
ative ones. For instance, a surface patch with a certain charge distribution pattern would
be indistinguishable from another patch with the same shape and inverted electrostatic
charges. This can be avoided by evaluating the positive and negative charge distributions
separately.
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Chapter 4

Complementarity Detection and
Docking

In this chapter, the proposed shape and electrostatic local surface descriptor is validated.
Local shape complementarity detection based on 3D Zernike Descriptors is an effective
tool for protein–protein docking predictions, and has been proven superior to other local
feature matching algorithms. Experimental results show that integrating geometry and
electrostatics leads to a generally more discriminative descriptor compared to the purely
geometric one when identifying patch pairs corresponding to interacting portions of the
protein interfaces in the native conformation of the protein–protein complex.

4.1 Introduction

In local-descriptor-based sampling strategies, the outer contours of the interacting protein
shapes are segmented into a certain number of possibly overlapping local patches. For
each patch, a descriptor that enables fast complementarity evaluation, is calculated, and
the degree of complementarity between patches is measured with a fast scoring function,
usually a distance metric between descriptors. Patches from the receptor protein (the
larger protein in the complex) can be compared against the ones from the ligand pro-
tein (the smaller protein in the complex) using the corresponding descriptors in order
to discover complementary regions on the contours of the two molecules and to generate
candidate docking poses in a timely manner.

Let’s consider a pair of interacting proteins whose native 3D complex structure is
known, and whose surfaces have been segmented into a certain number of patches in a
sufficiently dense manner. If each patch from the first protein is matched with each patch
from the second one, the resulting patch pairs can be divided into two categories: patch
pairs corresponding to interacting portions of the protein contours (interface) in the native
conformation of the protein–protein complex native patch pairs, and patch pairs which do
not correspond to interacting regions of the protein complex or non-native patch pairs. A
good local contour descriptor should be able to identify the protein–protein interface of the
native complex conformation by assigning high complementary scores only to patch pairs
which correspond to interacting regions in the final compound, and low complementarity
scores to all other non-native patch pairs.

By using local contour descriptors it is possible to rank all patch pairs for a given
protein–protein complex based on their complementarity score. Ideally, patch pairs cor-
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responding to interacting portions of the protein contours in the native conformation of
the complex should be assigned high complementarity scores and be placed among the
top ranking positions of the resulting list. This observation allows to restrict any further
evaluation (scoring phase) only to high-ranking patch pairs, i.e. the top k positions or
top k% of the overall patch pairs. Thus, the effectiveness of a given local protein contour
descriptor can be assessed by analysing the resulting lists of ranked patch pairs for a set
of known protein–protein complexes, and comparing them with the ranked lists obtained
for the same set of complexes with other descriptors.

The native and non-native classes of patch pairs closely resemble the notions of rele-
vance and nonrelevance in information retrieval (IR). This enables us to re-define and use
several metrics from IR in the context of local feature matching protein–protein docking
in order to compare the effectiveness of different descriptors. The two most frequent and
basic measures for the evaluation of effectiveness are precision and recall [220]. Precision
(P ) is the fraction of native patch pairs in the retrieved pairs:

P =
#(retrieved native patch pairs)

#(retrieved patch pairs)
. (4.1)

Recall (R) is the fraction of native patch pairs that are retrieved:

R =
#(retrieved native patch pairs)

#(native patch pairs)
. (4.2)

These notions can be made clear by examining the following contingency table:

Native Non-native
Retrieved true positives (tp) false positives (fp)

Not retrieved false negatives (fn) true negatives (tn)

Then:
P =

tp

(tp+ fp)
and R =

tp

(tp+ fn)
. (4.3)

These two quantities clearly trade off against one another: you can always get a recall of 1
(but very low precision) by retrieving all possible patch pairs. Recall is a non-decreasing
function of the number of pairs retrieved. On the other hand, in a good system, precision
usually decreases as the number of documents retrieved is increased. In general it is
desirable to get some amount of recall while tolerating only a certain percentage of false
positives.

A single figure of merit that trades off precision versus recall is the F-measure, which
is the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall:

F =
1

α 1
P
+ (1− α) 1

R

=
(β2 + 1)PR

β2P +R
where β2 =

1− α
α

, (4.4)

where α ∈ [0, 1] and thus β2 ∈ [0,+∞]. The balanced F-measure equally weights precision
and recall by setting α = 1

2
or β = 1. It is often called F1 measure, and is calculated as:

F1 =
2PR

P +R
. (4.5)
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Another single-figure of merit is Accuracy, defined as (tp+ tn) / (tp+ fp+ fn+ tn),
that is, the fraction of classifications that are correct. Note that there are two actual
classes, native and non-native, and the sampling strategy can be thought as a two-class
classifier which attempts to label patch pairs as such (it retrieves the subset of patch
pairs which it believes to be native). This is precisely the effectiveness measure often
used for evaluating machine learning classification problems. However, accuracy is not
an appropriate measure for the current problem, as in almost all circumstances, the data
is extremely skewed. Normally, in sampling strategies based on local shape descriptors,
over 99.9% of the produced correspondences belong to the non-native category. A system
tuned to maximize accuracy can appear to perform well by simply deeming all patch pairs
as non-native for each protein pair. Even if the system is quite good, trying to label some
pairs as native will almost always lead to a high rate of false positives. On the other
hand, labelling all patch pairs as non-native is completely unsatisfying. The measures
of precision and recall concentrate the evaluation on the return of true positives, asking
what percentage of the native patch pairs have been found and how many false positives
have also been returned. In nearly all circumstances, a certain number of native patch
pairs is required for scoring functions to yield correct results, as they can be assumed to
have a certain tolerance for seeing some false positives provided that they get some useful
information.

In order to compute a single aggregate measure that combines the measures for indi-
vidual protein–protein complexes two methods can be used: macro-averaging and micro-
averaging. Macro-averaging computes a single average of the quality metric over all
protein–protein complexes in the test set. On the other hand, micro-averaging gath-
ers the per-patch-pair decisions for all complexes in the test set and then computes an
effectiveness measure on the overall data as if all patch pairs belonged to a single very
large complex. The differences between the two methods can be large. Macro-averaging
gives equal weight to each protein–protein complex, whereas micro-averaging gives equal
weight to each per-patch-pair classification decision. Because the F1 measure ignores true
negatives and its magnitude is mostly determined by the number of true positives, large
complexes with many patch pairs dominate small complexes in micro-averaging. For this
reason, macro-averaged F1 measures are used in this work to assert the effectiveness of
the proposed local surface descriptor.

Precision, recall, and the F1-measure are set-based measures computed without mak-
ing any consideration regarding the rank of the resulting patch pairs. In a rank retrieval
context, appropriate sets of resulting patch pairs are naturally given by the top k retrieved
entries. To evaluate ranked results, the most standard measure is the Mean Average Pre-
cision (MAP), which provides a single-figure measure of quality across recall levels. MAP
has been shown to have especially good discrimination and stability among evaluation
measures [220]. For a single protein–protein complex, the Average Precision is the av-
erage of precision values for the set of top k patch pairs after each native patch pair is
retrieved, and this value is then averaged over all protein complexes. Let C be the set of
available protein–protein complexes with known 3D structure. If the set of native patch
pairs for a protein–protein complex cj ∈ C is {p1, p2, . . . , pmj

} and Rjk is the set of ranked
retrieval results from the top results until you get to patch pair pk, then:

MAP (C) =
1

|C|

|C|
j=1

1

mj

mj
k=1

Precision(Rjk) . (4.6)
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When a native patch pair is not retrieved at all, i.e. is not ranked within the top k
returned results, the precision value in the above equation is taken to be 0.

4.2 Measuring Local Contour Complementarity

Similarity between local patches of protein surfaces can imply a certain degree of shape
complementarity (see Fig. 4.1), which can be captured effectively by Zernike descriptors
[45]. If the protein surface is modelled as a thin layer with a hollow inner region, perfectly
fitting interfaces of two docked proteins have identical 3DZDs.

Figure 4.1: 2D representation of the interface regions of a protein–protein complex. Local
shape complementarity implies a certain degree of similarity between protein surfaces.

To ensure the rotation-invariance property of the 3DZDs, circular surface patches must
be employed. The patch extraction procedure for a given protein surface can be described
as follows. A set of uniformly distributed points on the Solvent Excluded surface of the
current protein at a certain minimum distance is extracted. For each extracted point,
a sphere of fixed radius is centred on it, and a local surface patch is defined as the
portion of the Solvent Excluded surface inside the sphere. The choice of the minimum
distance between the patch centres and the patch radius should guarantee a uniform and
exhaustive coverage of the protein surface. 3DZDs are computed for all surface patches,
and the complementarity between two surface patches is determined by computing the
Euclidean distance between the corresponding descriptors (p and q):

d(p,q) =


(q1 − p1)2 + (q2 − p2)2 + · · ·+ (qn − pn)2 . (4.7)

A small distance value between two local surface descriptors corresponds to highly com-
plementary patches, while large distance values correspond to non-complementary ones.
The distance between 3DZDs is often converted to a score value s between 0 and 1:

s(p,q) =
1

1 + d(p,q)
, (4.8)

which is later used in the creation of the overall patch pairs rank.
Because their rotation-invariance property, similarity of 3DZDs does not always imply

surface complementarity for the corresponding local surface patches (see Fig. 4.2. It
is possible for local surface patches to be non-complementary even if they have similar
surface functions (e.g. similar patch pairs which are both concave or convex). In order to
rule out similar but non-complementary patch pairs during comparison, some additional
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Figure 4.2: 2D representation of complementary surface portions (left) and non-
complementary surface portions (right) both exhibiting the same degree of local surface
similarity.

information other than surface descriptors is required for each patch. The curvature func-
tion (CF) was used in this work, defined for each surface patch as the ratio of the patch
sphere volume which is occupied by the molecule’s solvent excluded volume during the
patch extraction. The CF is used as a fast evaluation criterion in order to filter out
non-complementary patch pairs. Ideally, the sum of the CFs of perfectly fitting interface
patches is always 1. Figure 4.3 depicts such ideal situation where the interfaces of the
receptor and ligand proteins match perfectly, and the patch centres of the depicted native
patch pair overlap. If CFrec and CFlig are the molecule-occupied patch sphere volume
ratios of the native patch pair in Fig 4.3, then CFrec+CFlig = 1. In practice, the receptor

Figure 4.3: 2D representation of perfectly fitting interface regions in a protein–protein
complex with a perfectly fitting native patch pair.

and ligand interfaces do not fit perfectly. In fact, the degree of complementarity is affected
by several factors such as imprecisions in the input 3D structures of the proteins, approx-
imation errors in the molecular surface computation (representing atoms as hard spheres,
representing the solvent molecules as a rolling-probe), discretisation errors introduced in
the voxelised representation of surfaces (see Fig. 4.4). Also, because of the finite separa-
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tion between patch centres, there is no guarantee that centres of native patch pairs will
overlap (in fact this hardly happens in practice). For these reasons, the sum of the CFs

Figure 4.4: 2D representation of the interface regions of a protein–protein complex. The
interface regions do not fit perfectly, and the patch centres of the depicted native patch
pair do not overlap.

for native patch pairs is somewhat different from the ideal 1 in practice. However, this
sum S can be statistically characterised for a set of native patch pairs of protein–protein
complexes with known 3D structures. By modelling it as a normally distributed random
variable whose sample mean and variance can be determined from a given training set
of known docking complexes, all patch pairs whose sum S is beyond two standard devi-
ations from the mean can be filtered out as they are unlikely to be native patch pairs.
This method was proven to significantly limit the number of non-native patch pairs to be
evaluated while retaining more than 95% of the native ones (see Section 4.4).

In Chapter 3, a new shape and electrostatic local surface descriptor is introduced.
To evaluate the electrostatic complementarity between surface patches the positive and
negative charge distributions on the surface are considered as separate functions, and a
3DZD is computed for each of them. Given a pair of patches (p1, p2) and the corresponding
electrostatic charge distribution descriptors: Dq−

1 , Dq+

1 for p1 and Dq−

2 , Dq+

2 for p2, the
complementarity score for the current patch pair is given by the following expression:

se(D
q−

1 ,Dq+

1 ,Dq−

2 ,Dq+

2 ) =
1

1 +
n

i=1(D
q−

2,i −D
q+

1,i )
2 +

n
i=1(D

q+

2,i −D
q−

1,i )
2

. (4.9)

The surface shape complementarity score is given by Eq. 4.8. These two scores must be
combined into a single global complementarity score. Although the two scores both take
values in (0, 1], they are not on the same scale of measure. The surface shape complemen-
tarity score depends on the Euclidean distance between 3DZDs of binary discrete functions
(voxelised representation of the Solvent Excluded surface), while the electrostatic comple-
mentarity score depends on the Euclidean distance between 3DZDs of charge distribution
functions normalised in [0, 1].

In this work, the following heuristic is used to combine the two scores. For a given
protein–protein complex, the electrostatic and surface shape complementarity scores are
calculated separately for each patch pair. The sample mean and sample standard deviation
are computed for both the shape and electrostatic complementarity scores. Then, all
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scores are standardised, and they are linearly combined into a single one by the following
expression:

scombined = α× sN,shape + (1− α)× sN,elec. , (4.10)

where sN,shape and sN,elec. are, respectively, the normalised shape and electrostatic com-
plementarity scores for the current patch pair, with α ∈ [0, 1], defined as:

α =
MAPshape(T )

MAPshape(T ) +MAPelec.(T )
. (4.11)

MAPshape(T ) is the Mean Average Precision obtained when ranking all possible patch
pairs using only the shape complementarity score over a set T of known protein–protein
complexes. MAPelec.(T ) is the Mean Average Precision obtained when ranking all possible
patch pairs using only the electrostatic complementarity score over the same set T of
protein–protein complexes.

4.3 Protein–Protein Docking Evaluation

When assessing protein–protein docking algorithms, several criteria can be used in order
to measure the quality of the produced docking predictions. The Critical Assessment
of PRedicted Interactions (CAPRI) [221], a community wide experiment to assess the
capacity of protein-docking methods to predict protein–protein interactions, has estab-
lished a specific procedure for ranking the protein complex predictions which has become
widely used [222, 223]. The receptor and ligand interface regions are defined as the set
of all residues that have atoms less than 5Å apart in the target X-ray structure. First,
the receptor of the predicted protein–protein docking candidate structure is superimposed
optimally onto the target’s receptor. Then, the quality of the predicted model is judged
from the root-mean-square deviation Lrms between the ligand’s Cα atoms in the model
and target, and by the rotation angle θL and translation dL needed to further superim-
pose the ligand in the model. Another useful criterion is the interface root-mean-square
deviation Irms, calculated on the Cα atoms of the interface regions only.

The evaluation of the prediction of interface regions is followed by the valuation of
the pairwise contacts between receptor and ligand residues. If the receptor’s interface
comprises NR residues in the target structure, an nR of them are in contact with the
ligand in the predicted model, the ratio fR = nR

NR
measures the quality of the receptor’s

interface prediction in the model. Equivalently, fL can be used to measure the quality for
the ligand’s interface prediction. A high-quality prediction should also predict the native
residue contacts in the target structure. This can be measured by the fraction of native
contacts fnc = nc

Nc
, where Nc is the number of contact residue pairs in the target structure,

and nc is the number of those native contacts that are present in the predicted model.
Also, predicted models with too many non-native residue contacts must be rejected, as
nc can be artificially increased by pushing the ligand into the receptor [223].

In order to evaluate the quality of a local contour descriptor, one would require the
latter to be integrated into a fully operational protein–protein docking algorithm, and
then apply the previous criteria in the measurement of the quality of docking predictions.
However, all the aforementioned measures depend on how well the local descriptor is able
to distinguish the native patch pairs from the non-native ones. Also, given the disjoint
nature of the sampling and scoring phases in protein–protein docking algorithms based
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on local shape feature matching, the effectiveness of a local descriptor can be asserted
and compared to the effectiveness of other descriptors by evaluating the quality of the
resulting lists of ranked patch pairs for a set of known complexes. In order to do so, a
precise definition of native and non-native patch pairs is required.

Let R and L be respectively the receptor and ligand proteins in a given complex whose
3D structure is known, and let SES(R) and SES be the corresponding solvent excluded
surfaces. The surface interface IR for the receptor R is defined as the set of voxels from
SES(R) which are within a 4.5Å distance from some atom in the ligand L, i.e.:

IR = {v ∈ SES(R) | ∃ atom a ∈ L such that d(v, a.centre) ≤ 4.5Å} . (4.12)

Equivalently, the surface interface IL for the ligand L is defined as:

IL = {v ∈ SES(L) | ∃ atom a ∈ R such that d(v, a.centre) ≤ 4.5Å} . (4.13)

The surface patches of the receptor and ligand proteins are divided into two categories:
interface surface patches, and non-interface surface patches. A patch is an interface patch
if at least 90% of its surface voxels are located in the current protein’s interface, otherwise
the patch is categorised as a non-interface patch. Native patch pairs are then obtained
by pairing each receptor interface patch with its closest ligand interface patch in terms of
patch centre proximity. A dense sampling of the protein surfaces during the extraction of
the patch centres guarantees that the so defined native patch pairs correspond to actual
interacting regions of the protein interfaces in the native target.

The protein–protein docking problem can be subdivided in two main instances: bound
and unbound docking. The goal of bound docking is to reproduce the correct structure
of a known complex starting from the coordinates of the individual molecules taken from
the co-crystallized complex. A bound structure is extracted from a structure of more than
one molecule, typically a co-crystal of the two interacting proteins, and no conformational
changes are involved during docking prediction. Successful application of an algorithm
to bound docking cases is necessary to test its validity, but the main goal of the docking
problem is, however, the far more difficult unbound docking.

The unbound problem relates to computational methods that attempt to reconstruct
a protein–protein complex starting from the structures of the two molecules in their
native conformations. An unbound structure may be a native structure, a pseudo-native
structure, or a modelled structure [15]. In this terminology, a native structure is the
structure of a molecule when it is free in solution, while a pseudo-native structure is the
structure of a molecule when complexed with a molecule different from the current docking
target. Using modelled structures is an even more challenging task. In the unbound
case the docking algorithm should also consider possible conformational changes upon
association. Most of the docking algorithms encounter difficulties with this case, since
shape complementarity is affected.

Because both the bound and unbound docking instances are important steps in the
docking method development, the proposed descriptor was tested on datasets of bound
and unbound protein–protein complexes. The unbound complexes are obtained by super-
imposing each unbound structure onto the corresponding bound ones in the co-crystallised
complex. This is possible only if the bound co-crystallised structure of the complex and
the unbound structures of the proteins in their native state are all available.

Generally, in protein–protein docking applications, the only data provided are the
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3D structures of the interacting proteins. In practice, however, additional biochemical
information might be available, in particular knowledge of the binding sites which might
considerably facilitate the docking problem. For this reason, the new descriptor was also
tested in order to determine its ability to distinguish native patch pairs among other
pairs of interface patches, by limiting the search space to the interface regions only, for
both bound and unbound docking instances. First, the interface surface portions of the
receptor and ligand molecule are determined, then, only surface patches whose centres
are located within the interface regions are considered in the search.

4.4 Experimentation and Results

Protein–protein complexes with experimentally-determined 3D binding structures were
used in order to determine the quality of the new descriptor. The evaluation is comprised
of three steps. First, using the known 3D structure of the target complex, all possible
native patch pairs are identified. Then, all possible patch pairs are evaluated and ranked
using the new local surface descriptors, at this time without using any information re-
garding the final 3D structure of the target complex. Finally, the quality of the returned
ranked list of patch pairs is evaluated with the metrics introduced in Sec. 4.1, this time
by using the native patch pairs information obtained during the first step, in order to
establish how well the local descriptor is able to distinguish native patch pairs from the
non-native ones.

In this work, the effectiveness of the proposed descriptor, which integrates surface
shape and electrostatic information, is compared to the purely geometric one which eval-
uates the surface shape only. The latter has been used in [45] for protein–protein docking,
demonstrating that 3DZDs are adept in capturing shape complementarity at the docking
interface and useful for protein docking prediction. Also, benchmark tests have shown
that the performance of protein–protein docking based on 3DZDs is superior to other algo-
rithms based on local shape complementarity (ZDOCK (PSC) [224], Context Shapes [50],
PatchDock [14, 190] and HEX [225]). Thus, the simultaneous evaluation of shape and
electrostatic complementarity is expected to bring further improvements.

The newly proposed descriptor and the purely geometric one are compared using the
Mean Average Precision and the Macro-averaged F1 measure at different cut-off values
as evaluation metrics. The evaluations are conducted for four different protein–protein
docking cases: (1) global search of native patch pairs in the unbound docking case; (2)
global search of native patch pairs in the bound docking case; (3) local search of native
patch pairs limited to the interface regions in the unbound docking case; and finally (4)
local search of native patch pairs limited to the interface regions in the bound docking
case.

4.4.1 Experimental Set-up

The voxelised Solvent Excludes surfaces of proteins are computed with the methodology
described in Chapter 2 at a resolution of 64 voxels per Å3, using a 1.4Å radius for the
solvent probe. Patch centres are extracted from each protein surface uniformly and at a
minimum separation of 1.0Å, while local surface patches are extracted using a sphere with
a 6.0Å radius. This ensures that there is plenty overlap among patches with neighbouring
centres. The 6.0Å patch radius is a recurring value in many algorithms which use spherical
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patches [14, 45, 118, 190, 226], because it is an approximation of the radius of an amino
acid [226]. The 3D Zernike Descriptors used in this work were computed up to a maximal
order of 20, which corresponds a vector of 121 invariants per descriptor. 3DZDs of maximal
order 20 have been shown to adequately capture shape complementarity at the protein–
protein interface [45].

The training set used in this work is composed of 540 protein–protein complexes
from the ProPairs database [227] (01/01/2016 dataset). The initial 2629 non-redundant
representative complexes available in the dataset were trimmed down to 668 by removing
NMR-resolved structures (lower resolution structures), the ones having cofactors in the
interface of unbound structures, and the ones that were missing one of the unbound
structures. These structures were further reduced to 540 by removing the ones for which
the assignment of the atomic radii and charges could not be completed by the PDB2PQR
tool v2.1.1 [217,218] because of too many missing heavy atoms.

This set was then randomly partitioned into two sets of, respectively, 205 and 335
bound and unbound protein–protein complexes. The 205 complex set was used to sta-
tistically characterise the CFs of native patch pairs described in Sec. 4.2 in order to
determine a cut-off threshold. The threshold is determined over a total of 73441 native
patch pairs for the unbound docking case and over a total of 65023 native patch pairs for
the bound docking case. These thresholds were used in both the training of the weights
used to combine the electrostatic and shape complementarity scores, and the evaluations
on the test set. The other set of 335 protein–protein complexes was used to determine
the weights needed to combine the shape and electrostatic complementarity scores into
a single value. Four values for α (see Eq. 4.11) were identified, one for each of the
aforementioned docking cases.

The Docking Benchmark 5.0 [228] was used as test set. The benchmark consist of
230 non-redundant, high quality structures of protein–protein complexes along with the
unbound structures of their components. The complexes are divided into 8 different
classes: (1) Antibody–Antigen (A), (2) Antigen–Bound Antibody (AB), (3) Enzyme–
Inhibitor (EI), (4) Enzyme–Substrate (ES), (5) Enzyme complex with a regulatory or
accessory chain (ER), (6) Others, G-protein containing (OG), (7) Others, Receptor con-
taining (OR), and (8) Others, miscellaneous (OX). The test set and the two training sets
are completely independent from each other as they do not have any complex in common.
The datasets used in this work are thoroughly described in App. A.

4.4.2 Results

Bound docking

Global search of native patch pairs. Figures 4.5 and 4.6 describe, respectively,
the Mean Average Precision and the Macro-averaged F1 measure for the native patch
pairs ranked using the complementarity scores for (1) the purely geometric descriptor
(shape descriptor), (2) the purely electrostatic descriptor (electrostatic descriptor) and (3)
the new shape and electrostatic descriptor (combined descriptor), for the eight complex
categories in the bound Docking Benchmark 5.0. The rank cut-off values used are at 25%,
10% and 1% of the overall number of patch pairs evaluated. The evaluation is conducted
for the surface patches extracted from the whole Solvent Excluded surfaces of proteins.
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(a) Label A – 28 complexes (b) Label AB – 12 complexes

(c) Label EI – 45 complexes (d) Label ER – 26 complexes

(e) Label ES – 17 complexes (f) Label OG – 23 complexes

(g) Label OR – 24 complexes (h) Label OX – 55 complexes

Figure 4.5: Mean Average Precision for the eight complex categories in the bound protein–
protein Docking Benchmark 5.0.
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(a) Label A – 28 complexes (b) Label AB – 12 complexes

(c) Label EI – 45 complexes (d) Label ER – 26 complexes

(e) Label ES – 17 complexes (f) Label OG – 23 complexes

(g) Label OR – 24 complexes (h) Label OX – 55 complexes

Figure 4.6: Macro-averaged F1 measures of the eight complex categories in the bound
protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0.
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The combined descriptor demonstrates significantly better MAP values than the shape
descriptor for classes A, ER, ES, OG and OX. For class AB, the combined descriptor
performs slightly better in terms of MAP than the shape descriptor only for the 1% cut-
off. It is worth noticing that the electrostatic descriptor outperforms the other two in this
class. In class OR, the shape descriptor performs better than the combined one only for
the 1% cut-off.

In terms of the Macro-averaged F1 measure, the combined descriptor outperforms the
shape descriptor in classes ER, ES, OG, OR, OX and for the 1% cut-off value in the A
class. It is worth noticing that the electrostatic descriptor often performs better than the
shape descriptor, indicating that the electrostatic charge distribution provides important
indications when searching for native patch pairs over the whole protein surface.

Figure 4.7 describes, respectively, the Mean Average Precision and the Macro-averaged
F1 measure for the whole Docking Benchmark 5.0 dataset. The combined descriptor
outperforms both the shape and electrostatic descriptors in terms of MAP and Macro-
averaged F1 measure when performing the search of native patch pairs over the whole
protein surfaces in the bound docking case.

Figure 4.7: Mean Average Precision (left) and Macro-averaged F1 measures (right) for the
Entire Dataset of the bound protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0 – 230 complexes.

By using the curvature function threshold, the number of evaluated patch pairs was
reduced by an average of 26.121%, while retaining on average 95.963% of the native patch
pairs.

Local search of native patch pairs limited to the interface regions. Figures
4.8 and 4.9 describe, respectively, the Mean Average Precision and the Macro-averaged
F1 measure for the native patch pairs ranked using the complementarity scores for (1)
the purely geometric descriptor (shape descriptor), (2) the purely electrostatic descriptor
(electrostatic descriptor) and (3) the new shape and electrostatic descriptor (combined
descriptor), for the eight complex categories in the bound Docking Benchmark 5.0. The
rank cut-off values used are at 25%, 10% and 1% of the overall number of patch pairs
evaluated. The evaluation is conducted for the surface patches extracted only from the
surface of interface regions of the proteins.
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(a) Label A – 28 complexes (b) Label AB – 12 complexes

(c) Label EI – 45 complexes (d) Label ER – 26 complexes

(e) Label ES – 17 complexes (f) Label OG – 23 complexes

(g) Label OR – 24 complexes (h) Label OX – 55 complexes

Figure 4.8: Mean Average Precision for the interface regions of the eight complex cate-
gories in the bound protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0.
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(a) Label A – 28 complexes (b) Label AB – 12 complexes

(c) Label EI – 45 complexes (d) Label ER – 26 complexes

(e) Label ES – 17 complexes (f) Label OG – 23 complexes

(g) Label OR – 24 complexes (h) Label OX – 55 complexes

Figure 4.9: Macro-averaged F1 measures of the interface regions of the eight complex
categories in the bound protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0.
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The combined descriptor demonstrates significantly better MAP values than the shape
descriptor for classes A, ER, ES, OG, OR and OX. For class EI, the combined descriptor
performs slightly better in terms of MAP than the shape descriptor for all but the 1%
cut-off.

In terms of the Macro-averaged F1 measure, the combined descriptor outperforms the
shape descriptor in classes A, ER, OG, OR and OX. Also note that the electrostatic
descriptor is outperformed by the shape descriptor in the majority of the test cases. This
indicates that electrostatic complementarity is less decisive than shape complementarity
when limiting the search of native patch pairs to the sole interface regions of proteins.

Figure 4.10 describes, respectively, the Mean Average Precision and the Macro-averaged
F1 measure for the whole Docking Benchmark 5.0 dataset. The combined descriptor
outperforms both the shape and electrostatic descriptors in terms of MAP and Macro-
averaged F1 measure when limiting the search of native patch pairs to the the sole surfaces
of interface regions of proteins in the bound docking case.

Figure 4.10: Mean Average Precision (left) and Macro-averaged F1 measures (right) for
the Interface Regions of the bound protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0 – 230
complexes.

By using the curvature function threshold, the number of evaluated patch pairs was
reduced by an average of 28.9%, while retaining on average 96.1% of the native patch
pairs.

Unbound docking

Global search of native patch pairs. Figures 4.11 and 4.12 describe, respectively,
the Mean Average Precision and the Macro-averaged F1 measure for the native patch
pairs ranked using the complementarity scores for (1) the purely geometric descriptor
(shape descriptor), (2) the purely electrostatic descriptor (electrostatic descriptor) and (3)
the new shape and electrostatic descriptor (combined descriptor), for the eight complex
categories in the unbound Docking Benchmark 5.0. The rank cut-off values used are at
25%, 10% and 1% of the overall number of patch pairs evaluated. The evaluation is
conducted for the surface patches extracted from the whole Solvent Excluded surfaces of
proteins.
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(a) Label A – 28 complexes (b) Label AB – 12 complexes

(c) Label EI – 45 complexes (d) Label ER – 26 complexes

(e) Label ES – 17 complexes (f) Label OG – 23 complexes

(g) Label OR – 24 complexes (h) Label OX – 55 complexes

Figure 4.11: Mean Average Precision for the eight complex categories in the unbound
protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0.
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(a) Label A – 28 complexes (b) Label AB – 12 complexes

(c) Label EI – 45 complexes (d) Label ER – 26 complexes

(e) Label ES – 17 complexes (f) Label OG – 23 complexes

(g) Label OR – 24 complexes (h) Label OX – 55 complexes

Figure 4.12: Macro-averaged F1 measures of the eight complex categories in the unbound
protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0.
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The combined descriptor demonstrates significantly better MAP values than the shape
descriptor for classes EI, ER, ES, OG, OR and OX. For class A, the combined descriptor
performs slightly better in terms of MAP than the shape descriptor for all but the 1%
cut-off. For class AB, the combined descriptor performs slightly better in terms of MAP
than the shape descriptor only for the 1% cut-off.

In terms of the Macro-averaged F1 measure, the combined descriptor outperforms the
shape descriptor in classes A, EI, ER, ES, OG, OR and OX. It is worth noticing that
the electrostatic descriptor often performs better than both the shape descriptor and
the combined descriptor, indicating that the electrostatic charge distribution provides
important indications when searching for native patch pairs over the whole protein surface
also in the unbound docking case. This is also due to the fact that protein–protein
interfaces exhibit a lower geometric complementarity in the unbound docking case.

Figure 4.13 describes, respectively, the Mean Average Precision and the Macro-averaged
F1 measure for the whole Docking Benchmark 5.0 dataset. The combined descriptor out-
performs the shape descriptor in terms of MAP and Macro-averaged F1 measure when
performing the search of native patch pairs over the whole protein surfaces in the unbound
docking case. The electrostatic descriptor performs noticeably better than the other two
descriptors in terms of MAP.

Figure 4.13: Mean Average Precision (left) and Macro-averaged F1 measures (right) for the
Entire Dataset of the unbound protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0 – 230 complexes.

By using the curvature function threshold, the number of evaluated patch pairs was
reduced by an average of 11.055%, while retaining on average 95.549% of the native patch
pairs.

Local search of native patch pairs limited to the interface regions. Figures
4.14 and 4.15 describe, respectively, the Mean Average Precision and the Macro-averaged
F1 measure for the native patch pairs ranked using the complementarity scores for (1)
the purely geometric descriptor (shape descriptor), (2) the purely electrostatic descriptor
(electrostatic descriptor) and (3) the new shape and electrostatic descriptor (combined
descriptor), for the eight complex categories in the unbound Docking Benchmark 5.0. The
rank cut-off values used are at 25%, 10% and 1% of the overall number of patch pairs
evaluated. The evaluation is conducted for the surface patches extracted only from the
surface of interface regions of the proteins.
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(a) Label A – 28 complexes (b) Label AB – 12 complexes

(c) Label EI – 45 complexes (d) Label ER – 26 complexes

(e) Label ES – 17 complexes (f) Label OG – 23 complexes

(g) Label OR – 24 complexes (h) Label OX – 55 complexes

Figure 4.14: Mean Average Precision for the interface regions of the eight complex cate-
gories in the unbound protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0.
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(a) Label A – 28 complexes (b) Label AB – 12 complexes

(c) Label EI – 45 complexes (d) Label ER – 26 complexes

(e) Label ES – 17 complexes (f) Label OG – 23 complexes

(g) Label OR – 24 complexes (h) Label OX – 55 complexes

Figure 4.15: Macro-averaged F1 measures of the interface regions of eight complex cate-
gories in the unbound protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0.
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The combined descriptor demonstrates better MAP values than the shape descriptor
for classes EI, ER, OG and OX. For class A, the combined descriptor performs better in
terms of MAP than the shape descriptor for all but the 1% cut-off.

In terms of the Macro-averaged F1 measure, the combined descriptor outperforms the
shape descriptor in classes A, ER, OG, OR and OX. Also note that the electrostatic
descriptor is outperformed by the shape descriptor in the majority of the test cases. This
indicates that electrostatic complementarity is less decisive than shape complementarity
when limiting the search of native patch pairs to the sole interface regions of proteins.

Figure 4.16 describes, respectively, the Mean Average Precision and the Macro-averaged
F1 measure for the whole Docking Benchmark 5.0 dataset when limiting the search of na-
tive patch pairs to the the sole surfaces of interface regions of proteins in the bound
docking case. The combined descriptor outperforms both the shape and electrostatic de-
scriptors in terms of MAP and Macro-averaged F1 measure for all but the 1% cut-off,
where the MAP value of the shape descriptor is slightly higher that the others.

Figure 4.16: Mean Average Precision (left) and Macro-averaged F1 measures (right) for
the Interface Regions of the unbound protein–protein Docking Benchmark 5.0 – 230
complexes.

By using the curvature function threshold, the number of evaluated patch pairs was
reduced by an average of 12.097%, while retaining on average 95.483% of the native patch
pairs.

4.4.3 Discussion

The effectiveness of the proposed descriptor varies according to the class of protein com-
plexes it is being tested on. This is probably due to the fact that the surface shape and the
electrostatic potential may not be sufficient in discriminating native patch pairs for targets
where other types of intermolecular interactions, such as hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic
and aromatic interactions, play critical roles. Clearly, the preponderant interaction type
is not the same for all classes of docking targets, as it varies from one class to another.
Also, the weights used to combine the geometric and electrostatic complementarity scores
might non be optimal for all classes. Ideally, the weights should be trained separately for
each protein–protein complex class on a training set of the same class. Unfortunately, at
the moment there are very few available databases of high-quality docking complexes pro-
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viding the structures of both bound and unbound interacting proteins, and the available
ones contain a few hundred instances at most.

It is worth noticing that the MAP and Macro-averaged F1 measure values obtained
with the proposed descriptor are generally higher for the bound docking case when com-
pared to the unbound case. The descriptor does not account for conformation changes
that might occur upon binding, and is clearly susceptible to the lower complementarity
displayed by the interfaces of unbound protein complexes. In the unbound case of the
global search for native patch pairs, the electrostatic descriptor generally performs better
than the shape descriptor both in terms of MAP and Macro-averaged F1 measure. This
indicates that the electrostatic charge distribution on the protein surface provides useful
information in finding native patch pairs in the unbound docking case. The combined
shape and electrostatic descriptor yields better results than the purely geometric one, for
both bound and unbound docking cases, even when limiting the search space to the sole
interface regions. The electrostatic descriptor is less performing than the shape descriptor
in this case, probably due to few variations of the electrostatic charge values within the
interface areas.

The identification of native patch pairs is characterised by a very high number of
irrelevant instances with respect to the relevant ones, as the number of native patch pairs
is on average five orders of magnitude smaller than the number of non-native patch pairs
for the current parameter choice. Also, the false positive ratio is extremely high with
both the purely geometric descriptor and the new one, as there are a lot of non-native
patch pairs possessing very high geometric and electrostatic complementarity. Integrating
additional physicochemical properties in the local shape descriptor might help mitigate
this phenomenon.

The experiments show that the combined shape and electrostatic descriptor is gener-
ally more selective towards native patch pairs than the purely geometric one. The latter
was proven superior to several algorithms based on local shape complementarity in pre-
vious research works. For this reason, the combined shape and electrostatic descriptor
is expected to bring further improvements to local feature matching sampling strategies,
and, more generally to protein–protein docking applications.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The aim of this work was to address the problem of complementarity detection of protein
contours for docking. Because shape complementarity alone cannot guarantee highly
accurate docking predictions, it was necessary to provide a unique representation which
integrates both geometric and electrostatic criteria in the complementarity evaluation. To
this end, a method for the discrete representation of molecular surfaces and a novel local
protein contour descriptor have been designed and implemented, capable of representing
both the shape and electrostatic distribution properties of macromolecular surfaces.

Voxelised representations of molecular surfaces are well suited for the joint repre-
sentation of multiple geometric and physicochemical properties of proteins and other
biomolecules by mapping auxiliary information in each voxel. Voxel-based discrete repre-
sentations serve as a basis for many local feature matching algorithms, and particularly
for the moment-based descriptor characterisation of local protein contours. For this rea-
son, a methodology for the computation of discrete fine-grained macromolecular surfaces
was developed in this work.

The proposed method can generate the three main macromolecular surface represen-
tations, namely van der Waals, Solvent Accessible and Solvent Excluded surfaces, at high
resolutions effectively and in a timely manner. Fast Solvent Excluded surface genera-
tion is achieved by adapting an approximate Euclidean Distance Transform algorithm.
The algorithm exploits the geometrical relationship between the Solvent-Excluded and
the Solvent-Accessible surfaces and limits the calculation of the distance map values to a
small subset of the overall voxels representing the macromolecule.

Two parallelisation schemes for the computation of voxelised molecular surfaces have
also been developed. They are both based on a spatial slicing procedure: the molecule
is sliced by a set of parallel planes and the surface is computed for each slice in par-
allel. The van der Waals and Solvent Accessible surfaces can be computed in parallel
without any process communication with both algorithms, which differ in the Solvent
Excluded surface computation strategy. The first algorithm introduces fixed-size overlap-
ping margins among adjacent slices in order to enable the surface computation without
synchronizations and communications. With this approach the surface of each slice can
also be computed sequentially. The second one uses a border-exchange procedure among
neighbouring slices during the Euclidean Distance Transform computation. The second
approach is more efficient in terms of efficiency and speedup. Two workload distribution
strategies have been thoroughly evaluated. The parallel computation of voxelised surfaces
on top of a compact data representation is the key to reducing computation time while
maintaining accuracy, as shown by experimental results.
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With the proposed surface computation method, users can control the degree of detail
of the surface representation effectively by varying the resolution of the voxel grid. Various
applications could benefit from the efficient computation of multi-resolution molecular
surface representations. Multi-step comparisons of molecular surface properties at various
resolutions could greatly enhance the performance of applications such as protein structure
retrieval or protein docking based on local shape matching. Comparison time can be
reduced by discarding non-matching low-resolution surfaces at an early stage and limiting
the high-resolution comparisons only to a small subset of “promising” candidates.

Because high-resolution molecular surfaces can be produced in a timely manner, the
proposed methodology is perfectly suitable for integration into other applications or
pipelines of bioinformatics tools that require the computation of such surfaces at runtime.
Several medical image processing applications could benefit from the proposed paralleli-
sation scheme for the region-growing EDT, in both 2D and 3D domains. Some possible
applications include the morphometry of nerve cross-sections [229] and the registration of
magnetic resonance images [230,231].

The proposed local protein contour descriptor effectively integrates geometric and
electrostatic distribution properties of the protein surfaces in order to facilitate comple-
mentarity detection, while at the same time maintaining efficiency in the descriptor com-
parison phase. The descriptor is based on the 3D Zernike invariants which possess several
attractive features, such as a compact representation, rotational and translational invari-
ance, and have been shown to adequately capture global and local protein surface shape
similarity and naturally represent physicochemical properties on the molecular surface.

The descriptors are calculated over circular patches of the voxelised representation of
the Solvent Excluded surface, enriched with the corresponding electrostatic distribution
values. The protein’s surface is segmented into a number of overlapping patches, and a
descriptor is computed for each patch. The complementarity detection is then carried by
comparing the surface patches of the interacting proteins.

The combined shape and electrostatic descriptor was experimentally compared to the
purely-geometric descriptor. The new descriptor allows to significantly decrease the num-
ber of false positives that are otherwise obtained when using the purely-geometric de-
scriptor. Previous research has demonstrated the effectiveness of 3D Zernike descriptors
for local surface shape complementarity detection. Moreover, rigorous benchmark studies
have shown that protein–protein docking based on 3DZD achieve better docking predic-
tions than several other state-of-the-art algorithms based on local shape complementarity.
For this reason, the combined shape and electrostatic descriptor is expected to bring con-
siderable improvements to local feature matching strategies.

Future work will include the integration of the proposed local surface descriptor in
a full-fledged protein–protein docking protocol. To this end, integrating other physic-
ochemical criteria in the descriptor, such as hydrophobicity or hydrogen bonding could
help to further reduce false positives. By design, both the voxelised representation of
the protein surface and the 3D Zernike descriptors can be easily extended to evaluate the
similarity and/or complementarity of additional physicochemical properties of the protein
contours. The research work presented in this dissertation will serve as a basis to such
advancements.
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Appendix A

Datasets

Table 1.1: Training set of 205 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to statistically characterise the curvature function.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

1 1BUI AB:C 1RJX BL 1C77 A
2 1F80 ABC:D 1F7T FED 1HY8 A
3 1F80 ABC:F 1F7T EDF 1HY8 A
4 1F93 AB:EF 1DCP CD 1G39 AC
5 1G6V A:K 3S73 B 1F2X K
6 1G9N G:C 4JZW G 1WIO A
7 1GLB GM:F 1BU6 YO 1F3G A
8 1HQY ABCDEFGHKLOP:IJMNQR 1NED EGDIFHKAJCLB 1DO0 FADEBC
9 1HYR AB:C 1MPU AB 1B3J A
10 1IM9 ABC:D 1QQD ABC 1NKR A
11 1IS7 ABCDEFGHIJ:PQRST 1FB1 JFGHIBCDEA 1JG5 DCBAE
12 1KG0 AB:C 4AH2 AB 3FD4 A
13 1KGY A:H 3ETP A 1IKO P
14 1LTX AB:R 1DCE CD 1VG0 AB
15 1M63 EF:G 4ORB AB 4N1S A
16 1NB5 AP:I 8PCH AP 1DVC A
17 1NBF A:D 4M5X A 2ZNV C
18 1P2C AB:C 2Q76 AB 1LMA A
19 1P8Z A:G 2GWK A 3FFN A
20 1PK1 A:B 1KW4 A 1PK3 A
21 1PKQ AB:E 4M7K LH 1PY9 A
22 1PYT C:A 1FON B 1PCA A
23 1R6O A:C 1KSF X 3O2B C
24 1SJH AB:H 4AH2 AB 3BVZ A
25 1T9G ABCD:RS 4P13 DCBA 2A1U AB
26 1TB6 HL:I 4HFP BA 2BEH I
27 1TX6 A:I 1S82 A 2FJ8 A
28 1TZI AB:VW 2FJF GI 2VPF AB
29 1UUG A:B 1LQJ C 2ZHX H
30 1X79 A:BC 1NWM X 4N3Y CBA
31 1X86 A:B 1TXD A 3TVD B
32 1XO2 A:B 1BU2 A 3NUX A
33 1YYF ABEFIJ:CDGHKLOPSTWX 1HT2 GHIJKL 2Z3A GLIHKJCBEDAF
34 1Z3G A:HL 1Z27 A 3S62 HL
35 1ZA3 AB:S 4KZD LH 4OD2 SAB
36 2AQ3 H:G 1STE A 2APB A
37 2B4S D:C 2Z8C A 1G1F A
38 2D5R A:B 4GMJ BA 2Z15 B
39 2DSQ BI:G 2DSP BI 1ZT5 A
40 2DYP ABC:D 1YDP ABP 2GW5 A
41 2FJH HL:VW 2FJF IG 3QTK FE
42 2GSK A:B 2GUF A 1U07 B
43 2HDI A:B 2HDF A 1CII A
44 2HIK AB:C 2IO4 CD 2IJX C
45 2ICE AB:S 2I07 AB 2ICC A
46 2ICW ABCG:IJ 2OJE ABCD 1TCR AB
47 2JJT A:C 2JJV B 2VSC A
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Table 1.1: Training set of 205 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to statistically characterise the curvature function.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

48 2NR6 A:CD 1YG9 A 12E8 MP
49 2NYZ AB:D 1MKF AB 1J9O A
50 2O25 A:D 1YLA B 1U9B A
51 2OCF AB:D 1G50 BC 1FNF A
52 2QR0 CD:EF 3QTK BC 4JQI LH
53 2V55 A:B 4W7P D 1M7B A
54 2V9T A:B 2V9Q A 2V9S A
55 2VIT AB:C 1GIG LH 1MQN D
56 2WPD ABCDEFGHI:JKLMNOPQRS 3OFN ABCDEFGHI 3U2F TKLMNOPQRS
57 2WY8 A:Q 2XQW B 2JVH A
58 2X0B E:F 2BKS A 2WXW A
59 2XNA AB:C 2VLM DE 1ENF A
60 2XWB F:J 2OK5 A 1DIC A
61 2Y1L C:E 4PS1 D 4J8Y A
62 2ZAE A:B 1V76 A 1X0T A
63 2ZVN A:BD 2W9N A 3F89 AB
64 3BT1 U:A 3U74 U 2I9A B
65 3C5W AC:P 3P71 CT 1B3U B
66 3C5W C:A 3K7W AC 3C5V A
67 3D5R A:C 2XQW A 2GOM A
68 3F7P A:C 1MB8 A 3F7Q A
69 3FDS A:CD 2RDI A 2IO4 AB
70 3FF8 A:C 2O72 A 3FF9 A
71 3FHC A:B 2OIT A 3EWS A
72 3GC3 A:B 1G4M B 2XZG A
73 3GFU C:D 3F65 A 2J6R A
74 3GQI A:B 3GQL A 4EY0 B
75 3H2U A:B 1ST6 A 3SMZ A
76 3H6S A:E 1FH0 B 3H6R A
77 3JVZ AX:C 4DDI AI 2ONI A
78 3K1I A:D 3IQC B 3K1H A
79 3K51 ACE:D 2RE9 BCA 3MHD D
80 3KAS AC:B 1CX8 DC 2WFO A
81 3KBT A:D 3F57 B 3F59 D
82 3KLD A:B 3JXA B 3JXG C
83 3LQC A:B 3K77 A 2VAN A
84 3M18 A:B 3M19 A 1VED A
85 3M63 A:B 2QJ0 A 2BWF A
86 3MHV AB:C 2RKL EF 3EIH C
87 3MJ7 A:B 3MJ6 A 3J6O S
88 3OJ4 A:B 2C4P A 4PQT B
89 3P11 A:HL 1M6B A 3P0V IM
90 3PRX AB:X 3PVM AB 1V1P A
91 3PUY E:ABFG 1MPB A 4JBW ABFGMN
92 3QBT A:B 4LHW D 3QIS AB
93 3QLU A:C 3OM1 A 3H6H A
94 3QVG B:A 1CDZ A 1IMO A
95 3R1G B:HL 3U6A B 2FJF IG
96 3RJ3 A:D 1C3D A 3R62 A
97 3RJQ A:B 3TGR B 3R0M A
98 3RNK A:B 3SBW A 3BOV A
99 3S36 HL:X 3S34 HL 3S35 XHL
100 3SM5 ABCDEF:IM 4EDB EFA... 4WUK HL
101 3T1Q A:BC 3T1O A 3T1R DC
102 3TAC A:B 3C0I A 3TAD AC
103 3TMP A:B 3TMO A 2ZNV E
104 3TQ7 Q:A 2HL3 B 1WU9 A
105 3TT1 A:IM 4MM4 A 3J2X BA
106 3UAI ABC:D 3U28 ABC 3UAH A
107 3ULV A:CD 1ZIW A 3ULS LH
108 3V60 A:B 4GIV A 4L6P A
109 3VE1 A:B 3VE2 B 3V83 B
110 3VU3 ABOV:CDEFGH 1GGF CBDA 3QHS FABCDE
111 3VYS AB:CF 3VYR AB 3WJR AB
112 3W2D A:HL 3SEB A 1AY1 HL
113 3WIH A:HL 4HLJ A 3WII HL
114 3WIN C:DEIJNO 4LO8 HG 4OUJ AB
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Table 1.1: Training set of 205 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to statistically characterise the curvature function.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

115 3WIN CE:AB 4LO2 CAB 4LO5 EBCFAD
116 3WKM A:HL 3WKL A 4WCY HL
117 3ZNZ A:B 3ZNV A 2W9N A
118 4AEI A:HL 1AHO A 1I9J HL
119 4AN7 A:B 1S85 A 4AN6 A
120 4AQR A:D 3O78 B 2M73 A
121 4B0M A:M 4B0E D 4AY0 B
122 4BI8 A:B 3ZFI AB 4BI3 A
123 4C6T A:B 4C6S A 4C6R A
124 4CZX A:BD 4CZV A 4BWX AB
125 4DDG FI:C 3ALB AD 2ZFY A
126 4DKE AB:HL 4DKC AB 3G6J FE
127 4ERM AB:FG 5R1R AB 1AV8 AB
128 4FA8 ABCDHI:FG 2CH8 CBDGEF 3UF2 GH
129 4GL9 A:EK 4BBF A 2HMH AB
130 4GMJ A:B 4GML A 2D5R AB
131 4GOJ A:C 1FZQ A 3RBQ C
132 4GSL AB:C 3VH1 AB 2DYT A
133 4GSL AB:D 3VH1 BA 2DYT A
134 4H8W G:HL 4DKP C 3TNN AB
135 4HFU ACE:HL 2WRB ACB 4DN3 HL
136 4HR7 AE:B 3RV4 BA 1BDO A
137 4HRL A:C 2XEE C 3MZW A
138 4I18 C:HL 3NCF BA 4JQI HL
139 4I2X AB:E 3DIF AB 2JJW A
140 4ILG AB:C 3SBT BA 2OG4 A
141 4J56 AB:E 4B1B BA 1SYR A
142 4JHP B:C 4JVF B 4JHN C
143 4JO9 AC:B 4JNU CA 4JQ5 K
144 4JPK A:HL 4JPJ A 4JPI HL
145 4JW3 A:C 2CBM A 3LTJ A
146 4K3J AB:HL 1SHY AB 3EO9 HL
147 4KRP A:CD 3QWQ AB 1YY8 AB
148 4KTV CD:E 2P02 AB 2YDX D
149 4KXZ AB:IJ 2TGI AB 3EO0 AB
150 4L41 A:C 1A4V A 2AE7 B
151 4L41 B:C 1A4V A 2AES B
152 4LEO AB:C 3QOT HL 1M6B B
153 4LIQ E:HL 4WRM AB 4OAW DC
154 4LJP A:B 4LJQ B 3HM3 A
155 4LLD A:B 2O5Y HILM 2OMN A
156 4LLG ABCDEF:M 4JK2 ABCDEX 2WNM A
157 4LLO A:B 4F8A A 4HOI B
158 4LX0 A:B 1YZK A 4J5M A
159 4M5Z A:HL 3UYW B 4M5Y IM
160 4M63 AB:CDE 3RYL BA 1O1B 012
161 4ML7 A:B 1IP3 B 4MIS B
162 4MN4 B:CD 1ZVT B 2WMM BA
163 4MYW A:B 2C36 A 4FMF B
164 4NCO AEI:GH 4ZMJ IGHBCD 4JY5 LH
165 4NF4 A:B 1PBQ B 2A5S A
166 4O4B A:B 3Q25 A 4O4F A
167 4OLV G:HL 3TGT A 3U7W HL
168 4OT1 A:HL 4OSN A 4OSU HL
169 4P2A A:B 2FAU A 3QDO A
170 4P59 A:HL 1M6B B 3QOS HL
171 4PP2 AB:F 4POZ CD 1XKG A
172 4QT8 A:C 4FWW A 2ASU B
173 4R8P ABCDEFGH:MN 1TZY GHEFCDAB 3RPG BC
174 4RFO G:HL 4RZ8 C 3TNM HL
175 4RQS G:CD 3TGQ A 1RZ8 AB
176 4RSU L:GHI 4FHQ A 4EN0 BCA
177 4TSB A:HL 1VDP A 4K8R HL
178 4TX3 A:B 4TVF A 4TX2 B
179 4TXO C:D 1JFU B 4WBJ A
180 4U2X A:D 4M0Q BA 4UAD AE
181 4U3X A:B 1OHQ B 4HP0 A
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Table 1.1: Training set of 205 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to statistically characterise the curvature function.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

182 4U5Y A:D 4NXY A 2P2M A
183 4UTB B:IM 4UTC B 4UT7 HL
184 4V2C A:B 4V2D A 4V2B B
185 4W5V A:B 1U9A A 1Y8Q DC
186 4WRL A:BD 4LIQ EHL 4FA8 FE
187 4WUU ABC:DE 3HPJ ABC 4M6N LH
188 4XNM C:HL 5DUT A 4GSD HL
189 4XS0 B:A 1CBL A 3S48 DA
190 4Y7M A:C 4QGY A 4Y7L BA
191 4YK4 E:Z 4EDB ABCDEF 4NPY HL
192 4YOC A:C 3PTA A 2YLM A
193 4YX7 AB:C 4YX5 AB 3ODU A
194 4ZFF CD:HL 3QTK CB 2FJF HL
195 4ZK7 ABD:PQR 1UFY CAB 1V6H ACB
196 4ZPV HL:R 2XKN DC 4L3N B
197 5ANR B:A 1VEC A 4GML D
198 5BNQ ABC:S 1S55 ACB 3ME4 B
199 5BRR E:I 1BDA A 1DB2 A
200 5C7X A:HL 1CSG B 5D7S HL
201 5CCI ABCD:E 3HD7 EFGH 1TJM A
202 5D2N DE:L 1KGC DE 4LCY B
203 5DO2 A:CD 4L3N B 2XKN DC
204 5E0K C:BD 1GEQ B 1V8Z CD
205 5EE4 A:CD 5EC6 A 3IC0 AB

Table 1.2: Training set of 335 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to determine the weights needed to combine the shape and electro-
static complementarity scores into a single value.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

1 1A22 A:B 1HGU A 2AEW B
2 1AFV KM:B 1IQW HL 2GOL D
3 1AIP B:CD 4H9G A 1TFE AB
4 1BDJ A:B 1FQW A 1A0B A
5 1BI7 AC:B 1G3N EACG 2A5E A
6 1EAY A:C 1JBE A 1FWP A
7 1F3D H:J 1NJ9 BA 3BKM LH
8 1F3D K:L 1NJ9 BA 1M71 AB
9 1F3V A:B 1F2H A 1D0J B
10 1F8U A:B 1MAA B 1FSC A
11 1FLT VW:X 2VPF EF 1QSZ A
12 1G4B KLQRWX:MNOPSTUVYZab 1DO0 ABCDEF 1NED HDALIECKGFBJ
13 1G73 A:C 1FEW A 2VSL A
14 1GG2 A:B 1GIT A 1TBG BF
15 1GPQ AB:C 1XS0 CB 4R0F B
16 1GPQ AB:D 1XS0 BC 1AKI A
17 1HEZ CD:E 1DEE CD 1YMH EAB
18 1HJA ABC:I 4CHA EFG 2OVO A
19 1I4E A:B 1P35 C 4PRZ A
20 1I85 B:CD 1NCN A 3OSK AB
21 1IGC A:HL 1IGD A 2Z93 AB
22 1J8H ABC:DE 3S5L ABCG 4GKZ AB
23 1JMA A:B 1L2G A 4FHQ A
24 1KTK E:A 3MFG B 1AN8 A
25 1LDK A:DE 1LDJ AB 1FS2 BA
26 1LOT A:B 1KW2 A 1RDW X
27 1LX5 AC:B 1BMP AB 1BTE B
28 1M2V A:B 1M2O AB 1PCX AB
29 1N8O ABC:E 4CHA ABC 1IFG A
30 1N8O AC:H 1DLK CD 1IFG A
31 1N8Z AB:C 1FVC AB 3MZW A
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Table 1.2: Training set of 335 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to determine the weights needed to combine the shape and electro-
static complementarity scores into a single value.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

32 1NDG AB:C 1DQQ CD 1VDQ A
33 1NMU A:B 2VGQ A 1CK2 A
34 1NVU R:S 1LF0 A 3KSY A
35 1O94 AB:CD 1DJN AB 1O96 CD
36 1OAZ A:HL 1THO A 1OAR HL
37 1OOK AB:G 1PPB LH 1QYY A
38 1OQS A:B 1Q5T D 2I0U A
39 1OTS B:EF 3NMO A 4NCC 21
40 1P1Z ABP:DF 3P9M ABF 3C8J DC
41 1P8V A:BC 1M0Z B 2OD3 AB
42 1R5I ABC:D 3S5L DEFH 3KPH AB
43 1S3S ABCDEF:G 1E32 EFDBCA 1JRU A
44 1S78 A:CD 2A91 A 1L7I LH
45 1SVX A:B 1MJ0 A 4WVG A
46 1TE1 A:B 1OM0 A 3WP3 A
47 1UEX AB:C 1JWI AB 1AUQ A
48 1UL1 ABC:X 3TBL CAB 3Q8K A
49 1VRS A:D 1JPE A 2FWF A
50 1X75 AB:CD 4CKL AB 1VUB DC
51 1YNT AB:F 3WII MI 1KZQ AB
52 1YPZ CD:G 1C16 CD 1H5B BA
53 1YU6 A:C 1BE8 A 2GKR I
54 1ZY8 AB:K 1ZMC GH 2F60 K
55 2A41 B:A 3DNI AB 1O18 5
56 2A45 AB:GHIJKL 2B5T CD 3GHG JKLGHI
57 2AKA A:B 2XO8 A 3SNH A
58 2ASS AB:C 1FQV FE 1DKT BA
59 2BCJ ABG:Q 3PVU ABG 4EKD AB
60 2BCN B:C 1CSU A 4JB4 C
61 2BWE T:D 2BWF A 2BWB A
62 2CMR A:HL 3O3X A 4KQ3 HL
63 2DD8 HL:S 2G75 CD 2GHV C
64 2EQB A:BC 4Z8Y B 2E7S OP
65 2F6A A:EFG 1AMX A 1EI8 ABC
66 2F6A C:EFG 1AMX A 3B2C DEF
67 2G45 A:B 2G43 B 3H7P B
68 2GRX A:C 1QJQ A 1U07 A
69 2H9G AB:R 2HFF LH 4OD2 SAB
70 2HJ9 B:C 1JX6 A 2HJE A
71 2I9L I:B 1YPY B 1E6O HL
72 2IJO AB:I 3E90 CD 3LDJ A
73 2IPK AB:D 4AH2 AB 1I4X A
74 2J0M A:B 2AL6 A 2J0L A
75 2J8S ABC:D 2GIF ABC 1MJ0 A
76 2NQD A:B 2NNR B 3K24 A
77 2NYY A:CD 3FUO A 2GCY AB
78 2NZ0 A:BDFH 1S1E A 1S1G BCDA
79 2P2C AB:P 3R6G AB 1MJ0 A
80 2POP D:C 2POI A 2POM A
81 2QAD A:CD 3TGQ B 1RZG DC
82 2QME A:I 2IC5 B 1F3M BD
83 2QQN A:HL 2QQM A 3QOS BA
84 2QYI C:D 3RXB A 1XG6 A
85 2R0K A:HL 1YBW A 2FJF HL
86 2R29 A:HL 1OAN A 4WCY HL
87 2RD7 A:C 2QQH A 1LF7 A
88 2SGE E:I 2QA9 E 2OVO A
89 2V8S E:V 2QY7 A 2QYW A
90 2W2X A:D 3TH5 A 2W2W A
91 2W9L X:LMN 1F5W A 2WBV FCE
92 2WBW A:B 1UXA ABC 1F5W A
93 2WIU BD:C 4YG4 CD 3FBR A
94 2WY7 A:Q 1C3D A 2JVH A
95 2XGY A:B 2XGU AB 3ODI E
96 2XN9 ABC:DEF 2XNA ABC 3S5L DEFH
97 2XXM A:B 4XFZ A 2XXC B
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Table 1.2: Training set of 335 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to determine the weights needed to combine the shape and electro-
static complementarity scores into a single value.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

98 2YSU A:B 3M8D A 2B5U AB
99 2Z0D A:B 2D1I B 2ZJD A
100 2Z8V A:D 4R19 B 1VES A
101 2ZU0 AB:C 1VH4 BA 2D3W B
102 3A2F A:B 4AHC B 1IZ4 A
103 3A8I A:E 1VLO A 3A7L A
104 3AEV A:B 1YZ6 A 2E3U A
105 3AV0 A:B 4TUI C 3AUY A
106 3B78 A:B 1N0V D 1IKP A
107 3BPL AB:C 1IAR AB 3QB7 CB
108 3BT2 AU:HL 3U73 AU 2FAT HL
109 3CBK A:B 3AI8 A 2NNR B
110 3CHW A:P 2HF4 A 1FIL A
111 3CII ABC:GH 3BZE ABP 3BDW CD
112 3CQX B:CD 1YUW A 3D0T DC
113 3CRK AB:D 4MPC AB 1FYC A
114 3CVH ABC:HL 3P9L DEC 3CVI HL
115 3D5O ABCDE:F 2A3X FGHIJ 1H9V A
116 3D7U A:B 1K9A A 3EN5 A
117 3DXJ ABCDE:F 1I6V ABCDE 1KU2 A
118 3E2L A:C 2OV5 A 3GMU B
119 3.00E+95 A:C 2R0J A 2Q0V A
120 3ETB F:J 3ESV F 3Q8E A
121 3F4Y ABC:F 3UIA ACB 3O3Y A
122 3FPU A:B 3FPT A 4RA8 B
123 3G3A A:B 3G39 A 1HSW A
124 3G6J B:EF 2WII B 2FJF LH
125 3GI9 C:H 3GIA A 1MRE HL
126 3H3B A:C 2A91 A 2GJJ A
127 3H42 AB:HL 4NE9 PA 4ODH HL
128 3H9R A:B 3Q4U D 1D7J A
129 3HG0 ABC:D 2F0C ABC 2JAB B
130 3HI1 G:HL 4JZW A 1U6A HL
131 3HZI A:C 3DNT B 4YG4 C
132 3INB AB:D 2ZB6 AB 1CKL F
133 3JZA A:B 3NKV B 3N6O A
134 3K2U A:HL 1YBW A 2FJF NM
135 3K33 A:BF 3DD9 DC 3HS2 FE
136 3K9M A:C 3AI8 A 1DVC A
137 3L4Q A:C 3O9T B 3MTT A
138 3L5N AB:M 2HR0 AB 2QFF A
139 3L82 A:B 1H6O A 3L2O BA
140 3LEV A:HL 3LES A 2F5A HL
141 3LTF AC:D 3I2T BA 3CA7 A
142 3LZF ABCDEF:HL 1RUZ JKHILM 3QHF HL
143 3MA9 A:HL 3O3X A 4FZE HL
144 3MFG A:B 2TSS B 4DZB BA
145 3MJ9 A:HL 3MJ6 A 3MJ8 HL
146 3N85 A:HL 3MZW A 4KZD HL
147 3NC0 B:AC 1XK5 A 3NC1 AC
148 3NMZ A:C 3AU3 A 2PZ1 A
149 3OED A:C 1C3D A 1LY2 A
150 3OKY A:BD 3AL9 A 3AFC BA
151 3ONG B:C 2GJD B 3ONH A
152 3ONL A:C 3ONK A 3ONJ A
153 3OUN A:B 3POA A 3OTV A
154 3OUR A:B 4I4C B 2F3G B
155 3P9W A:B 2VPF FE 3B9V C
156 3PGF A:HL 4WMW A 4JQI HL
157 3PIN A:B 2FA4 A 3PIL B
158 3PK1 A:B 4HW4 A 4BDU C
159 3PNW AB:C 4JQI LH 3PMT A
160 3PV6 A:B 3PV7 A 3NOI B
161 3Q68 AB:C 2ZD7 BA 2RIM A
162 3QB7 A:D 2B8U A 3QAZ LJK
163 3QC8 A:B 3QQ7 A 3QX1 A
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Table 1.2: Training set of 335 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to determine the weights needed to combine the shape and electro-
static complementarity scores into a single value.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

164 3QHR B:A 1VIN A 1YKR A
165 3QHT A:C 4GGQ C 2OBG A
166 3R66 AB:C 1XEQ AB 1Z2M A
167 3RFZ AC:B 1QUN BA 3OHN AB
168 3RG6 ABGHMNST:CD 1RBL ABEFCDGHI-

JKLMNOP
3HYB BA

169 3RRM AB:C 3RRN AB 1XIP A
170 3RU8 HL:X 2NY7 IL 1TML A
171 3S5L ABC:G 1DLH ABC 3CD4 A
172 3S9N AB:C 1CX8 CD 3V83 E
173 3SCK A:E 1R42 A 2GHV EC
174 3SGJ AB:C 4Q74 BA 1FNL A
175 3SJV DE:FGH 3SKN GH 1M05 CDF
176 3SJV DENO:PQR 3SKN CDABEFGH 3SKO ABC
177 3SKJ E:HL 3HPN A 3HI5 HL
178 3SN6 R:A 4GBR AB 1AZT A
179 3SO3 A:BC 1EAX A 2V7N EF
180 3SOB B:HL 4DG6 A 2FJF NM
181 3SR2 EF:GH 4XA4 AB 2QM4 CD
182 3TG1 A:B 3P79 A 2OUC B
183 3TX7 A:B 2Z6G A 4IS8 A
184 3U30 A:BC 2W9N A 2HFF AB
185 3U9P C:M 3S26 A 1C5D LH
186 3UDW A:C 3RQ3 B 4FQP A
187 3ULU A:EF 1ZIW A 3QPQ IJ
188 3ULU A:HL 2A0Z A 3NA9 HL
189 3UR1 AB:CD 2CH4 AW 3G67 BA
190 3VH5 AD:TW 3B0B BC 3B0D BC
191 3VR6 ABCDEF:GH 3VR3 ABCDEF 3AON AB
192 3VXU ABC:DE 3VXO ABC 3VXT CD
193 3W31 A:B 3W30 A 4ONN BA
194 3W9E AB:C 3W9D CD 2C36 B
195 3WD5 A:HL 1A8M B 4NYL AB
196 3WHL A:B 3WHK B 3WHJ A
197 3WWK AB:C 3BX4 CD 2C6U A
198 3X3F A:HL 4OD2 SBA 3X3G HL
199 3ZL7 A:C 2EWY A 1NYF A
200 3ZN6 A:BD 3ZMN A 3ZN5 AB
201 3ZO0 AC:B 1IGT BDAC 2VOK B
202 3ZTJ ABCDEF:IJ 3HMG EFABCD 3QOS HL
203 3ZTJ ABCDEF:KL 1HGH CDEFAB 3QOS HL
204 3ZU7 A:B 4QTE A 2QYJ A
205 4A0L AB:E 3EI3 AB 4A64 A
206 4AYI A:D 2UWN A 4Z3T A
207 4B8A A:B 4B89 A 1UOC A
208 4BBN A:C 4BE8 A 2ZNV E
209 4BIK A:B 1S3R B 2UX2 A
210 4BJ5 C:B 3CZ6 A 4BJ1 A
211 4CDK A:E 4CDJ A 4BSP A
212 4CT4 A:B 4GML F 4CT5 A
213 4DCK AB:C 4OVN JE 3HBW A
214 4DGL AB:D 2R6M BA 3U87 B
215 4DI3 ABC:E 3U64 BCA 3U65 B
216 4DKF AB:IM 4DKC AB 3BDY HL
217 4DSS AC:B 4DSR BA 2FA4 A
218 4DVR G:HL 3TGQ A 1RZ7 HL
219 4DW2 HL:U 4DVB AB 4JNI U
220 4E6N A:B 3TY5 A 4DQZ A
221 4EJX A:BD 4ENZ A 1MHL BD
222 4ES4 G:BH 3TLQ A 1G8E AB
223 4ETQ C:HL 4E9O X 4EBQ HL
224 4FI3 ABCD:F 4R9U ABCD 1N2Z B
225 4FQ0 B:C 4GC8 A 3USW A
226 4FQR ABCDEF:ef 4FNK CDEFAB 4FNL HL
227 4FQX ABE:CD 4I5B ABC 2BC4 CD
228 4GBR A:B 3P0G AB 212L A
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Table 1.2: Training set of 335 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to determine the weights needed to combine the shape and electro-
static complementarity scores into a single value.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

229 4GH7 A:B 3U0D C 3T1W A
230 4GJT AC:B 2ZB6 AB 4FRW C
231 4HEA W:12345679 1WN9 A 3IAS ABCDEFHG
232 4HH3 AB:C 4L9G AB 4HEH A
233 4HJJ A:HL 3WO2 C 2VXV HL
234 4HRE C:EFGH 2HYW A 4HRH ABCD
235 4HRN B:C 2JAB A 3MZW A
236 4HWI A:B 3FZL A 4HWC B
237 4ILH A:B 3E9P A 3SBS A
238 4IMI A:B 3GS3 A 3P9Y B
239 4IW4 CD:F 1ECZ AB 4KKD B
240 4J4L A:C 3RFS B 1ALU A
241 4JBW AB:M 2AWN DC 2F3G B
242 4JGH ABC:D 5BO4 GHI 2WZK A
243 4JHW FGJ:HL 5EA8 FGH 4JHA HL
244 4JM2 AB:CDEF 4JM4 HL 1GC1 LHGC
245 4JQW A:C 4E9M B 4XOL A
246 4K0V A:B 2GY5 A 4JYO X
247 4K9E C:HL 2EC8 A 4KZD HL
248 4KBM A:B 4KBJ AB 4ILU A
249 4KFM B:ACEJ 1TBG BF 3SYA CDBA
250 4KI1 AB:F 3H9Y BA 2H2R B
251 4KR0 AC:B 1R9M BA 4L3N A
252 4KVN A:HL 4WE8 ABC 3EYQ DC
253 4LC9 A:B 4PX5 A 1V4T A
254 4LGD A:E 4L0N D 2YMY B
255 4LI2 A:B 4LI1 B 4BSO A
256 4LSZ AC:F 4JR2 BA 3ZU7 B
257 4LV5 A:B 3Q5Z A 1TQ6 A
258 4M3K A:B 4BLM A 4M3J B
259 4M4R A:B 4BK4 B 1SHX B
260 4M62 S:HL 3LF6 A 4OB5 HL
261 4M69 A:B 4M66 A 4M68 A
262 4M7L HL:T 4M7K HL 1TFH A
263 4MHH ABCDEF:JK 4K62 CDGHEF 1F11 BA
264 4N1C AB:C 4L1H AB 2PC2 A
265 4N3Y A:BC 4N3X A 1X79 BCA
266 4NKQ A:BC 2GYS B 4RS1 BA
267 4NM8 ABCDEF:HL 1HGE CDABEF 4NM4 HL
268 4NM8 ADE:IM 1HA0 BAC 4NM4 HL
269 4NNP A:HL 4K3V B 4JQI HL
270 4NWP BCD:HVW 1WY1 CBA 3E6Q IHG
271 4NZL A:B 3Q76 A 1YN4 A
272 4O3U B:A 2UZY BA 1SI5 H
273 4O5I ABCDEF:QR 4O5N CDEFAB 4O5L HL
274 4OD2 AB:S 4QF1 BA 1ZA3 SAB
275 4ODB ABC:D 4GU3 ABC 1NBQ AB
276 4OGY A:HL 2ANW A 3QOS HL
277 4ONT B:F 1C3D A 3SW0 X
278 4OWR AB:C 3MMY CD 1LG7 A
279 4P6I AB:CD 4MAK BA 3NKD BA
280 4P9H G:HL 4RZ8 A 4P9M HL
281 4PDC AB:E 1MPU AB 4FFE Y
282 4PJ2 A:D 3OD9 C 3AYQ A
283 4POU A:B 1KF8 A 4POY A
284 4PP8 AB:C 1HQ8 AB 1JFM B
285 4PS4 A:HL 1IJZ A 3L7F ED
286 4PWX AB:CD 2WOJ CD 2WPV AB
287 4Q5Z C:MN 2YPU A 4KZD HL
288 4QHU AB:CD 5D7S LH 4HR9 BA
289 4QHU CD:HL 4HR9 AB 5D7S HL
290 4QRM A:B 2HP7 A 1LKV X
291 4QTI HL:U 4QTH HL 3U74 U
292 4R4F AR:HL 4K0A AR 4R4B DC
293 4R62 A:B 1AYZ B 4PIH B
294 4R9Y BD:HL 1F9S AD 4R97 CB
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Table 1.2: Training set of 335 bound and unbound complex structures from the ProPairs
database [227] used to determine the weights needed to combine the shape and electro-
static complementarity scores into a single value.

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

295 4RFN G:HL 4RZ8 B 4RFE HL
296 4RIX A:B 4OTW A 4LRM C
297 4RRP AG:M 4JQI LH 2IDC A
298 4RWS A:C 3OE8 A 1VMP A
299 4S10 A:C 4S11 A 1KCQ A
300 4TU3 A:X 2ZII D 3LWT X
301 4TXV A:B 1JFU A 4W9Z A
302 4U0Q A:B 4WAT A 3B5H D
303 4U5C ABCD:EF 4U4F ABCD 4U5H AB
304 4U6V A:HL 3M4D F 4LKC BA
305 4UBD MNQRUV:H 2YPG EFCDAB 4HIH CD
306 4UIP A:B 3P0Y A 3RFS A
307 4WV1 DE:F 3G6J EF 3DAR A
308 4WWI A:D 4NPD A 4L4J A
309 4WXY ACEGIKMOQSUW:L 4WY0 IEAGJBLDHCFK 1Q7R A
310 4WZ3 A:B 2CLW B 4WZ0 A
311 4X2O B:A 4X2M A 4XM4 A
312 4X6Q B:C 4JVA A 3BWJ A
313 4XAK A:HL 4ZPW S 4KQ3 HL
314 4XH9 A:B 3EO2 AB 3TVD A
315 4XHU C:D 4R5W A 4XHT A
316 4Y7O A:C 4Y7L BA 3RX9 A
317 4YDY A:I 4YDW B 1ITM A
318 4YEB A:B 4RMK A 4V2E A
319 4YH7 A:B 2YD6 A 4YH6 A
320 4YXC A:B 4PHU A 4YXB BA
321 4Z1M ABCDEFG:J 1W0J ABCDEFG 1GMJ B
322 4Z1M I:ABCDEFG 1GMJ B 2JJ2 HIJKLMN
323 4ZYP DE:ABC 4ZYK AB 5EA8 GHF
324 4ZYP JL:C 2HWZ HL 5EA4 F
325 5BO1 A:IM 4CC1 A 2FJF DC
326 5BQE AB:D 5BPU DC 5CM4 A
327 5BVP HL:I 4G5Z HL 21BI A
328 5BWK QR:MN 3LKU CD 3A36 AB
329 5CBE AB:E 5C2B HL 4ZAI A
330 5CEC A:B 3V39 A 5CEA E
331 5CJX BGJKXY:HL 4ZMJ BGDICH 4P9M HL
332 5CL1 A:D 3VFJ A 5CM4 A
333 5CRA A:D 5CRB A 3M3J E
334 5E7F A:GHI 5E7B A 5E7T IGHABLCDJRKMNE-

FOPQ
335 5E7F C:GHI 5E7B A 5E7T GHIABLCDJRKMNE-

FOPQ

Table 1.3: Test set of 28 bound and unbound Antibody–Antigen (A) complex structures
from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB
1 1AHW AB:C 1FGN LH 1TFH A
2 1BVK DE:F 1BVL BA 3LZT
3 1DQJ AB:C 1DQQ CD 3LZT
4 1E6J HL:P 1E6O HL 1A43
5 1JPS HL:T 1JPT HL 1TFH B
6 1MLC AB:E 1MLB AB 3LZT
7 1VFB AB:C 1VFA AB 8LYZ
8 1WEJ HL:F 1QBL HL 1HRC
9 2FD6 HL:U 2FAT HL 1YWH A
10 2I25 N:L 2I24 N 3LZT
11 2VIS AB:C 1GIG LH 2VIU ACE
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Table 1.3: Test set of 28 bound and unbound Antibody–Antigen (A) complex structures
from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

12 2VXT HL:I 2VXU HL 1J0S A
13 2W9E HL:A 2W9D HL 1QM1 A
14 3EOA LH:I 3EO9 LH 3F74 A
15 3HMX LH:AB 3HMW LH 1F45 AB
16 3MXW LH:A 3MXV LH 3M1N A
17 3RVW CD:A 3RVT CD 3F5V A
18 4DN4 LH:M 4DN3 LH 1DOL A
19 4FQI HL:ABEFCD 4FQH HL 2FK0 ABCDEF
20 4G6J HL:A 4G5Z HL 4I1B A
21 4G6M HL:A 4G6K HL 4I1B A
22 4GXU MN:ABEFCD 4GXV HL 1RUZ HIJKLM
23 3EO1 AB:CF 3EO0 AB 1TGJ AB
24 3G6D LH:A 3G6A LH 1IK0 A
25 3HI6 XY:B 3HI5 HL 1MJN A
26 3L5W LH:I 3L7E LH 1IK0 A
27 3V6Z AB:F 3V6F AB 3KXS F
28 1BGX HL:T 1AY1 HL 1TAQ A

Table 1.4: Test set of 12 bound and unbound Antigen–Bound Antibody (AB) complex
structures from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

1 1BJ1 HL:VW 1BJ1 HL 2VPF GH
2 1FSK BC:A 1FSK BC 1BV1
3 1I9R HL:ABC 1I9R HL 1ALY ABC
4 1IQD AB:C 1IQD AB 1D7P M
5 1K4C AB:C 1K4C AB 1JVM ABCD
6 1KXQ H:A 1KXQ H 1PPI
7 1NCA HL:N 1NCA HL 7NN9
8 1NSN HL:S 1NSN HL 1KDC
9 1QFW HL:AB 1QFW HL 1HRP AB
10 1QFW IM:AB 1QFW IM 1HRP AB
11 2JEL HL:P 2JEL HL 1POH
12 2HMI CD:AB 2HMI CD 1S6P AB

Table 1.5: Test set of 45 bound and unbound Enzyme–Inhibitor (EI) complex structures
from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

1 1AVX A:B 1QQU A 1BA7 B
2 1AY7 A:B 1RGH B 1A19 B
3 1BUH A:B 1HCL 1DKS A
4 1BVN P:T 1PIG 1HOE
5 1CLV A:I 1JAE A 1QFD A
6 1D6R A:I 2TGT 1K9B A
7 1DFJ E:I 9RSA B 2BNH
8 1EAW A:B 1EAX A 9PTI
9 1EZU C:AB 1TRM A 1ECZ AB
10 1F34 A:B 4PEP 1F32 A
11 1FLE E:I 9EST A 2REL A
12 1GL1 A:I 1K2I 1 1PMC A
13 1GXD A:C 1CK7 A 1BR9 A
14 1HIA AB:I 2PKA XY 1BX8
15 1JTD B:A 3QI0 A 1BTL A
16 1JTG B:A 3GMU B 1ZG4 A
17 1MAH A:F 1J06 B 1FSC
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Table 1.5: Test set of 45 bound and unbound Enzyme–Inhibitor (EI) complex structures
from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

18 1OPH A:B 1QLP A 1UTQ A
19 1OYV A:I 1SCD A 1PJU A
20 1OYV B:I 1SCD A 1PJU A
21 1PPE E:I 1BTP 1LU0 A
22 1R0R E:I 1SCN E 2GKR I
23 1TMQ A:B 1JAE 1B1U A
24 1UDI E:I 1UDH 2UGI B
25 1YVB A:I 2GHU A 1CEW I
26 2ABZ B:E 3I1U A 1ZFI A
27 2B42 B:A 2DCY A 1T6E X
28 2J0T A:D 966C A 1D2B A
29 2OUL A:B 3BPF A 2NNR A
30 2SIC E:I 1SUP 3SSI
31 2SNI E:I 1UBN A 2CI2 I
32 2UUY A:B 1HJ9 A 2UUX A
33 3A4S A:D 1A3S A 3A4R A
34 3SGQ E:I 2QA9 E 2OVO A
35 3VLB A:B 3VLA A 3VL8 A
36 4CPA A:I 8CPA A 1H20 A
37 4HX3 BD:A 4HWX AB 1C7K A
38 7CEI A:B 1UNK D 1M08 B
39 1CGI E:I 2CGA B 1HPT
40 1JIW P:I 1AKL A 2RN4 A
41 4IZ7 A:B 1ERK A 2LS7 A
42 1ACB E:I 2CGA B 1EGL
43 1PXV A:C 1X9Y A 1NYC A
44 1ZLI A:B 1KWM A 2JTO A
45 2O3B A:B 1ZM8 A 1J57 A

Table 1.6: Test set of 43 bound and unbound Enzyme complex with a regulatory or
accessory chain (ER) complex structures from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

1 1F51 AB:E 1IXM AB 1SRR C
2 1GLA G:F 1BU6 O 1F3Z A
3 1JWH CD:A 3EED AB 3C13 A
4 1OC0 A:B 1B3K A 2JQ8 A
5 1US7 A:B 2FXS A 2W0G A
6 1WDW BD:A 1V8Z AB 1GEQ A
7 2AYO A:B 2AYN A 2FCN A
8 2GAF D:A 3OWG A 1VPT A
9 2OOR AB:C 1L7E AB 1E3T A
10 2YVJ A:B 2YVF A 2E4P A
11 3K75 D:B 1BPB A 3K77 A
12 3LVK AC:B 3LVM AB 1DCJ A
13 3PC8 A:C 3PC6 A 3PC7 A
14 1IJK A:BC 1AUQ 1FVU AB
15 1M10 A:B 1AUQ 1M0Z B
16 1NW9 B:A 1JXQ A 2OPY A
17 1R6Q A:C 1R6C X 2W9R A
18 2NZ8 A:B 1MH1 1NTY A
19 2Z0E A:B 2D1I A 1V49 A
20 4FZA A:B 1UPL A 3GGF A
21 1JMO A:HL 1JMJ A 2CN0 HL
22 1JZD AB:C 1JZO AB 1JPE A
23 2OT3 B:A 1YZU A 1TXU A
24 3FN1 B:A 2EDI A 2LQ7 A
25 3H11 BC:A 4JJ7 AB 3H13 A
26 4GAM AFBGCH:D 1XVB ABCDEF 1CKV A
27 1E6E A:B 1E1N A 1CJE D
28 1EWY A:C 1GJR A 1CZP A
29 1Z5Y D:E 1L6P 2B1K A
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Table 1.6: Test set of 43 bound and unbound Enzyme complex with a regulatory or
accessory chain (ER) complex structures from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

30 2A1A B:A 3UIU A 1Q46 A
31 2A9K A:B 1U90 A 2C8B X
32 2MTA HL:A 2BBK JM 2RAC A
33 2O8V A:B 1SUR A 2TRX A
34 2OOB A:B 2OOA A 1YJ1 A
35 2PCC A:B 1CCP 1YCC
36 4H03 A:B 1GIQ A 1IJJ A
37 1KKL ABC:H 1JB1 ABC 2HPR
38 1ZM4 A:B 1N0V C 1XK9 A
39 4LW4 AB:C 4LW2 AB 1NI7 A
40 1F6M A:C 1CL0 A 2TIR A
41 1FQ1 A:B 1B39 A 1FPZ F
42 1JK9 B:A 1QUP A 2JCW A
43 2IDO A:B 1J54 A 1SE7 A

Table 1.7: Test set of 17 bound and unbound Enzyme–Substrate (ES) complex structures
from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

1 1E6E A:B 1E1N A 1CJE D
2 1EWY A:C 1GJR A 1CZP A
3 1Z5Y D:E 1L6P 2B1K A
4 2A1A B:A 3UIU A 1Q46 A
5 2A9K A:B 1U90 A 2C8B X
6 2MTA HL:A 2BBK JM 2RAC A
7 2O8V A:B 1SUR A 2TRX A
8 2OOB A:B 2OOA A 1YJ1 A
9 2PCC A:B 1CCP 1YCC
10 4H03 A:B 1GIQ A 1IJJ A
11 1KKL ABC:H 1JB1 ABC 2HPR
12 1ZM4 A:B 1N0V C 1XK9 A
13 4LW4 AB:C 4LW2 AB 1NI7 A
14 1F6M A:C 1CL0 A 2TIR A
15 1FQ1 A:B 1B39 A 1FPZ F
16 1JK9 B:A 1QUP A 2JCW A
17 2IDO A:B 1J54 A 1SE7 A

Table 1.8: Test set of 23 bound and unbound Others, G-protein containing (OG) complex
structures from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

1 1A2K C:AB 1QG4 A 1OUN AB
2 1AZS AB:C 1AB8 AB 1AZT A
3 1E96 A:B 1MH1 1HH8 A
4 1FQJ A:B 1TND C 1FQI A
5 1HE1 C:A 1MH1 1HE9 A
6 1I4D D:AB 1MH1 1I49 AB
7 1J2J A:B 1O3Y A 1OXZ A
8 1Z0K A:B 2BME A 1YZM A
9 2FJU B:A 2ZKM X 1MH1 A
10 2G77 A:B 1FKM A 1Z06 A
11 2GTP A:D 1GFI A 2BV1 A
12 1GP2 A:BG 1GIA 1TBG DH
13 1GRN A:B 1A4R A 1RGP
14 1HE8 B:A 821P 1E8Z A
15 1I2M A:B 1QG4 A 1A12 A
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Table 1.8: Test set of 23 bound and unbound Others, G-protein containing (OG) complex
structures from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

16 1K5D AB:C 1RRP AB 1YRG B
17 1LFD B:A 5P21 A 1LXD A
18 1WQ1 R:G 6Q21 D 1WER
19 2H7V A:C 1MH1 2H7O A
20 3CPH G:A 3CPI G 1G16 A
21 1BKD R:S 1CTQ A 2II0 A
22 1IBR A:B 1QG4 A 1F59 A
23 1R8S A:E 1HUR A 1R8M E

Table 1.9: Test set of 24 bound and unbound Others, Receptor containing (OR) complex
structures from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

1 1GHQ A:B 1C3D 1LY2 A
2 1HCF AB:X 1B98 AM 1WWB X
3 1K74 AB:DE 1MZN AB 1ZGY AB
4 1KAC A:B 1NOB F 1F5W B
5 1KTZ A:B 1TGK 1M9Z A
6 1ML0 AB:D 1MKF AB 1DOL
7 1PVH A:B 1BQU A 1EMR A
8 1RV6 VW:X 1FZV AB 1QSZ A
9 1SBB A:B 1BEC 1SE4
10 1T6B X:Y 1ACC A 1SHU X
11 1XU1 ABD:T 1U5Y ABD 1XUT A
12 1ZHH A:B 1JX6 A 2HJE A
13 2AJF A:E 1R42 A 2GHV E
14 2HLE A:B 2BBA A 1IKO P
15 2X9A D:C 1S62 A 2X9B A
16 4M76 A:B 1C3D A 1M1U A
17 3R9A AC:B 1H0C AB 2C0M A
18 3S9D B:A 1N6U A 1ITF A
19 1E4K AB:C 3AVE AB 1FNL A
20 1EER A:BC 1BUY A 1ERN AB
21 1FAK HL:T 1QFK HL 1TFH B
22 1IRA Y:X 1G0Y R 1ILR 1
23 2I9B E:A 1YWH A 2I9A A
24 3L89 ABC:M 3L88 ABC 1CKL A

Table 1.10: Test set of 55 bound and unbound Others, miscellaneous (OX) complex
structures from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

1 1AK4 A:D 2CPL 4J93 A
2 1AKJ AB:DE 2CLR DE 1CD8 AB
3 1EFN B:A 1AVV A 1G83 A
4 1EXB ABDC:EGFH 1QRQ ABCD 1QDV ABCD
5 1FCC AB:C 1FC1 AB 2IGG A
6 1FFW A:B 3CHY A 1FWP A
7 1GCQ B:C 1GRI B 1GCP B
8 1GPW A:B 1THF D 1K9V F
9 1H9D A:B 1EAN A 1ILF A
10 1KLU AB:D 1H15 AB 1STE
11 1KXP A:D 1IJJ B 1KW2 B
12 1M27 AB:C 1D4T AB 3UA6 A
13 1OFU XY:A 1OFT AB 2VAW A
14 1QA9 A:B 1HNF 1CCZ A
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Table 1.10: Test set of 55 bound and unbound Others, miscellaneous (OX) complex
structures from the Docking Benchmark 5.0 database [228].

No. Complex PDB Receptor PDB Ligand PDB

15 1RLB ABCD:E 2PAB ABCD 1HBP
16 1S1Q A:B 2F0R A 1YJ1 A
17 1XD3 A:B 1UCH 1YJ1 A
18 1ZHI A:B 1M4Z A 1Z1A A
19 2A5T A:B 1Y20 A 2A5S A
20 2B4J AB:C 1BIZ AB 1Z9E A
21 2BTF A:P 1IJJ B 1PNE
22 2HQS A:H 1CRZ A 1OAP A
23 2VDB A:B 3CX9 A 2J5Y A
24 3BIW A:E 3BIX A 2R1D A
25 3BP8 AB:C 1Z6R AB 3BP3 A
26 3D5S A:C 1C3D A 2GOM A
27 3H2V A:E 3MYI A 1WI6 A
28 3P57 AB:P 3KOV AB 3IO2 A
29 3P57 CD:P 3KOV AB 3IO2 A
30 3P57 IJ:P 3KOV AB 3IO2 A
31 1B6C A:B 1D6O A 1IAS A
32 1FC2 C:D 1BDD 1FC1 AB
33 1IB1 AB:E 1QJB AB 1KUY A
34 1MQ8 A:B 1IAM A 1MQ9 A
35 1N2C ABCD:EF 3MIN ABCD 2NIP AB
36 1SYX A:B 1QGV A 1L2Z A
37 1XQS A:C 1XQR A 1S3X A
38 2CFH A:C 1SZ7 A 2BJN A
39 2HRK A:B 2HRA A 2HQT A
40 2OZA B:A 3HEC A 3FYK X
41 3AAA AB:C 3AA7 AB 1MYO A
42 3AAD A:D 1EQF A 1TEY A
43 3BX7 A:C 3BX8 A 3OSK A
44 3DAW A:B 1IJJ A 2HD7 A
45 3SZK DE:F 3ODQ AB 2H3K A
46 4JCV ADBC:E 1VDD ABCD 1W3S A
47 1ATN A:D 1IJJ B 3DNI
48 1DE4 AB:CF 1A6Z AB 1CX8 AB
49 1H1V A:G 1IJJ B 1D0N B
50 1RKE A:B 1SYQ A 3MYI A
51 1Y64 A:B 2FXU A 1UX5 A
52 2C0L A:B 1FCH A 1C44 A
53 2J7P A:D 1NG1 A 2IYL D
54 3AAD A:B 1EQF A 1TEY A
55 3F1P A:B 1P97 A 1X0O A
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